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i:.INTRODUCTION 

volume, all tht^vlrlouj"dele,-1 ptUon^ ("Tttt0 aSSemhle' ln a aingle 

°" J0VI«' Procedure Ubrary at mccpÁÍ " V"ba" 0' the 

Special Importance has been o , 

fUnCt‘0n’ 81"PUC1^ ‘P aanraacctacyf0„TÍñf^*í”„8.by 

A* a reauït, tTÍj íejuested tie? .. “0“ld be d<!“‘red. 
iaprovement sugestión, to the a^thòíand/or 

It is also requested that new r>rore,o,™.. , , , 
programmers, be documented and given to the ' CîlumaV be of U8e b>y other 
evaluated for inclusion on future libraries. S° that they may be 



1. Manual Format 

ORCANI'/AT ION 

An attempt haa been made to standardize the contents of this manual. 
Thla makes it possible for the user to know what he can expect to find 
in each procedure write up and where. 

It is suggested that the user place this manual In a multi-ring 
binder. This will greatly facilitate adding additional material and 
changes at a future date. 

A change sheet will be Issued with all changes listing the current 
changes and all previous changes. Each change will consist of: A change 
number« an effective change date, the section number under which the 
change occurs and the number of pages involved in a change. Space is 
also provided for a signature of the individual who makes the change and 
the date. Since each change sheet will be cumulative; i.e. listing all 
previous changes; the previous change nheet may be discarded. This gives 
the user the ability of being able to continuously verify that the 
appropriate changes have been made. 

There are four basic divisions to the manual: The Quick Reference 
Index« the Introduction, the Library, and the Appendices. 

a. Quick Reference Index 

The quick reference index was designed to aid the user in several 
ways. It acts as a summary for the actual procedure write-up. It will 
be particularly useful to the individual who has used a particular 
procedure before, and is interested primarily in; how to call It, how much 
core it will occupy, and what other procedures It may call. It will also 
serve as an aide to the individual who has a procedure name and wants to 
look it up in detail. The index will Indicate the section under which 
further documentation will be found. 

Aobreviatlons used will be found listed at the end of the index. With 
the exception of Hollerith and STC items, onlv the item types are given; 
e.g., floating point, arithmetic, etc. In the case of the two exceptions 
the number of bytes that the declared Item contains In the procedure is 
also given. These Item types are Indicated so that the user will know 
how they are declared in the procedure. The UNKNOWN listed for the 
accuracy of many procedures is not to imply that the procedures are of 
questionable accuracy, but rather that they have not been tested to 
determine the exact limit of their accuracy under a given set of conditions 
for documercation purposes. In general, the accuracy of all the procedures 
should be at least eight or nine decimal places. 
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The parameters In the call format will not necessarily match those 
In the procedure write up. They are, however, the identical parameter 
as declared in the procedure. 

To aid the user In finding the desired procedure, the upper right 
hand corner contains the range of the procedures covered on that page. 

b. Introduction 

This section gives an explanation of the organization of the 

manual itself and the library tape. Discussions on procedures in 

general and how to make efficient use of this manual are also required. 

c. Library 

The library section is currently broken down into eight sections 

with room for another two should thev become needed. These eight 

sections break down all the procedures into basic subject categories 

as follows: 

1) Arithmetic Procedures 

2) Trigonometric Procedures 

3) Conversion Procedures 

4) File Processing System Procedures 

5) Program Maintenance and Utility Procedures 

6) Navigational Procedures 

7) Plotter Procedure 

8) Search and Sort Procedures 

The procedures are listed alphabetically by name in each of the 

sectlors. The pages are not numbered to facilitate future changes In 

documentation on a page by page asís. 

Each page currently has a date in the bottom right hand corner 

Indicating when it was originally written. Any pages that are changed 

will be so Indicated by a change number and date. 

Each section of procedures will have a brief introduction describing 

the characteristics of that particular group of procedures that are in 

common. This prevents consistent repet ion from procedure to procedure 

In the write up. 

Each procedure write up is broken into 7 categories as follows: 

1. Purpose 

2. Call Format 

3. Limitation and Accuracy 
4. Procedure Characteristics 

5. Other Procedures Called 
6. Mathematical Method Unit on Programming Technique Used 
7. Example 

1.-3 



Under the section of Cal! Format the parameters used are not 

necessarily those actually used In the procedure. Rather they are chosen, 

If possible to be indicative of what the parameters stand for. In the 

description of the parameters an indication is made as to how the 
parameters are defined in the procedure (e.p. floating point, 8 character 
nollerith, etc.) 

In many cases the accuracy is not documented because no tests have 

been made to establish a documentable value. In most cases where applic- 

piaceathC aCCUracy shoulcl at least he equal to eight or nine decimal 

Under the section Procedure Characteristics: The approximate complete 
time for the procedure to run is given whenever possible. This time is 

actually measured run time and not the simple summation of all the 

instruction execution times, An indication is also given as to whether 
the time is expected to vary or not depending on the particular function 
that a procedure is performing. 

The amount of core that is required by the procedure is indicated In 
Octal. This figure Is for the one particular procedure only. If the 

procedure calls in other procedures, the total storage required will be 

a sum of the storage required by the initial procedure used and any 
other procedures that it might call. 

An Indication is also made under this heading whether or not the 
piocedure is written in JOVIAL only, or also contains direct code. A 

pure JOVIAL procedure will greatly facilitate the change over to another 

computer using JOVIAL. However, it must be remembered that there are 

some functions that can only be performed in direct code and others that 
can only be written with considerable awkwardness in JOVIAL alone. 

d. Appendix 

Appendix A is essentially identical to Appendix 1-06 of the PIN 

and contain' a complete listing of the procedure library by subject 

category. Each procedure is listed with a brief statement as to what Its 

purpose is. This makes it possible for the user to quickly scan a number 

w procedures under a given subject heading in searching for the parti¬ 
cular procedure that he wants. From this point he can gc to the more 
detailed writeup in the manual. 

It Is suggested that the File Processing System Manual , I* .VCOSSACT 
Document No. 88M902A CM-01A be placed in Appendix B. This serves an an 

added reference aid for the File Processing System procedures In Section 4. 

2• Library Tape Format 

A generalized format has also been standardized for the procedure 

card images on tape. The procedures requested are brought in by the 

compiler In alphabetical sequence. These will occur on the users listing 

after his main program and any procedures defined local to his urogram. 

The procedure name, which the user never sees, begins in column 17 so 

that It: may be readily accessed by PPS functions. This card has a 



sequence number of one. The second card is a blank card and is the first 

caid pulled into the users program during compilation. This is followed 

-y a brief two or three line, Indented, statement as to the procedures 

purpose. A blank card separates this statement from the procedure call. 

staîemlnr grates the procedure call from a two or three line 

mav enn 1 catin\w^at other procedures this particular procedure may 
may call. The main body of the procedure follows immediately after 
another blank card. 

The key sequence field contains a coded seouence number. The first 

three letters represent, usually, the first three letters of the procedure 

"he fiïstPÎw iey another Procedure. Tn such cases usually 
».he first two letters and the last letter are used. If this is a 

duplication, an appropriate set of letters were chosen with the first 

letter always corresponding to the first letter of the procedure name, 
the next three columns comprise of the sequencing field. The seventh 

coiumn of the sequence field will contain an F, W, or A. This indicates 

wnere this particular procedure originally came from; FOCCPAC, NAVCOSSACT 

in Washington or FOCCLANT, respectively. The last column of the key 
sequence field indicates under what section in the documentation the 
procedure Is found. For example, a 3 would indicate that the procedure 

is one of the conversion procedures and is described in that section of 
the manual. 

Ivnr1»** C»rí 0ft T*7 procedure wlU be so indicated by the comment 
PDnr - beginning in column 50. END PROG "name" 



C. PROCEDURE US AC F. 

A few facts should be brought out concerning the use of these 

procedures in general before a user tries to make use of them. 
.V 

Functions and procedures can both be classed under the heading 

of closed subroutines. The names of these routines must be spelled 

exactly as indicated in the call parameter. The other parameters of 

the call may be spelled in any manner desired by the user. The most 

important factor regarding the input parameters is the order in which 
they are used. The actual parameters used bv the programmer need not 

be of the same type as indicated in the parameter definition, but 
should be of the same form. 

In dealing with functions and function names it should be clearly 
understood that the function name, whether it be EIN, COS, ARCOS, 
ÀLPHCON, or anything else, is the function name and function name only - 
not a simple item. Within all functions there is a simple item declared 
with the same name as the function. Though the item name and function 

name are synonmous this does not mean that they are the same, but rather 
they are unique entities unto themselves. This item declared within the 
function and carrying the same name as the function will, contain the 
output parameter from the function. 

In the description of the functions in this document, the function 
name la obviously lust that. But how the simple item, with the same name 

as the function, and containing the output parameter is declared, is also 
indicated. It should be understood that in the case of the following 
example: 

ARCCOS « the function name and is a floating point number, in 

radians, representing the arccosine of NUM. 

that the portion of the description, "is a floating point number, in 

radians, representing the arccosine of NUM" refers to the simple item 

declared In the function as ARCCOS and not the function name. 

Normally "XX", to which the function call is set equal to, is declared 

in the same: manner as the output items. However, this does not imply that 

"XX" must be declared in an identical format, as this is a programmers 

option. 

Functions may be nested within functions or procedures. For example 

in the case: 

X'X! - SIN f RADIANS (DEC) 1 $ 

The input parameter (DEG) is in degrees. The function RADIANS converts 
the degrees to radians and the SIM function commîtes the sine of the angle. 
Thus for an input parameter the user mav use a function call. 
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D. OSINC THIS MANUAL EFFICIENTLY 

If you are looking to see if there is an available procedure under a 

given subject category, or, you just want to know in general what I« 
available, use Appendix A. 

Once a given procedure name is known and you want detailed information 

on its characteristics, look it up alphabeticalIv under the appropriate 
subject section. 

If you are familiar with the procedure, know its general characteristics 

and limitations, and just want such information as: how to call it, 

definition of the parameter, number of words it will occupy, accuracy, 
running time, or what other procedure that it mav call; look it up 

alphabetically under the quick reference index. If you find the 

material imcomplete, the section under which it i» located is Indicated 
where it may be referred to in detail. 
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QUICK REFERENCE INDEX 



••• \PHCON - ARC 

CALL 

TYPE 

ALPHCON(AfcCUH„VHICH) 

fprocj 

ANGLINE(DIST1,DIST2,XX, 

YY, ANGIE) 

(proc) 

ANCPOÍÍITÍDIST.XB.YB.ANGEE . 
XX,YY) 

iproc) 

ARC(RAD1,XX,YY,AHG1,ANG2) 
fproc) 

DESCRIPTION 

Converts IBM 7^0 Code to OPCON 

code and vice versa, 

ALPHCON «■ Converted output valut 

in HOT R. 

AR.GUM • Input value to be 

converted, 'n HOL fi. 
WHICH » Indicates: 

0 - OPCON to BCD 

! - BCD to OPCON 

accor tm: 

flWRDS MSEC 

COMP ONKN 

«3 

raws a straipht Une between 

point A and point B on a given 
vector. 

N/A ONKN 

33 

DIST1 

DIST2 

XX 

YY 

ANCLE 

- Distance from X,Y to A, 

in Fit Pt Inch. 

- Distance from X,Y to B, 
in Fit Pt Inch. 

* X Coord of base Pt, in 

Fit Pt Inch. 

- Y Coord of base Pt, in 
Fit Pt Inch. 

■■ Vector angle, measured 

counter clockwise from 

the X axis, in nt Pt Deg. 

Returns the X and Y coordinar es of 
a point on a given vector. 

DIST 

XB 

YB 

ANCLE 

XX 

Y3 

- Distance from the base 

Pt, XB: In Fit Pt Inch. 
“ X Coord of base, in Fit 

Pt Inch. 

- Y Coord of base, in Fit 
Pt Inch. 

■ Angle of vector having a 

base point o'. XB, YB; in 
Fit Pt Deg. 

• X Coord of the defined 

point, in Fit Pt Inch. 

- Y Coord of the defined 

point, in Fit Pt Inch. 

K/A UNKN 

17 

Draws an arc defined bv the input 
parameters . 

RADI 

XX 

YY 

ANC1 

ANG2 

* Radius of the arc, in 
Fit Pt Inch. 

- X Coord, in Fit Pt Inch. 

“ Y Coord, In Fit Pt Inch. 

” Starting angle, in ^It 
Pt Deg. 

* Terminating angle, in 
Fit Pt: Deg . 

N/A 

170 

UNKN 7 

OTHERS 
SEC »SED 

3 REMOOO 

7 COSIN 

DRAW 

MOVE 

RADIANS 

SIN 

7 COSIN 

RADIANS 
SIM 

COS IN- 
DRAW 

NORM3S0 

RADIANS 
SIN 



ARCCOS BARGRAF 

CALL 
TYPE 

ARCCOS(XX) 
(proel 

ARCSIN(XX) 
[ fuite ( 

ARCTAN(XX) 
[func] 

ASPECIAL(XX,YY,PEN,HEICHT, 
SINC,COINC,SYMB) 

(proej 

AXIS(XEXT,YEXT) 
(proel 

EARCRAF(BCR0,BCR1 
BCR3,BCU) 

(proel 

ACCIJR TIME OTHERS 
DESCRIPTION IWRDS MSEC SEC USED 

Computes the arccosine of a number. 10^ 1-3 ? ARCSIN 
15. 

ARCCOS « Output value. In Fit Pt 
Rad. 

XX - Input value, in Fit Pt:. 

Computes the arcsine of a number. 10~5 1-3 2 __ 

ARCSIN - Output value, In Fit Pt 
Rad. 

XX ■ Input value, in Fit Pt. 

Computes the arctangent of a 
number. 

ARCTAN » Output value. In Fit Pt 
Rad. 

XX ■ Input value, In Fit Pt. 

IQ-5 1.6 2 
89 

Draws one of the special characters N/A UNKN 7 PLOT 
from the special character set. UNKN 

XX - X Coord, In Fit Pt Inch. 
YY - Y Coord, in Fit Pt Inch. 
PEN « Pen position, in Int 

according to: 
0 - up 
1 » down 

HEIGHT « Character height, in Fit 
Pt Inch. 

SI.NC ■ Sine of the angle of 
Inclination, in Fit Pt. 

COINC • Cosine of the angle of 
inclination, in Fit Pt. 

SYMB « An Int value specifying the 
special character desired. 
See end of Index for 
Symbols. 

Draws a line from Coord point 0,0 to M/A UNKN 7 draw 
X,0 and from 0,0 to Y,0. 12~ MOVF 

XF.XT » Length of Xaxis, in Fit 
¡'i Inch. 

YEXT «= Length of Yaxis, In Fit 
Pt Inch. 

Draws a shaded or unshaded bar. N/A UNKN 7 DRAW 
1 ! 4 MOVE 

BGP.0 = X Coord of lower left 
corner of the bar in 
Fit Pt Inch. 



BARGRAF - BÏNSRCH 

CAM 
TtPE 

ACCUg TIME 
DESCRIPTION MSEC SEC 

RCR1 » Y Coord of lower left 
comer of the har. In 
Fit Ft Inch. 

FOR? * Height of Basic har, In 
Fit Pt Inch. 

B0R1 - Height of the shaded 
portion, In Fit Pt Inch. 

BCD - Numlxr of Int units the 
bar Is wide: 1 unit ■ 
0.2 Inch. 

W.TTERXY(X1,Y1 ,X2 ,Y? - 

(proel 
Determines which of the two X,Y N/A UNKN 7 
Coord supplied lo closest, to the 39 
present pen position. 

XI - X Coord of 1st. set, in 
Pit Pt Inch. 

Y1 ■ Y Coord of 1st set: In 
Fit Pt Inch. 

X2 * X Coord of 2nd set, in 
Fit Pt Inch. 

Y2 • Y Coord of 2nd set, In 
Fit »>t Inch. 

XRl » X Coord of closest so , 
In Fit Pt Inch. 

YRl - Y Coord of closest set. 
In Fit Pt Inch. 

XB2 - X Coord of farthest set. 
In Fit Pt Inch. 

YB2 - Y Coord of farthest set, 
In Fit Pt Inch. 

BINSRCH(SRTBL,SRWDS,ARTBL, Performs a binary search, using a 
ARVOS • SREHT.SIALT) single or multiple word key, on a 

force] sorted serial table. 

N/A UNKN 8 
UNK.N 

SRTBL - Name of the table to be 
searched. 

SRWDS ■ Number of words per entry 
of table SRTBL. 

ARTBL - Table name that contains 
the argument. 

ARWD5 * Number of word* per entry 
of table ARTBL. 

SRENT » Entry at «ditch the match 
was found or point where 
the argument, should be 
Inserted if no match was 
found. 

SPALT • Statement label to which 
a transfer la made if a 
match is not found. 

OTHERS 
USED 

SQRT 



CENTER -- CK'STATS 

CALL 
TYPE 

CENTER (CEND.CENC ,CENM) 
Ifune 1 

CIRCLE (RAM,XX.mO 
(proc) 

OC’STATS(FC,RESULT,HIST - 

ALT.) 
(proc) 

ACCOR TIME 

DESCRIPTION IVwDF MSEC SEC 

Supplies the X or V Coord at which N/A UNKN 7 
a label is to hepin if it Is to be S 
centered on «tlven X or Y point. 

CENTER - X or Y Coord that the 
label should bepln at, 

In Fit Pt. 
CENI) - Point over which this 

label is to be centered, 
In Fit Pt Inch. 

CENC “ Number of characters In 
the label, in Pit Pt. 

CENI! - Hiilght of characters. In 
Fit Pt Inch. 

Draws a circle around Coord X,Y N/A 
with the Riven radius. fi 

RADI - Radius of the circle in. 
Fit Pt Inch. 

XX ■ X '.nord of center, in Fit 
Pt Tnch. 

YY - Y Coord of center, in Pit 
Pt; Inch . 

Waits for a non-busy status to be N/A 
returned by an I/O device, cheeks 46 
for other non-normal statl and 
takes appropriate action. 

EC - File code of file being 
checked in Int. 

RESULT *» R; then if the status of 
FC is other than 0, 1, 2, 
3, of U the task will be 
terminated with TERM 
REAS 37XX where "XX" is 
the status found. 

- 1; then, if illegal statl 
are found, an abnormal 
termination will occur 
only if total errors 
previouslv detected by 
CK'STATS is SR. 

HIST - File code of list tape 
for everv message, in Int. 
If emial to 0 no logging 
will he done. 

ALT. ■ Statement label to which 
CK'STATS will return if 
a segment mirk or eml-of- 
flie is found. 

..i. 

OTHERS 
USED 

ARC 

INTHI 



CLEAR - CSCAN 

CALL 

TYPE DESCRIPTION 

ACCES TIME 

#WW)S MSEC SEC 

CLEAR(WHERE .MSECS,TYPF) Clears an area of core to +0 or N/i 

iproc] blanks. 30 

WHERE - The first word of core 

to be cleared, In Int. 

NRECS - The number of word* to 

clear, In Int. 

TYPE - Status item. If equal to: 

1; clear to +0. 

2; clear to blanks. If 

not equal to 1 or 2 will 

return without clearing. 

CORE(FWA,MWD,NAME,NDWPE, 

FORM) 

[prod 

COSH(XX) 

(fune] 

Dumps a specified memory area on 

file 04. 

UNKN 5 

FWA * First word address In Int. 

MWD * Number of words to be 

dumped In Int. 

NAME - Up to B OPCON characters 

that may be printed as an 

Ident In the control line 

ln Hol B. 

NDWPE - Number of words per sub¬ 

section, or entry, in Int. 

FORM - Format of data to be 

printed. 

0 • octal 
1 « OPCON 

Computes the hyperbolic cosin of a 

number. 

10-11 1.8 2 
11 

COSH - Output value, in Fit Ft. 

XX - Input value, In Fit Pt. 

COSIN(FJC) 

[func] 

Computes the cosine of a number. 

COSIN - Output value, in Fit Pt. 

XX * Input value, in Fit Pt 

Rad. 

■5X10~5 2.0 

46 

2 

COTAN(XX) 

[fund 
Computes the cotangent of a number. ISlIil 3*3 

11 
CCTAN » Output value, in Fit Pt. 

XX - Input value, in Fit Pt Rad. 

CSCAM(MOD - FTY?,FCOL,NCOL1 Locates and classifies fields 
fprocÍ within an unpacked (one character 

per word) Image tba*" general lv 

represent card columns . 

N/A 

'430 

UNKN 5 

OTHERS 

USED 

FEXP 

SIN 

TAN 



CSCAN - DASH 

t 

i|!|!Í!!l|íl;i!l!l|lilllii|||ll.III!«' 

CALL 
TYPE 

ACCW TIME 
DESCRIPTION iWRDS MSEC SEC 

MOp « Int, Indicating when 
CSCAN Is to return to 
the calling program. 

0 « locate next field 
and return, 

1 « return where a S 
has been encoun¬ 
tered or all 
columns have been 
examined. 

FTYP - Int specifying the type 
of field located by the 
scan. 0 

0-15 Indicates a 
separator. 

22-30 Indicates data. 
See procedure writeup 
for Individual codes- 

POOL - Int, specifying the first 
column of a field contain¬ 
ing a character that is 
not separator, space, or 
part of a field definition. 

NCOL » Int. specifying the number 
of columns comprising the 
field. Will he 0 for 
separators. 

CURVE (PTAB, PSPAC, PSTRT, 
PCTR.PCHT) 

fprocj 

Draws a smooth curve between N N/A 
equally spaced values of Y, 1° 

PTAB - Table name of value to he 
ploted. Sent must equal 
the number of points. 

PSPAC - X spacing betwo n values 
of Y, in Fit Pt Inch. 

PSTRT ■ Position of the first 
point from the X axis, 
in Fit Pt Inch. 

PCHR » Number of the special 
character set to mark the 
points within Arlt. See 
end of Index for symbols. 

PCHT - Height of character, in 
Fit Pt Inch. If « 0 no 
characters will he printed. 

DASH ÍXASH.YASH,XASH1,YASH1, 
PASEEN,DOTLEW) 

fproel 

Draws a dashed line from Xn.Yn to 

Xl.Y,. 

XASH 

YASH 

XASfU 

X Coord of 
Pt, in Fit 
Y Coord of 
Pt, lu Fit 
X Coord of 
Ft, in Fit 

the initial 
Pt Inch, 
the Initial 
Pt Inch, 
the final 
Pt: Inch. 

N/n 
' 56 

ONKN 7 

..'i ....I..ini...¡I.'“i.11 1 

OTHERS 
USED 

PLOT 

DRAW 
FI1 
MOVE 
SQRT 



DASH - DESUNK 

CAU 
WE ACCUR TIME 

Pimniow Imm msec 

TâíMi * T Cn»t4 of the find 
El, I* rt* Pt Inch. 

iâS'iüi - Itoth length, In Fit p; 
Inch. 

nnttwi - length nf agace, In 
Fit Ft Inch. 

MM«f <AMt, MMI .RUBS ( 
SWM.ftfSK) 

l»rac! 

Äntta taftleally In aacnnálng nrdnr, M/A VJNKN 
entrtea of a atnnte er «wltlgle nerd «2 
per entrv aevlal tnbl« via a key 
fteli In the entry. 

AM» - location af the table, In 
tnt. 

ÜJ*¡* • *«•» ®f the table, tn Int. 
EMBS " Ihndier ef «cerda par entry 

in the table (MVMCM or 
aaan caletilatad value), tn 
Int. 

*WM « Mendier of foil verde in 
the non ke?, tn Int. 

Wl* • Starting vnrd nf the aort 
key. In lot. 

DEGREES (RAÖ) 
(f«MC) 

Cenverta radiant te degreea. iq-1» UMXM 

IKGREKS • The evtpnt vaine. In 
Fit Pt lieg. 

**>» • The Inpot valve. In Fit 
Ft Rad. 

BELET(IM9X,0FER) 
(proel 

msutftfUM, 10MCA, r,*«A, 
mriNF.SPA » UTS, 
UNCfr.eftss) 

îptoej 

«ill 'll i|| illl lililí 11111:11111, Il IM l'Ill II II II ¡III III 1' IT II IM 

Sealleeatca erra buffer area due KM UMKM 
te opening or cleatng a flic ta FFS. tn 

imx rn ladea te file entry In 
tablea WES and CSU*. in 
Int • 

am * Entrance point te OKIET, 
la let. 

1 • Entered fron 
ptocadure ES1T. 

i • Intered fren 
procedure ENTER. 

Calcolataa a new poattlon and courae WjlW UMKM 7 
(great circle) when given peálelo», jfj 
courae, due. and SPA, eaawting 
eeoatanc ap^ed far tke tine interval 
apeclflfad and s*»*i circle track. 

tATA * Original tat. In Fit Ft 
Rad. 

UWGA • Original Long, In Pit 
Ft Rad. 

OTHERS 
SEC USED 

ARCCOS 
ARCSOM 
COSIM 
SIN 

.....Mill 



DESUNK - DUMP 

CALL 
TYPE 

ACCUR TIME 
MSCRÎPTIOW IWRDS MSEC 

CRSA » Original conrise, in Fit 
Pt Rad, 

DTIME * Number of hours ship is 

to travel, in Fit Pt. 
SOA - Speed, in Fit Pt Kt. 
LATB - New Lat, in Fit Pt Rad 

(negative if south). 
LONGB - New Long, in Fit Pt Rad. 
GRSB - Great circle course, in Fit 

Pt Rad. 

DLOAD(TP,DR,HIST,FMS'SW, 

TRK1,KEY,DPE,LAST - 
NUMT.miMR) 

IprocJ 

Reads unpacked records from tape N/A 
and places them on disc. 260 

TP 

DK 

HIST 

FMS’SW 

RDBUF 

TRK1 

KEY 

WPE 

LAST 

NUMT 

NUMR 

- Input file code, in Int. 
" Random disc output file 

code, in Int. 

• Output tape file code for 

listing error messages, 
in Int. 

- A Bool item Indicating 
input tape format: 

0 - Not in FMS format. 
1 - In FMS format. 

“ Taole name for n+1 words 
per entry where "n" ■ 
number of words in a key. 

• Beginning track number, 
in Int. 

*• Name of the Key table 
to be built. 

• Number of words per entry 
(n+1) in KEY, in Int. 

• 'LOG (statement label) 

where the procedure is to 
return to. 

• Number of tracks used, in 

» Number of records packed, 
in Int. 

N/A 

DRAW(XX.YY) 
[procj 

Draws a line from the present pen N/A UNKN 
Coord to the designated Coord. 5 

“X Coord, in Fit Pt Inch, 
YY - Y Coord,, in Fit Pt Inch. 

DUMP(FADDR,LABOR,ID,FORM) Initiates a dump service request to N/A UNKN 
IP*«! SSEC for that portion of memory 23 

requested. 

FADDR - Address of the first word 
to be dumped, in Arit. 

LADDF. » Address of the last: word Co 
be dumped, in Arit. 

ID « User identification of the 

.. » >:i 

OTHERS 
SEC USED 

8 CK*STATS 

PLOT 

. 



DUMP -- KOR 

CALL 
TYPE 

FORM 

DESCRIPTION 

dump. In Hoi 7.. 
- ?ortnat of Che output, In 

Arlt. 
0 - Octal 
1 *■ OPCON 

ACCOR TIME OTHERS 
fjfgPS MSEC SEC USB!» 

ENTER(FDI) 

fproc] 

ENTERF(FDI) 
tproc) 

Opens the file designated and alio- N/A 
cates an I/O work area in core to be 1017 
uaed for the file being opened, in FPS. 

EDI - File description item, in 
Hpl 50. See procedure 
writeup for details. 

UNKN 5 DELET 
I'O 
LAJDDL 
■mr 

Opens an IPS master tape for use 
with FPS library procedures by 
bypassing the first two records. 

N/A UNKN 3 ENTER 
11 

■ File description item, 
in Hoi 50. See 
procedure writeup for 
details. 

ENY(DUH'FILE) 
t func] 

EOF(DUM’FILZ) 
ffunc» 

EOR(DUM’FILE) 
[func] 

Determine the current entry position N/A 
of any file in FPS. "TT UNKN 5 FOES’DENT 

ENY - Entry position, In Int. 
DUM FILE ■ File description item, in 

Hoi 50. See procedure 
writeup for details. 

Tests for an end-of-file on an FPS N¿£ UNKN 5 FOES'DENT 

EOF * 1; for end-of-file 
present. 

0; for end-of-file not 
present. 
In Bool format. 

DUM FILE * File description item. In 
Hoi 50. See procedure 
writeup for details. 

Tests for an end-of-record on an FPS N/A 
pate. -jy 

E0R “ I; for end-of-record 
present. 

0; for end-of-record not: 
present. 
In Bool format. 

DUM’FILE "» File description item, In 
Hoi 50. See procedure 

writeup for details. 

UNKN 5 FDES’DENT 



BS 

BOS(DÜM*PILE) 
[fuñe] 

EXIT(DUN'FILE) 
(pfoc) 

FBIHmr(POPCOD) 
[fuñe] 

ACCOR TIME OTHERS 
Df.SCRimON IWRDS MSEC" SEC USED 

Test* for an end-of-segment on an N/A UNKN 5 FOES'ENT 
FPS tape. i? 

EOS - 1; for segment mark 

present. 

0; for segment mark not 
present. 
In Bool format. 

DUM'FILE - File description Item, In 

Hoi 50. See procedure 
writeup for details. 

Closes the processing of an FPS file. N/A 

24 
DUM'FILE » File description Item, 

ln Hoi 50. See procedure 

writeup for details. 

UNKN 5 DELET 

FOES'ENT 
I'O 

RWRIT 

Converts numeric values of OPCON 100¾ UNKN 3 
code to Its Integer equivalent. 42 

FBINRY - Intïger equivalent, In 
Arlt. 

FOPCOD - Input parameter, ln Hoi 8. 

FOES’ENTÍDUM*FILE) 
[func] 

FEXPCFUU) 
(func) 

Obtain the entry number in table N/A UNKN 5 TYPE 
FDES for the file designated in the 15 
call In FPS. 

FDES'ENT ” Entry number, In Int. 

DUM'FILE - File description item, 
in Hoi 50. See procedure 
writeup for details. 

Raises the constant E to a given içrjg .85 1 
power. 56 

FEXP - Output results, In Fit 
Pt. 

FUU * Input parameter, in Fit 
Pt. 

FIGURES(XX,YY,COUNT, 
HEIGHT,ANGLE, 
CARACT0R) 

fproc) 

Draws up to 8 characters from the N/A UNKN 7 PLOT 
OPCON character set. n 

XX « X Coord of 1st character, 
In Fit Pt Inch. 

YY ■> Y Coord of 1st character, 
in Fit Pt Inch. 

COUNT • Number of characters to be 
printed, (1 to 8), in Arlt. 

HEIGHT - Character height, in Fit 

Pt Inch. 



PICURES - FJÏ2H0 

CALL 
WE 

PESCWlFTIOti 

ANCLE 

CARACTO» 

Afifl*' of the character* 
fro* + X ails, In Fie 

Characters to be plotted 
In Hal i. 

ACCUH 
#WWIS 

ontEiis 

n,2HO(Ft,OTE. FIRST, NUN») 
T|»roc) 

Converts 

FIOTE 
fust 

nunb 

« Fit Ft I tew to OFCON code, 

- Input parasiter. In Fit Ft. 
- Flrat entry of * tpbte tH-t 

the OFCON eon««r*fon vtll 
po I»to, In Iwt. 

- Nuwh*r af tail« entries 
the converted velue la to 
occupy, in l„t. 

IIKIJE 
«0 

WWN 3 IN2HO 
002*0 

FOPCON(FBININ) 
{fune J 

FRSTCRAF(PLOTTER,OUTFILK, 
WOWC.STRT'FT) 

fproe] 

Converta an intiger (ten 
OFCON it««. 

to an « byte 

FOPCON 
fbinin " ^“»pw* paraewter, in Mol fi. 

- Input parametar. In Arlt. 

WEN J 

i .: """■«aeepinp routine. N 
be celled before eny other plott 
procedure. 

W/A 
31 

PLOTTER 

OUTFILE 

WORK 

STRT'FT 

‘ lot 10 Inch Plpcter. 
l‘> f*P I» Inch Plotter. 
In Fit Ft. 

“ (Nitpnt file cod* for the 
generated plotter tape in 
Arlt. 

"«me il i j 
unrt area for the ayateai 
Nent ehoutd he a* larpe 
*• poesihle end at leaat 

J- - 1. UcatL, 
*0000,, to 7m«g will he 
usad. 

- Startinp point frol, thc 
right narria, in fit Ft 
Inch. 

WKN 7 r-RAW 
NIWIU/ 
PLOT 
TICKS 

EX2H0(FIN,m, FIRST,NUMB, 
NUNPL) 

fproe) 

111!11'" 

ipl'ír 

Converts an Arithmetic 
OFCON *»de. 

I tew to 

FIN 

FRA, 

FIRST 

- let ponton of the input 
Mr «utter to b* couvrîtes 
in ’Sat* * 

- Fractional poetle» ef the 
inpt»t parameter to be 
coaverted, J« Tot. 

“ First artery of a table 
t:hM the OFCON converrion 

,l,llI to into, in In*. 

JHWÏ 
50". 

IMtCN 3 IN 2 HO 



FX/lIO - GRCRBL 

CALL 
TffE DESCRIPTION 

ACOIR TIME 
?WRD~S MSEC’ SEC 

tW'B • Number of table entries 
that the converted value 
is to cccupv, in Int, 

NÜMPL ■■ Number of table entries 
allocated for the frac¬ 
tional portion of the 
converted value, in Int. 

CET’C «MCn’FL.ER’FL - EDFL.) Reads cards, double buffered, and N/A UNKM S 
(proel unpack* them as required by CSCAN 104 

and the "XX?XX" conversion procedures. 

CD*FI - Card reader input file 
code , in Int. 

ER*FI. ■ List tape file code for 
error, in Int. 

EDFL. » Statement label speci¬ 
fying where the procedure 
is to return contre’ to 
If a segment mark or EOFL 
Is encountered. 

¢80 ML ( LATA, LONGA, LATB, 
L0N6P.IND - 01ST, 
-USE) 

tproc] 

Calculates either the Great Circle UNKM UNKN 6 
or Rhumb Line course and distance 270 
between two given Pts. 

LATA - Lat of departure Ft. in 
Fit Pt Rad. 

LONGA • Long of departure Pt, in 
Fit Pt Rad. 

LATB ■ Lat or destination, in 
Fit Pt Rad. 

LONGB « Long of destination, in 
Fit Pt Rad. 

IND - 0; for Great Circle 
computation 
1; for Rhumb Line 
computation. 
In Boolean Format. 

LIST ■ Distance front departure 
point to destination, in 
Fit Pt Rad. 

■ Initial course to sail, 
in Fit Pt RAD, 

OTHERS 
USED 

CK*STATS 

ARCCOS 
ARCSIN 
ARCTAN 
COSIN 

CRSE 



HL2FL -• HL2H0 

CALL 
TYPE 

in.2EL(fIRST,K0MB( . FLT) 
fproc) 

PESgRimoH 

Convert* OPCOM ended data, to * 
«t ft Item. 

FIRST - Pim entry of « table 
that the OPCOM coded byte 

HIIWM la ln> in lUt- 
"WW» - Nnwber of table entries tc 

be converted, In int. 
- Converted output item, in 

ACCUR 
ÎWRDS 

»WKW 
116 

time 
msec sec 

OTfKM 3 

ML2rX(PIRSY(m)MR • SIGN. 
hit. mo 

(proe) 

Converta OPCON coded data to an Arit 

FIRST 

mm 

SIGN 

INT 

FRAC 

* First entry of a table 
that the OPf.nw coded byte 
1* in, in Int. 

■ Number of iable entries 
to be converted, in Int. 

* 1: for negative. 
* 0: for positive. 

In Int. 
“ Int portion of the con¬ 
verted value, in inj, 

* Fractional portion of 
the converted value, in 

»NKN 
ÜNKN 

UNKN 3 

HLZHLfriRST.miMS • HOL) 
iptoc) Packs « bytea of OPCON coded data 

front a table to an 8 byte OPCON ite». 
100¾ 
46 

FIRST - Firet entry of a table 
that the OPCON coded byte 

nu. la ^ in Int* 
MWMB • Humber of table entriea 

to be converted (1 to 8) 
in Int. 

Wt- - Packed OPCON item, t„ Hoi 

UNO 3 

NL2S0(B0L,FIRST,NUMB) 
tprocl Onpacka an 8 byte OPCON coded itei 

and placea it In a one byte per 
entry table. P 

IPQg UNKN 3 
3,1 

HOL 

FIRST 

NUMB 

» OPCON Item to be unpacked, 
in Hoi 8. 

■ FIrat table entry that 
the first byte is to be 
placed in, in Int. 

■ «"«•her of table entriea 
to be used in the 
unpacking, in Int. 

Hi;.... 

OTHERS 
USED 

HL2IN 

HLCON 

.. 



HL2 IN - INTH I 

CALL 
TYPE 

HL21N(FIR,N0 - INT) 
Iproc] 

HL20C(FIRST,MUMB - OCT) 
tprocj 

ML2ST(FIRST,NÎMB - TRC) 
tprocj 

IH2H0(IMT,FIRST,DUMB) 
tproc] 

IKTHKINT - HOL) 
[proc] 

.. . 

DESCRIPTION 

ACCUR TIME OTHERS 
jjjjDS MSEC SEC »SED 

Converts OPCON coded data to a 
signed decimal Integer Item, 

FIR ■■ First table entry that 
the first byte is to be 

placed In, In Int. 

NO ■ Number of table entries 
to be used in the 
unpacking, in Int. 

INT “ Converted output value, 

in Int. 

100% UNEN 3 
*76 

Converts OPCON coded data to an 

unsigned Octal integer. 

FIRST - First table entry that 
the first byte is to be 
placed In, in Int. 

NUMB m Number of table entries 
to be used in the 
unpacking, in Int. 

OCT " Converted output item, 

in Int. 

100% UNKli 3 

46 

Converts OPCON coded data to a 

simple STC coded item. 

FIRST - First table entry that 
the first byte is to be 

placed in, in Int. 
NUMB - Number of table entries 

to be used in the 
unpacking, in Int. 

TRC - Converted output item, 
in STC 8. 

100% UNEN 3 

' 24 

Converts a simple Int item to OPCON 100% UNEN 3 REMQUO 

code. 50 

INT * Input velue to be converted, 

ia Int. 
FIRST - First entry of a table 

that the OPCON coded item 
is placed in, in Int. 

NUMB * Number of table entries the 
converted value is to 

occupy, in Int. 

Converts an unsigned integer item 

to an 8 byte OPCON item. 

100% 
27 

INT " Input value to be converted, 

in Int. 

UNEN 3 

.11.. 



INTH I - I'O 

ACCUR TIME OTHERS 

DESCRIPTION 0WRDS MSEC SEC USED. 

HOL ”> Converted output value, in 

Hoi 6, 

CALL 

TYPE 

îNTERRUPT(-FAULT,1NSTRCTN, Interrogates the interrupt status for N/A UNKN 5 

ADDRESS) internal (arithmetic faults). 8 

[proel 
FAULT - Fault type, in Arit. 

1 - Divide 
2 - Shift 
3 “ Overflow 

* » Exponent (overflow) 
5 «* Exponent (underflow) 

6 « all others 

TNSTRCTN » Upper or lower address 
indicator, in Bool 
0 « upper address 
1 » lower address 

ADDRESS - Address where the fault 
occurred, in Arit. 

I'0(ENTOR,DESOP) Handles all periphal device N/A UNKN 4 LOST 
[proc] manipulation and actual data 1016 TYPE 

transmission for the procedures 

of the FPS system. 

ENTNR » File description entry 

number in table FDES, in 
Int. 

DESOP » I/O operation desired, 

in Int. 

1 - Open File 
2 « Read 
3 « Write 

4 « Position 
5 - Close File 
6 ■ Write Segment Mark 

...111 ^1(1111.11111(:11111111 



CAU 
¥m 

UDOl 
Ifune] 

LA9TOIAP 
tproc] 

LOUIAT<UU) 
[func] 

HOVE(KX,TY) 
fpror] 

WORM3*0(ANGLE) 
(func] 

WUCRAf (XX,W) 
Iproc] 

OC?HO »Cf.PIRST.NltMB) 
Iptwc] 

LAUl'I. - 0C2H0 

ACCJJR TIME OTHERS 
tlESCWIPTXOH Iwm MSEC SEC USED 

Obtain the «ddresi plus 100 of th* M/A UNKW 4 
laut meitory word! loaded by the SSEC II 
loader ln FPS, 

WOOL ■■ Add re#* + 100 of the 
last addresa loaded. 

The laat procedure called In ■naklnR M/A 
uae of the plotter procedures. 12 
Perforiaa hoMsekeeplng chcsret. 

UMKN 7 PLOT 
PRESENT 

Compute» the natural logarithm of a IQOX .85 1 
number. 61 

LOGNAT « Output value. In Fit Ft. 
MU ■- Input value. In Pit Pt. 

Positions the plotter pen at the N/A HMKM 7 PLOT 
indicated X,Y Coord without drawing 8 
a line. 

XX - X Coord, in Fit Pt Inch, 
YY « Y Coord, in Fit Pt Inch, 

Normalizes any angle supplied in IQOX UNKN 3 
degrees to the range of 0 to 360, 12 

NORMS60 - Normalized value, in 
Fit Pt Peg. 

ANGLE » Input value, in Fit Pt 
Deg. 

Clears and housekeeps plotter N/A UNKN 7 PLOT 
routines at the end of each block. 7 

XX ■ Mew X Coord, in Fit Pt 
Inch from the previous 
X,Y Coord. 

YY « New Y Coord, in Fit Pt 
Inch from the previous 
X.Y Coord. 

Converts an unsigned octal Integer 100X UNKN 3 
to OPCON code . 24" 

OCT • Octal input parameter, 
in Int. 

FIRST » First entry of a table 
that the OPCON conversion 
will go into, in Int. 



- F'LA 

mm» 

î.'KOTrmoF 

*■ Ntimhïr of table entries 
tbe converted value is to 
occupy, fn int. 

Acctm 
Fwrds SEC 

OTHERS 

OPCTOB(HOL) 
ffunt) 

PCL (LATOP, ENCOP, FRMAT - 
UTRN.LNCRN) 

fprocJ 

Converts an OTCOH e„de£, numb(îr 

Its floating point equivalent. 

OPCTOB 

HOL 

■* Converted outpmt value 
*« Fit It. 

- Input value, in fini 8, 

100? 3-16 3 
150 

Converts OPCON coded latitude and 

radians^* t0 flo0tln» P"im 

UTOP 
LNCOP 

FRMAT 

LAWN 

LNGRN 

” Lat. ln Hoi g, 
* Len«, ln Hoi fi, 

» Format Indication, In 
Arle. 

0-5 character Lat 
• f> character Long 

I « I character Lat 

“ B character Long. 
* Converted Lat, in Fit Pt 

Rad. 

■ Converted Long, In Fit 
Pt Rad. 

ONKN IINKN 6 
212 

FCC (LATI, LONl, LAT2, L0N2, 
FOMflf - CCDEG,GCNMI ) 

[proc) 

FU(LTCKl.FRHTl - LATIN) 
tproc) 

-- 
between two pointi 

LATI 

LONl 

LAT2 

LON2 

FORMT 

GCDEG 

CCNMI 

" 1 at of the first point, 
ln Hol S. 

" I*o«rg of the first point, 
in Hoi 8, 
Lat of the second point, 
ln Hoi 8. 

" Cong of the second point 
in Hoi. 8, 

” Format Indicator, in Arit 
0*5 character Lat 

6 character Long 
I - 7 character Lat ’ 

$ character Long 
- Great Circle distance. In 

Fit Pt Rad. 

“ ^re',t: Circle distance, In 
Fit Pt Neut Ml. 

UNKN 
62 

UNKN 6 ARGOS 
ARCSIN 
COSIN 
PCI 
SIN 

Cherts magnitude and format validity 

of Latitude in OPCON code. m 
55 

UNKN 6 

lat to be checked , in 
Hoi 8. 

...... 

LICK I 



CALL 
TTFE 

PLN (LNCK2 ,FWfT2 - LNRIN) 
fproel 

PLOT(PP) 
tprocj 

POINTER(XI,Y1 ,X2,Y2, SIZE) 
(proc) 

POSITION (DUM'FI LE,DSEGD, 
DCRED.DENTD) 

DESCRIPTION 
ACCUR nw: 
imps MSEC SEC 

FRMT1 •• Format Indicator, in Arlt: 
0-5 character Lat 
1-7 character Lat 

LATIN - Validity check Indicator, 
In Arlt, 
0 - Invalid 
1 - Ve j 
? - blank. 

Checks magnitude and format validity N/A UNKN 6 
of Longitude in OPCON code. 52 

LNCK2 - Long to he checked. In 
Hoi n. 

FRMT2 - Format indicator, in Long 
0-7 character Long 
1 « R character Long 

LNGIN » Validity check indicator, 
in Arlt. 
0 - Invalid 
1 - Valid 
2 • Blank 

Never called by the user. This Is N/A N/A 7 
a central routine used by the 1056 
plotter procedures. 

Draws a line from Xl.Yl, to X2.Y2 N/A N/A 7 
with an arrow-head located at X2,Y2 33 
in designated Size. 

XI - X Pt at which to start 
the line, in Fit Pt Inch, 

Y1 - Y Pt at which to start the 
line, in Fit Pt Inch. 

X2 - X Pt to start the arrow 
head, in Fit Pt Inch. 

SIZE - Length size of the arrow 
head, in Fit Pt Inch. 

Positions an input file to a 
particular entry in the file in FPS. 

DUM'FILE - File description item, in 
Hoi 50. Ser procedure 
write up ( details. 

DSEGD - Desired s 'it number, 
in Int. 

DRECD - Desired record number, 
in Int. 

DENTD - Desired entry number, 
in Int. 

N/A N/A A 
151 

OBIERS 
USED 

COSIN 
RADIANS 
SIN 

ASPECIAL 
SQRT 

FOES'ENT 
I '0 
TYPE 



CALL 
JJÍ'Í 

POSIIT (LATA, U ' A, 1.ATB, 
LGNGB, !i'1 A , TAB,TAP, 
I HD » LATP.LOHCP) 

[procJ 

PRESENTÍ- XX,YY) 
fproc] 

Ï’OSITP - PRJ-SK 

accur time others 
DESCRIPTION IwiÕS NSEC SEC USED 

Solves the Let and tong of an 
unknown point along a Gt Circle 
or Rhumb Ling Course. 

LATA - Lat of IVp Pt, 1« Pit 
Pt Rad. 

LONGA - Long cf IVp Pt, in Fit 
Pt Rad. 

LATH . Lat 0f ne!!t Pt, in Fit 
Pt Rad. 

LONGS - Long of Rest Pt, in 
Fit Pt Rad. 

SOA - Speed of advance from 
Pep Pt to tbe unknown 
point in Naut Ml and 
tenths of Naut Mi, in 
Arit. 

TAB - Time in Hr and tenths, 
required to sail front 
Dep Pt to Dest, in Arit. 

TAP - Time in Hr and tenths, 
required to sail from 
Dep Pt to Unkn posit, P, 
In Arit. 

IND - Boolean Indicator as 
fol lows : 

0 » Great Circle 
Computation 

l » Rhumb Line 
Cut'put at Ion 

LATP - Lat of Hnkn posit, P, In 
Fit Pt. 

LONGP - Long of Unkn posit, P, 
in Fit Pt. 

UNKN UNKN 3 ARCCOS 
437 ARCSIN 

ARCTAN 
COSIN 
SIN 
SQRT 

Supplies the present X and Y Coord N/A UNKN 7 PLOT 
of the pen. 7 

XX - X Coord, in Fit Pt Inch. 
YY - Y Coord, in Fit Pt Inch. 

... 1111 



RADIANS - RELEASE 

NAB2 ANS (MC) 
ffttnc] 

NCADdNM1 FILE, BUM' TABL) 
{prcv! 

DESCRIPTION 

Cofivert» angular dugrtea and 
fraction« to Radians. 

RADIANS * Output valu«, In FU Pt. 
DEG - Input value, in FU Pt 

degrees. 

*655* time others 
fWRPS MSEC SEC USED 

I0~u UNEN 3 
3 

Transfer an entry of an Input fil« N/A 
to the first entry of a serial table 238 
in EPS. 

DUM’FILE • file Description Iten, In 
Hoi 50. See procedure 
write up for details, 

DUM'TARL ■ Table name of the serial 
table that the entry will 
be placed in. 

UNKN 4 FOES'ENT 
I'O 
TYPE 

READF(DUM*FILE,DON'TABL) 
iproc) 

NECdHJM'FIIJ) 
(func) 

NEEL(PC) 
ffunc) 

RELEASE(DUM*FILE) 
[proc] 

Reads a record from an IPS format 
tape, converts it to FPS format 4 
supplying it to the user one set at 
a time. 

N/A UNKN 4 FDES'ENT 
352 i'o 

TYPE 

DUM'FILE - Pile Description item, in 
Hoi 50. See procedure 
write up for details. 

DUM'TABL - Table name of the serial 
table that the entry will 
be placed In. 

Determines the current record of any N/A UNKN 4 FDES'ENT 
file ln FPS. 13 „pg 

REC m Current record in the 
given file, in Int. 

DUM'FILE - File Description item, in 
Hoi 50. See procedure 
write up for details. 

Queries the TINF table and returns N/A UNKN 5 TOPCON 
the reel number assigned to a given UNKN 
magnetic tape file. 

REEL • Reel number, rieht 
justified, in Hoi 8. 

Ft - File code, in Int, 

Skips over existing records in an 
entry, in FFS, 

DUM'FILE « File Description item, in 
Hoi ‘0. See procedure 
write up for details. 

UNKN 4 FDES'ENT 
RWRIT 
I'O 
TYPE 

11111111:1111111,1:1111111111((:1111:,111111:(:.......I.Ml III: III: III..... . .I ... 



RKMOl fi - SIN 

CALL 

TYPE DESCRIPTION 
ACCim TIME OTHERS 

IWRDS MSEC SEC USED 

»E»i)UO(IIND,SOR - ODO,REM) 

tproc] 

Perform« Int division and produces COMP ONKN 1 

a separate quotient and remainder. 11 

DND * Dividend, In Int. 

SOI * Divisor, in Int. 

QUO ■ Quotient, In Int. 
REM * Remainder, in Int. 

RESTART(LVP.PVy) Initiates a request to SSEC to N/A ÜNKIÏ 5 

[proc] establish restart points. 5 

LVP ■ Last valid restart point, 
In Arit. 

PVP - Penultimate valid restart 

point, in Arit. 

RMRIT(DUMÎ) Write« the contents of a file's I/O N/A UNKN 4 I'O 

[proc] work area onto tape, in EPS. 15 TYPE 

DUMI - Entry number in Table EDES 

for the file to be pro¬ 

cessed, In Int. 

SECURITYIFIIL - CUSS) 
[proc] 

SEC(MJM'FILE) 

(funcl 

SIR CSX.) 

(funcl 

Initiates a request to SSEC to H/A UNKN 5 

determine the security 5 

classification of a file. 

EIIL * File code of the desired 

file, in Arit. 

CUSS * A status item indicating 

the file classification. 

0 - Unclassified 

1 » Confidential 

2 * Secret 

3 - Top Secret 

Determines the current segment of N/A UNKN 4 FOES'ENT 

any file In EPS. 14 TYPE 

SEC - A counter containing the 

segment number, in Arit. 

DUM’FILE ■ File Description item, In 
Hoi 50. See procedure 

write up for details. 

Computes the Sine of any angle 10-1^ 1.25 1 

supplied in radians. 50 

SIN - Output value, in Fit Pt. 

XX - Input value, in Fit Pt 
Radians. 



SINH - SRC 

CALL 
WFf DESCRIPTION 

ACCOT TIME 
TOrds msec sec 

snm(vu) 
tfiine] 

Computes the hypethollc sine of » 
ntxmber. 

10~U 1.8 2 
12 

SINH ■ Output value in, Fit Pt. 
DD » Input value in, Fit Pt. 

SMOCTAL 

(proc) 
Provides for an unlimited number of N/A UNKN 5 
octal correction and core dump cards 532 
per run. 

SOITOWT FILE .IXJMBFILE) 
[procj 

SPECIAL(20t,rr .PEN, HEIGHT, 
ANGLE,SYMBOL) 

(proc) 

Sorts the records of an input file N/A UNKN 4 
according to the key item value in 362 
each file in FPS. 

DUM'FILE - Input or Output File 

Description item, in 

Hoi 50. See procedure 
write up for details. 

DWM1FILE ■ Output or input File 
Description Item, in 

Hoi 50. See procedure 
write up for details. 

Draws a character from the special N/A UNKN 7 
character aet centered on Ft X,Y. 7 

XX - X Coord, in Fit Ft Inch. 
YY - Y Coord, In Fit Pt Inch. 
PEN “ Position of the pen, in 

Arit. 
0 - up 
1 “ down 

HEIGHT • Character height, in Fit 
Pt Inch. 

ANGLE • Slope of the symbol, in 
Fit Pt Deg. 

SYMBOL » Number of the special 
character, in Arlt. See 
end of Index for symbols. 

SOKT(XX) 

(funcI 
Calculates the square root of a UNKN .75 1 
number. 58 

SORT * Output value, in Fit Pt. 

XX - Input value, in Fit Pt. 

SRC(NAME » XREF.XENT) 

(proc) 
Locates an Identifier in the PPS III N/A UNKN 8 
Compool directory. 4*6 

NAME » Identifier to be located, 

in 1 to 8 characters. In 
Mol 8. 

Value from the cros« 

OTHERS 
USED 

PEXP 

FOES'ENT 

PLOT 

XREF 



SRC - ST2HO 

CALL 
Tm 

XEHT 

Acam 
BESCRmiQW lüiigg"1 

reference it:««» in the 
directory entry conteiniiiR 
the identifier «qual to 
MAME, in Int. 

- Hunker of the directory 
entry containing the 
Identifier equal to NAME, 
in Int. 

time cm«» 
m m m* 

8TAT CIC(DXTEMF,DITEMT,XX) Generate* a typewriter cornent for N/A OHKN 3 
‘ProcJ «H data trait «tila* ion resulting in M 

Other than a noma) or EOF statu*. 

DIÏËHF -» UNKNOWN 
DITEMT - UNKNOWN 
XX • UNKNOWN 

STATS(CORK,SKIP,WONT,TTPR) Conputes the Artt Mean, Geomtric tlHKN UNKN 1 
if«nel Kua*», hamonlc mean, node, awdiinn, ÏM 

variance, and standard deviation 
of a set of values assumed normal 
In distribution. 

STATS ■ Output of routine, In 
Fit Ft. 

CORE » Table name containing 
the value* to be 
operated on. 

SKIP - thirds per entre In 
table CORE, in Int. 

WONT - Relative word-in-entry 
of valuea to he 
operated on in table 
CORE, in Int. 

TYPE ■ Statua item specifying 
the operation desired. 

0 » Mean 
1 « Mode 
2 - Median 
3 - Standard Deviation 
4 • Variance 
5 *» Geometric Mean 
6 » Harmonic Mean 

ST2H0(ÏRC,FIRST,NUMB) Converts a simple STC coded item to COW «N 3 
fproel oreON code. ~33 

TRC ■ Input value to be converted 
in STC 8. 

FIRST ■ First entry a table that 
Che OPCON coded Item is 
placed in, In Int. 

NUMB » Number of table en It lee 
that the converted value (* 
to occupy, in Int. 



STORE 

DESCRIPTION 
OTHERS 

SEC USED_ 

STORE (WREN,, BLANK ' «, EXCESS Block '"print«" line«, 23 line* per 
block and writes them double 
buffered. 

UNKN 5 CK’STATS 
INTUI FUJI * OB, CORE,, 

DEGREE,LIMIT,ERROR) 

Iproe] 

WHEN ■ Stmt us Item where 
0 * Norm«] call, neither 

the first nor last. 
1 ■ First call to write 

the file. 
2 ■ Force end-of-report. 

BLANK"CK ■ Bool item, where: 
1 * Ignore blank lines 

0 » Process blank lines 

as good data 

FXCESS • Space needed for a logical 

data unit, in Int. 

FILE"CD <■ File code of output file, 
In Int. 

CORE « Table name containing data 

to be stored, 

DEGREE - Classification, in Int. 

0 • unclassified 

1 * confidential 

2 * secret 

3 » top secret 

LIMIT - Lines per page, including 

header, but not classifica¬ 

tion and page-no lines, 

in Int. 

ERROR ■ File code of the file for 
listing I/O error messages 

in Int. 

|||||:||| J.|i||ll|||l||1l!l|IM I'll.I.I.'i. .'I. ÄS...I.. :,,: ,;! 



TAN - TPRELSE 

ACCU» TIMS OTHERS 
OTSCS1PT10H IWRPS MSEC SEC USED 

TAM((1(1) CoMputca tlw tangent of an angle .5xl0~** 3.4 2 COSIN 
(fumet in Indiana. 14 SIN 

TAN ■ Output value, in Pit Pt. 
OU - Input value, In Pit Pt 

lad. 

CALL 
TYPE 

TAMN(UU) Cmputaa the hyperbolic tangent 10~** 1.8 2 FEXP 
(funct of a masher. 15 

TANH » Output value, in Pit Pt. 
UU • Input value, in Fit Pt. 

TICKS (TCST.TCMO.TCM, TCLT) 
(proel 

Drawn any nuafcer of tick marka of N/A UNKN 7 DRAW 
any length, at any Interval, 781 MOVE 
beginning at any point along Y. 

TCST - Y value of firat Tick in 
Pit Pt Inch. 

TCMO * Number of ticka, in Arit. 
TCDS » Diet between ticka, in 

Pit Pt Inch. 
TCLT - Tick length, in Fit Pt 

Inch. 

YMfCLOCK) Initiatea a request to SSEC for a N/A UNKN 5 
(proel qowry of the real tine clock. 11 

CLOCK ■ Real time by: 
YRMODAHRMNSC 
right justified, in Hoi 
16. 

TPREL8E(FC,LNTH,(INIT, 
DATEI > RELDT) 

(proel 

Cene rate a a release data and reel N/A UNKN 5 REEL 
nuaber for a given tape file code UNKN TIME 
to he used by the operator. TYPE 

PC ■ Pile cod of the tape to 
be saved, in Int. 

LNTH • Number of days, weeks, or 
annths, in Int. 

UNIT - Units for LNTH: 
DA " days 
WK • weeks 
Mo * nonths 

DATEI • Real time clock substitute, 
in Hoi 6. 

RELDT * Release date as printed for 
the operator, in Hoi 9. 
YKXMONXDA 
YR ■ year 
X * space 

MON » month 
DA - day 

:||!:,!!!í i ¡¡iiiijlülj!^ i ipl !l U ¡il ¡3 ¡1 lí ¡!! lili .....». 



TYPE - 7Z 

cm 
rtfí 

írwicj 

PBSCTirTIOW 
AÇCUt TIME 
»imps MSEC SEC 

a W Ho lio tf tli Item onto the Nfjh UNKN 4 
typewriter. I«« ITS. 135 

MIM’MESS • An I tee« contelniitg the 
output «esaape, in Mol 50. 

me'NKtre.coRE.woitDs, 
Ei’n.) 

tproc) 

Outputs up to 4# characters on the N¿A UNKN 5 
typewriter. 130 

PC » Typewriter file code, in 
Int. 

COME * Table name containing the 
messsRe to be outputted. 

MDftIMI • Dumber of words in the 
message in Int. 

Et'Pl - Pile Code of a file to 
place I/O transad asion 
errors on, in Int. 

WRIT!(MM'nXJi.MJtrTAM.) Transfers an entry from a «erial N¿A U.tKN 4 
P fpwc) table to en output fite, in PPS. 350 

MM'FIIE » Piln description item. 
In Hol 50. See procedure 
write up for details. 

MM'TAM. » Table name of the serial 
table that the entry will 
be read fro«. 

WSEC(0I!M' TILE) 
IproeJ 

Writes an and of segment mark on a N/A UNKN 4 
fila, in EPS. 26 

MM'PILE • Pile description item. In 
Hot SO. See procedure 
write up for details. 

ez(xx - tear) 
fproc) 

Consorts e Pit Pt Numb to en OPCflN 4IMKN UNKN 
coded item 16 characters long. 247 

XX * Input value, in Pit Pt. 
BCDF - Output value, ln Hoi 16. 

OTHERS 

USED 

CK'STATS 

TOES'ENT 
I’O 
TYPE 

TOES'ENT 
I'O 
RWR1T 
riPE 
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Notesi To The Quick Reference Index 

tK íro2Í3ure6lluídfrCtM« '"<* Pro«‘"J« parameter, as actually declared In 
or "uni Î ,"'cay In h.’ " bï?C s *" lnJlca“^ «** to whether this 1, a "procedure" ^the w~“”- - “« m««., .. ~.~n, 
SEC Is the Section under which the complete documentation will be found. 

The abbreviations used are listed below: 

Arit ■ Arithmetic 
Bool ■» Boolean 
Coord » Coordinate 
Comp » Complete 
Deg » Degrees 
Dep ■ Departure 
Dost - Destination 
Fit - Floating 
FPS - File Processing System 
Func - Function Call 
Hoi - Hollerith 
Inch * Inches 

Special symbols for the plotter routines: 

Int - 
Lat >* 

Long » 
Haut - 
Ml 
N/A - 
Proc - 
Pt 
Rad - 
REAS - 
SOA - 
HNKN - 

Integer 
Latitude 
Longitude 
Nautical 
Miles 
Not Applicable 
Procedure Call 
Point 
Radians 
Reason 
Speed of Advance 
Unknown 

:. ..'¡¡'i... ¡¡i 
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INTRODUCTION TO TUE ARITHMETIC PROCEDURES 

1. The procedures grouped In this category are: 

a. FEXP 

b. LOONAT 

C. REMQUO 

d. SQRT 

e. STATS 

2. All these procedures operate from FUNCTION calls. 

3. No checks or tests are made on the Input for validity. All Input 

Is assumed valid. There Is no provision for abnormal terminations. 



1. PURPOSE 

»EXP is a iuiHlion that rai sos thr coiir.l ant to a fivcn power™ 

CALL FORMAT 

XX « FEXP(NIFM) 

WHERE: 

XX 

FEXP 

the program declared item of the user to which is 
assigned the evaluated value. 

the function name; declared as a floating point 

number representing the results of the operation 
ti LfM 

NUM • any valid floating point number, 

3. LIMITATIOHS AND ACCURACY 

a. The routine is limited to the maximum size allowed by a floating 

point number at the output of the routine. This is because 'e' 

Is raised to some value. Thus the approximate maximum size that 

NUM can be set to is 709.08956572. Any larger value will result 

in overflow in the output. Similarly there is a limitation as to 
how small an input value can be before the output becomes equal 
to zero. This is 1.0 X 10-10. 

A. PROCEDURE CHARACTERISTICS 

a. Minimum time of operation is about 0.85 milliseconds. Time may 

be longer and is a function of how large the input item is. The 

larger the number, the longer the time required. 

b. Storage - 61 machine words are required. 

c. This is a pure JOVIAL procedure. 

OTHER PROCEDURES CALLED 

a. None 

4/68 



FEXP (cent) 

6, MATHEMATICAL METHOD USED 

a. If NUM Is equal to a whole number, X, the value of 'e' , 

(2,7182818285), is raised by repeated multiplication with 

Itself, X number of times. 

b. For fractional numbers, a modified Taylor Series is used. 

c. For mixed numbers the above methods (a) and (b) are both used 

and the results added. 

7. EXAMPLE 

Item XX F $ 
Item NUM F P 2.0 S 

AND: 

THEN: 

XX - FEXP(NUM) $ 

XX « 7.3890560089 

A/68 



LOCNAT 

X » PURPOSE 

LOGNAI is a function that computes the natural (base e) logarithm 
of a number greater than zero. 

2. CALL FORMAT 

XX « LOGNAT(HUM) 

WHERE : 

XX 

LOGNAT 

HUM 

the program declared item of the user to which is 
assigned the evaluated value. 

the function name; declared as a floating point 

number representing the natural log of NUM. 

a valid floating point number greater than zero. 

3. LIMITATIONS AND ACCURACY 

a. The procedure checks to see that the input value (NUM) greater 

than zero. The procedure returns a value of 0.0 for any input 

less than or equal to zero. 

4. PROCEDURE CHARACTERISTICS 

a. Time of operation varies between 1 and 3 milliseconds. 

b. Storage - 75 machine words are required. 

c. This is a pure JOVIAL procedure. 

5. OTHER PROCEDURES CALLED 

a. None 

6. MATHEMATICAL METHOD USED 

a. A truncated Taylor Series is evaluated, using Chebyshev 
Polynomials to reduce the number of terms -equired. 

ill.«.... |1| |||!|lll!l IK 11111IÍIIIP.I'll 11111111 1" ! (1111:11( I... 
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10CNA7 (cont) 

7* kxamplk 

IP: 

Item XX F $ 
Item NUM F p 1,5 

AND: 

THEN: XX 

XX 

$ 

« LOGNAT(NUM) $ 

' 0.4054651081 

4/68 



RKMOUO 

1. PURPOSE 

REMQUO Is a procedure that performs integer divisi 
a separate quotient and remainder. 

on and produces 

2* call FORMAT 

REMOUOfDND, DVS * QUO, REM) 

WHERE: 

REMQUO 

OND 

DVS 

QUO 

REM 

the procedure name. 

a signed 48 bit integer to be divided by DVS. 

a signed 48 bit integer bv which DND is to be divided. 

a signed 48 bit integer representing the integer 
result of DND/DVS. 

a signed 48 bit integer representing the integer 
result of DND - (OUO*DVS). 

3. LIMITATIONS AND AOOITRArv 

a. No limitations. 

b. Accuracy is limited only to the size of the machine word. 

4 * PROCEDURE ChARACTERISTIOS 

a. Minimum time for operation is in order of ISO microseconds. 

b. Storage - 11 machine words are required. 

c. This is a pure JOVIAL procedure. 

5* OTHER PROCEDURES CALLED 

a. None 

6. MATHEMATICAL METHOD USED 

a. Integer multiolv and Integer divide. 



RJ'MOUO (cent) 

7. EXAMPLE 

Item PND I 4P. S P 3 $ 
It ,a DVS I 4 8 S P 2 $ 

RFMQUO(DNI), DVS 

quo * 1 
REM * 1 

AND: 

THEN: 

01)0, PE") $ 

4 /6E 



i. PURPOSE 

5.951 I® fí function that computes the square root of any floating 
point number greater then zero. 

2, CALI» FORMAT 

XX - SQRT(NUM) 

WHERE: 

XX - the program declared item of the uaer to which is 

assigned the evaluated value. 

SQRT - the function name; declared as a floating point 

number representing the square root of HUM. 

HUH ■ any valid floating point number greater than tero. 

3. LIMITATIONS AND ACCURACY 

a. The routine does test the Input value for leas than or equal 

to aero. If the test condition ia met, SORT is set equal to 
tero and control returned to the main program. No differentiation 

is made between a zero input value and a less than zero input 
value. 

4. PROCEDURE CHARACTERISTICS 

a. The average time of operation is around 0.75 milliseconds. 

b. Core storage requirement is for 58 machín ¿ words. 

c. This is a pure JOVIAL procedure. 

5. OTHER PROCEDURES CALLED 

a. None 

6. MATHEMATICAL METHOD USED 

a. The computation is performed by doing two iterations of the 

Newton4« approximation. 

4/68 



F XAMi > 11; 

Ttcm XX 1' 

Horn r:(iM o 

AND ; 

P Hi.n . 

THEN ; 
XX = SOR'I n.UM) 



STATS 

PURPOSE 

STATS 1« a multiple input function that is capable of ^^rmlnlng the 

arithmetic mean, geometric mean, harmonic mean, mode, median, varia » 

and standard deviation of a set of values assumed normal in 

distribution. 

2. CALL FORMAT 

XX « STATS(CORE, SKIP, WDNT, TYPE) 

WHERE! 

XX 

STATS 

CORF- 

SKIP 

WDNT 

TYPE 

a program declared item of the user to which the 

function output is assigned. 

the function name: declared as a floating P«1^ 
item and containing the computational result of the 

procedure. 

the name of a user defined table in the P"«ran 
which contains the floating point values that the 

procedure Is to operate on. 

, 48 bit signed Integer Item representing the number 

of words per entry as specified for table CORE. 

a 48 bit signed integer item specifying the relative 

word-in-entry of the values to be operated on in 

table CORE. 

a status item that specifies the particular 

operation that the user desires to have done as 

tnairatod below: 

0 - Calculate the Mean 

1 - Find the Mode 

2 - Find the Median 
3 - Calculate the Standard Deviation 

A - Find the Variance 
5 » Calculate the Geometric Mean 

6 » Calculate the Harmonic Mean 

LIMITATIONS AND ACCURACY 

The WENT (of CORE) must reflect the true number of meaningful 

entries and must have a value greater than 1. 

4/68 
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STATS (cont) 

.. 
¡i' 

3* LIMITATIONS AND ACCURACY (cont) 

b. The Geometric Mean is meaningless if the calling table (CORE) 

contains negative vaines. No check is made to see that the 

input values are positive when calculation of the Geometric 
Mean is requested. 

c. The Calling table (CORE) may or may not be a programmer 

allocated table. Similarly, it may be declared as variable 
or rigid in length. 

d. The Calling table (CORE) must be rigid-entry-length table. 

e. The Calling table (CORE) must be defined as a Serial table, or a 

parallel table having one word per entry. 

f. All values to be operated on in the table must be in a floating 
point format. 

g. No checks are made for illegal or impossible data. 

A. PROCEDURE CHARACTERISTICS 

a. Operating time is unknown. 

b. Storr.re - 162 machine words are required. 

c. This is a pure JOVIAL procedure. 

5. OTHER PROCEDURES CALLED 

a. None 

6. MATHEMATICAL METHOD USED 

a. Standard statistical formulae are used for all but the Mode 

and Median. Both of the latter adhere to their customary 
statistical meanings and are found by searching - i.e., they 
are values in the set contained in the calling table (COFf.). 

4/6« 



STATS (cont:) 

7. FXAMPLK 

IF: 
TABLE CORK R 

REH IN 
Item VALU) 
Item VALU? 

END 
Item SKIP I 
Item WONT I 
Item TYPE I 
Item XX F 

] O S :> $ 

F 0 $ 
F 1 0 $ 

48 S P 2 $ 
48 S P 2 $ 
48 S P 5 $ 
S 

AND: 

THEN : 
XX = STATS(CORE, SKIP, WDNT, TYPE) $ 

XX will be set equal to the floating 
point value represent inf» the Geometric 
Mean of the in items labeled VALU2. 

4/68 
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INTRODUCTION TO THE TRIGONOMETRIC PROCEDURES 

The procedures grouped In this category are 

a. ARCOS 

t» * ARCSIN 

c. ARCTAN 
«I. COSH 

*« COSIN 

f. COTAN 

R. SIN 

h. SINK 

i. TAN 

J. TANH 

All the*« procedures operate from FUNCTION calla. 

exCeption of the hype bo lie functions, all the trigonometric 
procedure a require values in radians as an input or outnut nar«mi>r.»r 

OTGRr™V'w?i1r pr<’CeJ’,r"; will convert donroe, l„f„ radl»n¡: 
DECRU.,, will convert redlans Into degreee, If so required. 

Ail input parameters are assumed to be valid 
for invalid parameters. 

and no checks are made 



ARCCOS 

I. PURPOSE 

ARCCOS it a function that computes the arccosine of a number between, 

minus one and plus one Inclusive, 

2. CrtLl FORMAT 

XX - ARCCOS(NUM) 

WHERE: 

XX ■ the program declared Item of the user to which Is 

assigned the evaluated value. 

ARCCOS * a floating point number, in radians, representing 

the arccosine of HUM. 

HUM » a floating point number between plus one and minus 

one inclusive. 

3. LIHITATIONS AND ACCURACY 

a. If the absolute value of the Input parameter (NUM) is greater 
than one, a value of zero will be returned by the function. 

b. The accuracy for angles up to 89 degrees Is 10“7, for angles 
from 89 to 89 1/2 degrees, the accuracy is 10*5. por angles 

from 89 1/2 to 90 degrees, the accuracy Is less than 10*5. 

4. PROCEDURE CHARACTERISTICS 

a. Time of operation varies between 1 and 3 milliseconds. 

b. Storage - 15 machine words are required. 

c. This is a pure JOVIAL procedure. 

5. OTHER PROCr.ORES CALLED 

a. ARCSIN 

6, MATHEMATICAL METHOD USED 

a. The. arccos x » 2 - arcs In •/. 

4 / Ad 



ARCCOS (conti) 

EXAMPLE 

IF: 
Item XX F $ 

Item NUM F P 0.5 $ 

AND: 

THEN: 

XX - ARCCOS(NUM) $ 

XX - 1.047197550 



ARCSIN 

1. PURPOSE 

ARCSIN 1» a function that, computes the arcsine of a number between 
minus one and plus one inclusive. 

CALL FORMAT 

XX - ARCSIN(NUM) 

WHERE: 

XX 

ARCSIN 

NUM 

the program declared Item of the user to which is 
assigned the evaluated value. 

a floating point number between plus one and minus 
one inclusive. 

a floating point number between plus one and minus 
one Inclusive. 

3. LIMITATIONS AND ACCURACY 

a. If the absolute value of the input parameter (NUM) is greater 

than one, a value of zero will be returned by the function. 

b. The accuracy for angles up to 89 degrees is IQ”7, for angles 

from 89 to 89 1/2 degrees, the accuracy is 10”^. For angles 

from 89 1/2 to 90 degrees inclusive the accuracy is less than 
10"5. 

4. PROCEDURE CHARACTERISTICS 

a. Tima of operation varies between 1 and 3 milliseconds. 

b. Storage - 89 machine words are required. 

c. Thi* is a pure JOVIAL procedure, 

5. OTHER PROCEDURES CALLED 

4 /68 
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ARCSIN (cont) 

MATHEMATICAL method used 

(R • 

b. 

If the input parameter (NUM) is equal 

minus one, the output parameter is set 
to zero, plus one, or 

equal to a constant. 

For value between the absolute value of one and zero a 

dl raíl0r !erie8 18 evaluared. ««Ing the Chebyshev 
polynomials to reduce the number of terms required. 

EXAMPLE 

IF: 
Item XX F $ 
Item NUM F P 0.5 $ 

ADD: 

THEN: 
XX - ARCSIN(NUM) 

XX - 0.5235087750 



ARCTAN 

PURPOSE 

ARCTAN Ir a function that compute» the arctangent of any number. 

2. CALL FORMAT 

XX - ARCTAN(HUM) 

WHERE: 

XX 

ARCTAN 

num 

* the program declared Item of the user te which Is 

assigned the evaluated value. 

» a floating point number, in radians, representing 

the arctangent of HUM. 

<■ a valid floating point number. 

3. LIMITATIONS AND ACCURACY 

a. The accuracy for angles up to 88* 51' is 10”7, for angles from 

88* 51* to 89* 11', the accuracy is 10“5. For angles from 

89* 11' to 90* the accuracy is less than 10-5. 

4. PROCEDURE CHARACTERISTICS 

a. The average time of operation is about 1.6 milliseconds. The 
time may be greater, depending upon the size of the input 

parameter. 

b. Storage - 12 machine words are required. 

c. This is a pure JOVIAL procedure. 

5. OTHER PROCEDURES CALLED 

a. ARCSIN, SQRT 

6* MATHEMATICAL METHOD USED 

a. Arctan x « arcs in (x(x2 + 1)1^2]. 

4/68 



ARCTAN (coni;) 

7. EXAMPLE 

Item XX F $ 
Item NUM F P 0.95 

AND: 

THEN: 
XX 

XX 

ARCTAN(NUM) $ 

0.7597627548 

4/68 



COSH 

I. PURPOSE 

C0SH Î-* « function that computes tha hyrterbolic cosine of a number. 

2. CAU FORMAT 

XX - COSH(NUM) 

WHERE: 

XX - the program declared item of the user to which is 

assigned the evaluated value. 

v,OSH ■ a floating point: number representing the hyper¬ 

bolic cosine of HUM. 

HUM ■ a valid floating point number. 

3 * limitations awd accuracy 

a. This routine is limited to “he maximum size allowed by a 

floating point number at th> output of the FEXP routine. This 

Is because the exponetlal, 'e' is raised to some value. The 

approximate maximum size that NUM can be set to Is 709.08956572. 
Any larger value win result in an overflow in the output. 
Similarly there is a limitation as to how small an input value 

can be before the output (FEXP) becomes equal to zero. This is 
1.0 X 10"10. 

4. PROCEDURE CHARACTERISTICS 

a. The average time of operation is about 1,8 milliseconds. 

b. Storage - 11 machine words are required. 

c. This is a pure JOVIAL procedure. 

5. OTHER PROCEDURES CALLED 

a. FEXP 

6. MATHEMATICAL METHOD USED 

a. cosh X ■ (ex + e~x)/2. 

4/(8 
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COSH (cont) 

7. EXAMPLE 

IF: 

Item XX F $ 

Item NOM F P 

AM) : 

THEN : 

2,6 $ 

XX - COSH(NUM) $ 

a - 6.769005807 



COSIN 

PURPOSE 

.ÇMI'.U i® a function that computes an approximation of the 
trigometric cosine. 

CALL FORMAT 

XX - COSIN(RAD) 

WHERE: 

■ the program declared item of the user to which is 

assigned the evaluated value. 

COSIN ■ a floating poing number representing the cosine 
of RAD. 

RAD » a floating point mu .her representing the angle in 
radians. 

LIMITATIONS AND ACCURACY 

a. There is no If .ui tat ion at to the maximum size allowed for an 

input parameter (RAD) except as dicated by the largest size 
attainable in a floating point word. 

b. If the input parameter, (RAD), is equal to or greater than 

0, but less than 0.9999999999 X 1012, a value of 1.0 is returned. 

c. If the input parameter, (RAD), is greater than 3.14159265358900. 

but less than 3.14159265358999, a value of -1.0 is returned. 

d If the input parameter, (RAD), Is greater than 1.57079632679400, 

but less than 1.57079632679499; OR, if greater than 

4.71238898038400, but less than 4.71238898038499 a value of 0 is 
returned. 

e. The maximum error is 0.5 X 10"10 of any angle. 

PROCEDURE CHARACTERISTICS. 

a. The average time of operation is about 2.0 milliseconds. 

b. Storage - 46 machine words are required. 

c. This is a pure JOVIAL procedure. 

.... . 
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COSIN (cent) 

5* OTHER PROCEDURES! (-Al ign 

«. SIN 

®* MTljEMATICAI, METHOn USED 

“ are “> « 8 en U and 2 befo« being evaluated. 

b. If the input parameter, (RAD) f..iiR .,., 
in the limitation» above a corstant ”1Ch nt the <lrea 
indicated la returned eqUal t0 thfc value 

C« >or Input value other than indicated above: 
cosin X » sin (7r /2-x). 

EXAMPLE 

IF: 
Item XX F $ 
Iten RAD F P 1.250 $ 

AND: 

THEN: XX - COSIN(RAD) $ 

XX - 0,3153223623 
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COTAN 

1. PURPOSE 

COTAM ta a function that, computes an approximation of the. 
trigometric cotangent. 

2. CAUL FORMAT 

XX - COTAN(RAD) 

WHERE: 

XX 

COTAN 

the program declared Item of the user to which Is 
assigned the evaluated value. 

a floating point number representing the cotangent 
of RAD. 

RAD - a valid floating point number representing the 

angle in radians. 

LIMITATIONS AND ACCURACY 

a. The output parameter of the procedure will be set equal to eero 

when the cotangent of the input parameter (RAD), is undefined. 

4. PROCEDURE CHARACTERISTICS 

a. The average time of operation is 3.5 milliseconds. 

t>. Storage - 11 machine words are required. 

c„ This is a pure JOVIAL procedure. 

5. OTHER PROCEDURES CALLED 

a. TAN 

6. MATHEMATICAL METHOD USED 

4/68 
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a. Cotan x - 1/tan x 



COTAM (cont) 

7. EXAHPLI 

IF: 
Item XX F $ 
Item RAD F P 0.65 $ 

ADD: 
XX - COTAN(RAD) $ 

THEM': 

XX - 1.31543569 



SIN 

I. PURPOSE 

SIN is a function that compotes an approxlmatior of the 
trigometrie sine. 

2. CALL FORMAT 

XX - SIN(FAD) 

WHERE : 

XX 

SIN 

RAP 

the. program declared item of the user to which is 
assigned the evaluated value. 

a floating point number representing the sine of RAD. 

a valid floating point number representing the angle 
in radians. 

» 

LIMITATIONS AND ACCURACY 

a. There is no limitation as to the maximum size allowed for an 

input parameter (RAD), except as dictated by the largest size 
attainable in a floating point word. 

b. If the input parameter, (RAD), is greater than or equal to zero 

and less than 0.9999999999 X 10-12; OR, if greater than 

3.14159265358900, but less than 3.14159265358999, a value of 0 
is returned. 

c. If the input parameter, (RAD), is greater than 1.57079632679400, 

but less thsu 1.57079632679499, a value of 1.0 is returned. 

d. If the input parameter, (RAD), is greater than 4.71238898038400, 

but less than 4.71238898038499, a value of -1.0 is returned. 

e. The maximum err The maximum error is 0.5 X 10-10 at 89.9°. At 20° the error is 

about 0.8 X 10"11; at 0.5°, 0.3 X 10“12: and at O.T, 0.9 X 10-13 

4. PROCEDURE CHARACTERISTICS 

a. The average time of operation is about 1.25 milliseconds. 

b. Storage - 50 machine words are required. 

c. This is a pure JOVIAL procedure. 

«ii'ifliiiaiiniiBiiiiMMnMM 
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SIN (cont) 

5 • QTHe» procedure?; cam.; », 

a. None 

6* .MATHEMATICAL METHOD nspn 

*• îw‘TLif'T- rô";v: , r,„6e lying between 0 and 2 before being evaluated. 

b' ín ÍÜÍ U.^mLTT' (*m' fan’ “ithl" th* *"* »PnciHed 
U mu™’" ' " C™*tmt t» the v.lue Indicted 

C‘ 1°' ‘"r".r1T,°'h" th*n "'■'‘"'ed «hove, the Chebyshev-Taylor 
Approximating Polynomial Is used. y 

7. EXAMPLE 

IF: 

Item XX F $ 

Item RAD F P 1.100 $ 

AND: 

THEN: 
XX - SIN(RAD) $ 

XX - 0.0912073600 



SINH 

1• PURPOSE 

MU 1* ® function that computes the hyperbolic sine of a number. 

2. CALL FORMAT 

XX - SINH(NUM) 

WHERE: 

XX the program declared item of the user to which is 
assigned the evaluated value. 

SIMM a floating point number representing the hyperbolic 
cosine of HUM. 

NUM a valid floating point number. 

3• LIMITATIONS AMD ACCURACY 

a. This routine is limited to the maximum sire allowed by a floating 

point number at the output of the FEXP routine. This is because 

the exponential, 'e' is raised to some value. The approximate 
maximum size that NUM can be set to is 709.03956572. Any larger 

value will result in an overflow in the output. Similarly, there 

is a limitation as to how small an input value can be before the 
output (FEXP) becomes equal to zero. This is 1.0 X 10-10. 

4. PROCEDURE CHARACTERISTICS 

a. The average time of operation, is about ï.8 milliseconds. 

b. Storage - 12 machine words are required, 

e. This is a pure JOVIAL procedure. 

5. OTHER PROCEDURES CALLED 

a. FEXP 

6. MATHEMATICAL method used 

a. sinh X - (e* - e-*)/2 
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SIKH front) 

7. EXAMPLE 

Item XX T $ 
Item MUM F P 2.6 $ 

AND: 

THEN: 
XX - SINH(NUM) $ 

XX - 6.6947322« 
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1. PURPOSE 

TAN 

TAN It a function that compute* an approximation of the trigometric 

tangent » 

2. CALL FORMAT 

XX - TAN (RAD) 

WHERE? 

XX 

SIN 

RÁD 

the program declared item of the user which iß 

assigned the evaluated value. 

a floating point number representing the tangent 

of RAD. 

a valid floating point number representing the 

angle in radians. 

3. LIMITATIONS AND ACCURACY 

There is no limitation as to the maximum sise allowed for an 

input parameter (RAD), except as dictated by the largest size 

attainable in a floating point word. 

If the input parameter, (RAD), is equal to zero, a value of zero 

la returned for the output. 

The maximum error is 0.5 X 10~**. 

A. PROCEDURE ChARACTERISTICS 

a. The average tin« of operation is about 3.A milliseconds. 

b. Storage - 1A machine words are required. 

c. This is a pure JOVIAL procedure. 

5• OTHER FHOCEPMRES CALLED 

a. i»IN, OSIN 

MATHEMATICAL METHOD USED 

a. tan x “ sin x/cos x. 
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TAN (cent) 

7. EXAMPLE 

IF ï 

AND ï 

THEN: 

Item XX F $ 
Item RAO F P 0.55 $ 

XX » TAN(RAD) $ 

XX - 0.61310521 

4/68 
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TANH 

1. PURPOSE 

TANH i* a function that computes the hyperbolic tangent: of a number. 

2. CALL FORMAT 

XX - TANH(NUM) 

WHERE: 

XX 

TANK 

HUM 

the program declared item of the user to which 1® 
assigned the evaluated value. 

a floating point number representing the hyperbolic 
tangent of NUM. 

a valid floating point number. 

3. LIMITATIONS AMD ACCURACY 

a. This routine la limited to the maximum sire allowed by a floating 

point number at the output of the PEXP routine. This is because 

the exponential, 'e* Is raised to some value. The approximate 

maximum size that NUN can be set to is 709.08936572. Any larger 

value will result in an overflow condition in the routine. 

Similar!ly, there is a limitation as ¿o how small on input value 
can be before the output FEXP becomes equal to zero. This is 
1.0 X url(\ 

A. PROCEDURE CHARACTFRISTICS 

a. The average time of operation is about 1,8 milliseconds. 

b. Storage - IS machine words are required. 

Cc This Is a pure JOVIAL program. 

5. OTHER PROCEDURES CALLED 

a. FEXP 

6. MATHEMATICAL METHOD USED 

a. tanh x » (ex - e“e)/(ex + e"*) 
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TANH (const) 

.: 

EXAMPLE 

IP: 
lté* XX F $ 
Item fflîM F P 1.65 $ 

AN»: 

THEN: 
XX - TANH(NUM) $ 

XX - 0 92885762 

I 
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Introduction to the Conversion Procedures 

1. Th« procedures grouped in this category are: 

a. ALPHCON 

I». DEGREES 

C. FB1NRY 
d. FI.2HO 

e. FOPCON 

f. FX2HO 

g. HL2FL 

h. HL2FX 

i. HL2HL 
J. ML2RO 

k. HL2IN 

l. HL20C 

», HL2ST 

n. IN2HO 

o. INTHI 

p. NORM360 

q. OC2HO 
r. OPCTOB 

s. PCL 
t. RADIANS 
u. ST2HO 

V. TYPE 

V. TYPE'MSG 

X. ZZ 

2. This section consists primarily of a series of procedures of an 

XX2XX name format for item format conversions. This general category 

can be broken down into two groups? XX2H0 and HL2XX. Each series make 

use of a different, centrally defined table that is declared by the user 
in his main program. 

The HL2XX series of procedures are designed to take OPCON coded data, 

generally representing card columns, and located in an unpacked, one 

character per word image table; and convert it to a speci'ied simple Item. 

Similarly, the XX2H0 is a series of procedures designed to convert various 
item types into OPCON code and store these characters in an unpacked 

image table, one character per word, and generally representing a print 

line. 

These procedures were designed primarily to accomplish the same results 

as the JOVIAL ENCODE and DECODE statements. The HL2XX series will take 

an 80 column card and decode the various items on that card to simple 

itecss according to the particular procedure used. The reverse of this is 

accomplished by the XX2H0 series which takes various items and converts 

them into OPCON and places them in a 120 entry table for printing. 

Each byte is placed in the low order of each word or entry. This also 

makes the table structure convenient for testing each byte or a particular 

set or combination of bytes. The location of the items in the table may 

be governed by the user. The table format used In this group of proce¬ 

dures is the same as required In the CSCAN procedure. 

Each procedure in one series has a complimentary procedure In the 

other series as indicated below: 

FL2H0 - Converts a simple floating point item to OPCON code placing it in 

the unpacked table. 

HL2FL - Converts the OPCON code In the unpacked table to a simple floating 

point item. 



11» llimllrl! II! iTlflPI Ilf 

mm - Convert« a «ímple arithmetic item to CPCON code placing It In the 
unpacked table. 

HL2FI - Convert* the OP CON «wie In the unpacked table to a «imple 
arithmetic Item. 

HL2N0 - Take« an OFC0W coded «imple Item and unpacks It, placing it in 
the unpacked table. 

IN2HÜ - Convert* a simple decimal Integer item to OFCON code placinc it 
lit the unpacked table. ' B 

iUIB - Convert* the OFCON code in the unpacked table to a simple decimal 
integer item. 

0C2H0 - Convert* a simple octal integer item to OFCON code placing it in 
the unpacked tabla. 3 

WUOC - Converta the OFCON code in the unpacked table to a simple octal 
integer item, ^ 

8T2KO - Converts e Standard Transmission coded simple Item to OFCON code 
placing it in the unpacked table. 

Bt2ST - Converts the OFCON code in the unpacked table to a simple 
Standard Transmission coded item. 

’• f°m*t on».r.tm,. av.tl.ble ,ot Mklng ».« of . UM«, but that 
are wnm-to^ord conversion are: 

a. 
b. 

c. 

d. 

6a 

FBINRY 
FOPCON 
INTHI 

OPCTOB 

ZZ 

- Converts an 8 byte OFCON coded item to an Integer item. 

- Converts an integer item to an 8 byte OFCON coded item. 

- Converts an unsigned integer item to an 8 byte OFCON 
coded item. 

- Converts an 8 by ta OFCON coded item to a floating point item. 
- Converta a floating point item to an OFCON coded Item 16 
bytes long. 

4. The remaining procedures provide various conversions of a miscellaneous 
nature. 



ALPHCON 

l* MWOSE 

MjEMCON In a «wiitipi« Input function that convert* IBM 7090 code to 
OPCOM code, or OPCON code to IBM 7090 code. 

2. CALL FORMAT 

XX - ALPHCON (ARGUMENT, WHICKMAY) 

WHlREt 
XX * a program declared Item t f the user to which the 

function output la asslR.ied. 

ALPHCON - the function name; declared as an R character 
Hollerith item» containing the converted results 
of the routine. 

AXCUMENT » the Input value to be converted defined as an 8 
character Hollerith item. 

WHICHVAY • a status Item, Indicating whether OPCON code la to 
be converted to IBM 7090 code or IBM 7090 code la 
to be converted to OPCON code as Indicated below: 

0 - OPCON to IBM 7090 
1 - IBM 7090 to OPCON 

3. LIMITATIONS AND ACCURACY 

a. One 8-byte word (iter.) <.s converted at a time. 

b. All characters are converted, regardless of legality. If Illegal 
characters are present, blanks are generated. 

e. This routine la very system dependent and is not transferable, 
unless the table containing the conversion code Is changed to 
match the system being used. 

4. PROCEDURE CHARACTERISTICS 

1. Operating time Is unknown, hut It will be the ses* for ell input 
parameters. 

b. Storage - 43 machine words are required. 

¢. This t* • pure JOVIAL procedure. 



ALPHCgN (coni;) 

5 • OTHER PROCEDURES CAi.f.KTi 

a. REMQUO 

G- prwramming technique oser 

a. Direct Indexing la used to avoid table look-up and minimize 
conversion time and core requirements. 

1. EXAMPLE 

Item XX H 8 $ 

Item ARGUMENT H 8 P 8H(ACEGI135) $ 
Item WHICHWAY I 47 U P 0 $ 

AND; 

TOEN; 
XX - ALPHCON(ARGUMENT, WHICHWAY) $ 

XX will print as: 13579 

NOTE: Item ARGUMENT, ACEGÏ135, will be represented in OPCON as; 

0610121416616365. The output Item, XX, after the converalon 
takes place will contain the IBM 7090 code representation, 

6163656771010305. This Is In turn Interpreted when outputed 

by this syjtem as 13579 UPPERCASE TAB SPACE, the latter three 
being interpreted as blankds on the printer. 
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DECREES 

l* PISPOSE 

DECREES 1m a function that converts floating point radians Into 
angular floating point degrees. 

2. CALL FORMAT 

XX « DEGREES (RAD) 

«HERE: 
XX « the progra« declared item of the user to which the 

function output is assigned. 

DEGREES • the function name; declared as a floating point 
nusiber containing the converted value. 

RAD « a floating point number, containing the Input value 
in radlana, to be converted Into degrees. 

3* L1MXTAT10HS AND ACCURACY 

a. There la no limitation on the sice of the input parameter, RAD, 
or its format other than it be compatible with a floating v oint 
format. The output value is not broken down into minutes rod 
seconds, but occurs as whole and fractional degrees. 

b. Mo checks are made on the input parameters. All Input is assumed 
to be valid. 

c. The accuracy of the conversion should bs greeter than ten decimal 
places. 

4. PROCEDURE CHARACTERISTICS 

a. Tha time of operation is unknown, but should be the same for all 
input paramaters. 

b. Storage ~ 3 machine words are required. 

c. This i* e pure JOVIAL procedure. 

5. OTHER PROCEDURES CALLED 

as Mlamamdi 41 a iPflfliB 
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DECREES (cotrit) 

6. MATHEMATICAL METHOD USED 

a. The Input parameter, RAD. 1« multiplied by the appropriate 

constant: to convert: It Into degrees. 

Item XX P $ 

Item RAD P P 100.0 $ 

AND: 

THEN: 

XX - DEGREES(RAD) $ 

XX - 5729.57795131 
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FBJNRY 

1. PURPOSE 

*» function that converts numeric values of OPCON code to 
its integer equivalent one word at a time. 

2. CALL FORMAT 

INTVALU - FBINRY(HOLVALU) 

WHERE: 

INTVALU 

fMMY 

a program declared item of the user to which 

the function output is assigned. 

the function name; and is declared as a A8 bit 

signed arithmetic item containing no fractional 
bits. 

HOLVALU " the input value that the user wishes to have 

converted, declared as an 8 character OPCON 
item. 

3. LIMITATIONS AND ACCURACY 

*• Certain assumption^, are made by this procedure as to what the input 

parameters may be. The only check made Is for Imbedded non-numeric 

characters other than plus signs, minus signs, and blanks. Leading 

plus signs, minus signs, and blanks ara legal. If a non-numeric 
character other than a plus sign, minus sign, or blank occurs, the 

output parameter will be set equal to 70000g which is printed as 

-4095. If an Incorrect combination of blanks, plus signs, or 

minus signs occur, an erroneous conversion will occur. 

t>. Leading minus signs are carried through in the conversion. Leading 

plus signs are converted to blanks. Values that are left Justified 

on input will be right Justified on output. Thus trailing blanks, 

but not Imbedded blanks, are acceptable. 

4. PROCEDURE CHARACTERISTICS 

a. The time of operation is unknown, but will be the same for each 
input parameter. 

b. Storage - 42 machine words are required. 

c. This is not a pure JOVIAL procedure. 
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FBINRY (cent) 

5. OTHER PROCEDURES CALLS!) 

a. None 

6. PROGRAMMING TECHNIQUE USED 

«. 60 li subtracted from each byte of the word and the remaining 

digits repacked to form the converted value. 

7. EXAMPLE 

Item INTVALl) I 48 S $ 
Item HOLVALU H 8 P 8HC-3549 

AND: 
INTVALU 

THEN: 
TNTVALU 

$ 

F3INSY(HOLVALU) ♦ 

-3549 

Note: 
In memory the preset Item HOLVALU would look like: 

4163656471050505 

This 1» the general format of the value that Is being converted 

to an Integer or binary format from OPCON. After being converted, 

the memory location for INTVALU would look like: 

7777777777771042 

which is interpreted as -6735g or equal to -3549iq, 
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FL2H0 

i» tm'&m 

fiZHO i* « procedure that convert* « floating point item to OPCON 
CO& and place# it in a min program defined table, one byte per word. 

2. CALL FOgMAT 

FL2H0(FLOAT, FCOL, NUMB) 

WHEREî 
FL2H0 ■ the procedure name. 

FLOAT • an item defined a* a floating point number fhot. the 
user wiahes to convert to OPCON. 

FCOL • an Integer value specifying which column In the range 
of 0 to 120 on a printed page that the first character 
is to go into. This is also the number of the entry 
in a user defined table that the first character is 
placed in. 

NUMB ■ an integer value specifying the number of placea that 
converted word is to occupy. Seven places must be 
reserved for the sign, decimal point, E, and a three- 
digit signed exponent. NUMB will thus be equal to 
•even plus the number of fractional positions desired 
to be maintained in the converted value. 

3. LIMITATIONS AND ACCURACY 

a. Tha procedura checks the Input parameter, FLOAT, to see that It la 
a valid floating point number. If not, the input parameter la 
treatad «a an octal integer and converted to OPCON. 

b. This procedure does not round the converted value. Total accuracy 
Is thus limited by this only factor. For example, the value 0,.2, 
when converted will be 0.19999. 

c. Tha procedure does not clear and/or reset the user defined table 
described below. The user must decide to what value he wants the 
table set to before the conversion is made. If he presets the 
table to ceros and then tries to print it, the converted value 1« 
surrounded by X» For such a case it should be preset to OPCON 
blanks. The example shows how the entries containing only zeros 
will come out as X. 
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FL2H0 (font) 

4 * f ROÇgWRtl CHA rACTERISTI CS 

*. Wo figure* are available for the time required to operate this 
procedure, l.t my case this would be a variable because the time 
vould be « function of the input parameter« supplied, 

h. Storage - 80 machine words are required. 

c. This la a pure JOVIAL program. 

d. Thla procedure requires « user defined table in which to place 

Í£\írZ!'í..OUt,’“t V,lu“- “•y I* <l«fln,d «cording 
to any name the uaer may choose, but must be aerial and have one 

ïhî i.Th® tot?i/rber °f e“trles maV be choMn to flt 
ÎÏS Trill ;!?• hOWeV" Í?0 18 u8U8lly cho«e" to correapond to the 
11» print columns available on the printer. 

r^.iLe"^fuied iu g?1®tabi* h*v*th®nam«ciposw- it «iso 

*«oth^eít^n«í ÍÍrtthTÍ!nrflnln8 0ne hyte* atértln* ln the aeroth antpr of the table. The first bit should be 42 to place 

iî. «.ïî.‘sn:îeïï»îlon of the wrd-but thi* «J- ^ '»-“«'d 

A a¿apis table declaration is as follows: 

TABLE COLUMN R 120 S 1 $ 
BEGIN 
ITEM CPOSN H 1 0 42 $ 

END 

5. OTHER PROCEDURES CAT.T.m 

a. ÏN2HO, 0C2H0 

6. PROGRAMMING TECHNIQUE USED 

a. pie Input parameter, (FLOAT) la reduced to a fractional value 
lying between 0.1 and 1.0. The number of times it is reduced, 
(den« by dividing the input parameter by ten) becomes the 
exponent for the converted value. The fractional portion ia 
converted by taking each digit, adding it to 60g and placing it 
in the output table. 
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FL2H0 ícont) 

EXAMPLE 

IF: 
fable COLUMN R 120 S 1 $ 

Bieg in 
ítem CPOSN H 1 0 42 £ 

End 
Item FLOAT F P 235.65 $ 
Item FOOL I 47 U P 2 $ 
Item NUMB I 47 UP 12 $ 

AND: 

THIN: 
Table COLUMN would look as 

0000000000000170 
0000000000000000 
0000000000000000 
OOOÜ000000000005 
0000000000000075 
0000000000000062 
0000000000000063 
0000000000000065 
0000000000000066 
0000000000000065 
0000000000000012 
0000000000000041 
0000000000000005 
0000000000000005 
0000000000000063 
0000000000000000 

FL2H0(FLOAT, FCOL, NUMB) $ 

follows in core; 

nent word contains 120 

0 entry contains l 
1 entry contains X 
2 entry contains blank 

3 entry contains 

4 entry contains 2 

5 entry contains 3 

6 entrv contains 5 

7 entry contains 6 

8 entry contains 5 
9 entry contains E 

10 entry contains 

11 entry contains blank 

12 entry contnins blank 

13 entry contains 3 

14 entry contains X 

0000000000000000 119 entry contains X 
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FOPCON 

PURPOSE 

3« l* * function that, convert* an integer item into an 8 byte 
OPCOM item. 
i.Uáá; 

a. m&jojmi 
MOL - FOPCON(INT) 

WHEREt 
HOL 

FOPCON 

a program declared Item of thi¡ user to which the 

OPCON coded output of the function la assigned. 

the function name; declared as an 8 character 

hollerlth item and containing the converted 

output value. 

INT the Input value to be converted, declared es an 

Integer or arithmetic item containing no fractional 

bits. 

3, LIMITATIONS AND ACCURACY 

a. One word le converted et a tin 

b. If the input parameter, (INT), is greater than 99,999,999 or lees 
than -9,999,999 the output parameter will be set to nMMnnnnK 
(6 M's). This prevents an erroneous conversion of an integer too 

Urge to fit in an 8 byte Hollerith item. 

e. The conversion should be completely accurate since no rounding 

Is involved. 

A. PROCEDURE characteristics 

a. Oparating time la unknown, but will be the seme for all input 

parameters. 

b. Storage - 17 machine words are required, 

e. This Is not. a pure JOVIAL procedure. 

S. «YTHF.R PROCEDURES CALLED 

e. None 
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FOPCOIM {coot) 

I 

6» PROGRAMMING TECHNIQUE USED 

|>t Th« input parameter 1« then unpacked and repacked by adding 
60 to each digit to build a new word. 

7. mam 

I ten HOL H S $ 
Item INT A 48 S P 345 $ 

THEN: 

HOL - FOPCON(INT) $ 

HOL - 345 when printed 

I 
•• 345. 



FX2H0 

1, PURPOSE 

EX2HO i» a procedure that converts an arithmetic Item to OPCON 
code, placing it in. a main program defined! tablef one byte per 
word * 

2. CALL FCIvMAT 

FX2H0(F1X„ FRA, FCOL, NUMB, NOPL) 

WHERE: 

FX2HO » the procedure name, 

FIX - an input parameter defined as a 48 bit signed 

integer item and representing the integer portion 

of the arithmetic Item being converted. 

FRA - the input parameter representing the fractional 

portion of the arithmetic item to be converted. 
Defined as arithmetic with 48 bits, 43 of which 
are fractional. 

FCOL • an Integer value specifying which column in the 

range of 0 to 120 on a printed page that the 

first character is to go into. This is also the 

number of the entry in a urer defined table that 
the first character is placed in. 

NUMB * an integer value specifying the number of places 
that the converted word is to occupy. Two places 

should be considered for the sign and decimal point, 

NOPL • an integer value indicating the number of places 

that the user wishes the fractional portion of the 

Input value to be carried to in the conversion. 

3. LIMITATIONS AND ACCURACY 

A. There are no checks made on the input parameters and they are 

assumed to be valid as supplied. 

b. The converted value will be rounded if it occupies less space 

then the original input value. Leading seros will be suppressed 

and the first column specified by the input parameter POOL will 

contain a minus sign or be blank depending on the isgn of the 

value being converted. 
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FX2H0 (cont) 

e, Tïi* procedure doe# not clear end/or reset the user defined table 
described below. The imer must decide to whet value he w mte 
the table aet to before the converaton is nade. If he presets 
the table to seroa and then trlea to print it, the converted 
value la going to be surrounded by T. For auch a case It 
should be preset to OPCION blanks. The exataple shows how the 
entries containing only seroa will cone out as I’s. 

PROCEDURE CHARACTERISTICS 

a. No figures are available for the tine required to operate thia 
procedure. It will however be variable, depending on the input 
peraneters supplied. 

b. Storage •* 50 Machine words are required. 

c. Tils is a pure JOVIAL procedure. 

d. This procedure requires a user defined table, in which, la placed 
the converted output values. This table nay be defined according 
to any name that the user may choose, but mist be serial and have 
one word per entry. The total number of entriei nay be chosen to 
fit the uaers need, however 120 is usually chosen to correspond 
to the 120 print columns available on the printer. 

The itea declared in thia table mat have the name CPOSK. It also 
must be defined es Hollerith, containing one byte, and starting in 
the zeroth entry of the table. The first bit should be 42 to place 
it in the lowest position of the word, but thia nay be changed at 
the user's discretion. 

A sample table declaration Is as follows: 

TABLE COLUMN H 120 S 1 $ 
BEGIN 
ITEM CPOSN H 1 0 42 $ 

END 

OTHER PROCEDURES CALLED 

a. IN2HO 

PROGRAMMING TECHNIQUE USED 

a. Procedure IN2H0 is used to convert the Integer portion of the 
arithmetic item being converted. The fractional po-tion Is 
converted by taking each digit and adding it to 60 to produce 
the hew OPCÖN coded character, 

4/08 
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FX2H0 (corn) 

7, EXAMPLE 

IPj 
Table COLUMN R 120 S 1 $ 

Begin 

Item CPOSN H 1 0 42 $ 
End 

Iten PIX I 4» S P 235 

Item FIA A 4» 8 43 P .45 $ 
Item FCOL ï 47 U P 2 $ 
Item NUMB I 47 U P 8 $ 

Item NOEL I 47 U P 1 $ 

AND: 

FX2HOCFIX, FEA, FCOL, NUMB, NOPL) $ 
THEN: 

Table COLUMN would look as follow* In core: 

0000000000000170 

OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO 

jXOIiTOÏÏ 
0000000000000005 

00000)0000000062 

0000000000000063 
0000000000000065 

0000000000000075 

0000000000000066 

OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO 

nent word contains 120 

0 entry contains X 
1 entry contains Z 

2 entry contains blank 

3 entry contain* 2 

4 entry contains 3 

5 entry contains 5 

6 entry contains 

7 entry contains 6 

8 entry contains X 

OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO 120 entry contains X 



HL? Fl 

1. PORTOSE 

■fflilffr l* • procedure that converta OPCON coded data to a floating 
(Mint Item fron a min program defined table containing one byte 
per word. 

2. CALL FORMAT 

HL2FL(FC0L, NUMB - FLOAT) 

WHEREi 

HL2PL ■ the procedure name. 

TOOL • an Integer value specifying the column In a range 

of 1 to 80 on a card. This is also the number of 

the entry In a user defined table that the first 

character of the word la found in. 

NUMB » an integer value, specifying the maximum number of 

characters or bytes to be considered in the conversion; 

l.e. how many characters of the OPCON item are to be 

converted Into a floating point format. 

FLOAT • an Item defined as floating point and containing 

the converted output value from the routine. 

3. LIMITATIONS AND ACCURACY 

a. Leading blanks are acceptable, but trailing blanks are not. 

b. The input parameter may contain either the normal or exponential 

formt for a floating point number. 

Example: 

345.56 or .34556E + Id 

C. The procedure does not clear and/or reset the user defined table 

described below. The user must clear out this table each time 
before the procedure is celTed.” This is to insure against 

possible errors that may result from picking up undestred 

characters from a previous conversion. 

4/68 
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(corat) 

yoÇEDUHE CMAKACTEUI ST ICS 

ürJííür* T *''*“*1'1* r"r th' required „p.r.l. tht, 
ï wïil; í“' îhl; ^ »■rl-bl«, «• It vouId b« 
* function of tti« ai*e of ti» input paraii»t*r. 

b* Storage - I16 «achine words are required, 

c. This U a pure JOVIAL procedure. 

d. 
thi unnackfd OP?S îr* d*fl,l«d tãhl* ^o. which 1« taken 
¿oîd ÎÎÎ! T r*P*ckln* lnto * floating point 
uaer aiav c¡ **¡UK“y h* d*flned •ccordlng to any nam that the 

ní t^l íX; ÎÏ .Tl •"í*1 “d hav* wd P«^ •ntry. 

quiresentí, however »0 is usually chosen for an 80 colum card. 

dÏÎilÎÜî d*cUr*d ln thli tabl* SUSl have the name COLUM, and 
bTtl; •»»«Ith it™, .tatting in tK. t.roth 

íí'Tt.f.ílr, bl*‘ r,t •h",id h* *2 '» p1«'* «* byte in the lowest position of the word. 

A sample table declaration is as follows: 

TABLE CITU R 80 S 1 $ 
BEGIN 

ITEM COLUM H 1 * 42 $ 
END 

OTHER PROCEDURES CALLED 

a. HL2IN 

PROGRAMMING TECHNIQUE USED 

The whole and fractional portion of the input parameter is 
by means of the HL2IN procedo.e and then repacked to form 
point word. 

converted 
a floating 



HL2FL (corn:) 

7t EXAMPLE 

IPl 
Tafel* CITO I 80 S 1 $ 
Btgin 

Item COLUMN H l 0 42 $ 
End 
It«« FLOAT F $ 

Item FCOL I 47 U P 2 $ 
Item NUMB I 47 U P 12 $ 

AMD: 

HEN: 

FLOAT 

HL2FL(FCOLi NUMB - FLOAT) $ 

235.65 

MOTE: 

Table CITO would look as follows In cores 

0000000000000121 
0000000000000000 
0000000000000000 
0000000000000005 
0000000000000075 
0000000000000062 
0000000000000063 
0000000000000065 
0000000000000066 
0000000000000065 
0000000000000012 
0000000000000042 
0000000000000005 
0000000000000005 
0000000000000063 
0000000000000000 

” «ent word contains 
" 0 entry contains 

■ 1 entry contains 
• 2 entry contains 

« 3 entry contains 

“ 4 entry contains 
- 5 entry contains 

• 6 entry contains 

- 7 entry contains 

- 8 entry contains 

• 9 entry contains 

- 10 entry contains 

» 11 entry contains 

- 12 entry contains 

■ 13 entry contains 
- 14 entry contains 

80 
X 
% 
blank 

a 

2 
3 
5 
6 
5 
E 

+ 

blank 

blank 

3 

X 

0000000000000000 79 entry contains X 
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HL2FX 

1. PURPOSE 

HL2FX is a procedure that convertis OPCON coded data to fixed point 

Cot Arithmetic formatted) data from a main prograisi defined table 
containing one byte per word. 

2. CALL FORMAT 

HL2PX(FC0L, MUMP - SIGN, INT, FRAC) 

WHEREt 

1ÍL2FX 

FCOL 

NUMB 

SIGN 

INT 

FRAC 

the procedure name. 

an integer value specifying the column in a range 

of l to SO on a card. This la also the number of 

the entry In a user defined table that the flrat 

character of the word is found in. 

an integer value, specifying the imucImib number of 
characters or bytes to be considered 1« the convetaion; 

i.e. how many character« of the OPCON item are to be 
converted into a floating point format. 

a one bit integer item indicating the sign of the 
converted value: 

0 • positive 

1 » negative 

a 4? bite integer item containing the integer portion 

of the fixed poire value being converted. 

a 47 bit integer item containing the fractional 

portion of the fixed point value being converted. 

3. LIMITATIONS AND ACCURACY 

a. The character to be converted must he right Justified in the field 
described by FCOL and NUMB. The sign need not be in the first 
column. 

b. The procedure does not clear and/or reset the user defined table 

described below. The user must clear out this table each time 

before the procedure is called. This Is to insure against 

possible errors that may result from picking up undenired 

characters from a previous conversion. 
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♦ HL2FX (cont) 

4 * procedure CKAMCTERIS1 ICS 

•* Nfl figure» *»« available for the time required to operate this 

procedure. Ir any case this would be variable, as it would be 
a function of the size of the input parameter. 

b. Storage - Unknown, probably about 125 words. 

c. This la a pure JOVIAL procedure. 

d. This procedure requires a user defined table from which is taken 
the unpacked OPCON items for repacking into a floating point 

word. This table may be defined according to any name that the 

user may choose, but must be serial and have one word per entry. 
The total number of entries may be chosen to fit the users 

requirements, however, 81 is usually chosen for an 80 column card. 

Tha item declared in thia table must have the name COLUM, and 

declared as a one byte, Hollerith item, starting in the zeroth 

entry of the ¿V le. The first bit should be 42 to place the 
byte in the lowest position of the word. 

A sample table declaration is as follows: 

TABLE CITO R 80 S 1 $ 
BEGIN 

ITEM COLUM H 1 0 42 $ 
END 

5. OTHER PROCEDURES CALLED 

a. HL2IN 

6. PROGRAMMING TECHNIQUE USED 

a. The whole and fractional portion of the input parameter is converted 

by means of the HL2IN procedure and then placed in their respective 
item » 
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HL2FX (cent) 

7. EXAMPLE 

Table CITU R 80 S 
Begin 
Item COLUMN H 1 

End 
Item FOOL I 47 U 
Item NUMB I 47 U 
Item SIGN I 1 U 
Item INT I 47 U 
Item FRAC I 47 U 

AND: 

THEN: 

SIGN 
INT 
FRAC 

NOTE: 

Table CÏTU would look 

0000000000000120 
0000000000000000 
0000000000000000 
0000000000000041 
0000000000000075 
0000000000000062 
0000000000000063 
0000000000000065 
0000000000000066 
0000000000000065 
OQOOOOOOOOOOOOOO 

0000000000000000 

1 lili i HI'! !l¡ 11 !M l! li ¡¡11 l'i I' I ! UüfIíI'I ill link 111IIII 111 III II II'IIII ! III If I l'.lflh|ill| '¿•IliUJ+.lHi Mill.... 

1 $ 

0 42 $ 

P 
P 

$ 

$ 

$ 

2 
8 

$ 
S 

HL2FX(FC0L, NUMB - SIGN, INT, FRAC) $ 

- 1 
- 0 
- the octal equivalent of 0.23565 in core. 

as follows in core: 

nent word contains 80 
0 entry contains T 
1 entry contains Z 
2 entry contains 
3 entry contains 

4 entry contains 2 

5 entry contains 3 
6 entry contains 5 

7 entry contains 6 

8 entry contains 5 

9 entry contains % 

■ 79 entry contains 

5/68 
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HÏ.2HL 

# 
i. purpose 

nm± 1« * procedure that takes up to 8 bytes of OPCOH code from a 

predefined, one byte per entry table and repack* them Into one word# 

ï. mi# FORMAT 

WHERE: 
HL2HL 

FCQL 

NUMB 

HOL 

HL2HI#(FC0L, NUMB - HOL) 

the procedure nanv;. 

an Integer value specifying the column in a 

range of 1 to 80 on a card. This is also the 

number of the entry in a user defined table that 

the first character of the word is found in. 

an integer value, specifying the maximum number 

of characters or bytes (up to eight) to be 

considered in the conversion. 

the output value, declared as a Hollerith item, 

that will contain the newly packed word. 

3. LIMITATIONS AND ACCURACY 

a. Never more than 8 characters can be transferred into one word. 

It Is the programmers responsibility to see that NUMB la never 
greater than 8. No test is made to protect the programmer in 
this regard. 

b. If NUMB-FCÖL is less than 8 the leading characters of HOL will 
be set to blanks. 

c. Accuracy is not applicable in this packing routine. 

d. The procedure doss not clear and/or reset the user defined 

table described below. The user must clear this table each 

time before the procedure Is called. This is to Insure 

against possible errors that may result from picking up 

undesired characters from a previous conversion. 

4/68 
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1ÎL2HL (corit) 

4. t-ROCEPURE.CHARACTERISTICS 

a. Ho figures are available for the time required to operate 
this procedure, but It should be essentially the same for 

each Input parameter. 

b. Storage - 46 machine words are required. 

c. This la a pure JOVIAL procedure. 

d. This procedure requires a user defined table from' which is 

taken the unpacked OPCON items for repacking into a Hollerith 

defined word. This table may be defined according to any name 

that the user may choose, but must be serial and have one word 

per entry. The total number of entries may be chosen to fit 

th« users requirementst however 80 is usually chosen for an 0 

column card. 

The item declared in this table must have the name COLUM, and 

be declared as a one byte, hollerith item, starting In the 
zeroth entry of the table. The first bit should be 42 to place 

the byte in lowest portion of the word. 

A sample table declaration is es follows: 

TABLE CITU R 80 S 1 $ 

BEGIN 
ITEM COLUM H 1 0 42 $ 

END 

5. OTHER PROCEDURES CALLED 

a. None 

6. PROGRAMMING TECHNIQUE USED 

a. For statements and the BYTE modifier is used to move 
character from Its table entry to the output parameter (HOL). 

I1 4/68 
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HUM, (cant ) 

irviLUtott if 

IF: 

R 80 S t. S 

1 0 42 $ 

Tabin CITt! 
Begin 

tteil COLUMN » 

End 

ICen HOL H B $ 

I ten FCOL I 4? U P 5 $ 

Item NUMB ï 4? U P 8 $ 

AND: 

THEN: 

HOT*: 

HOL 

HL?HL (FCOL, NUMB - HOL) 

3565E-3 when printed 

Table CITU would took as follows In core: 

0000000000000121 
oooooooooooooooo 
0000000000000000 
0000000000000005 

0000000000000075 

0000000000000062 
0000000000000063 

0000000000000065 

00000000110000066 

0000000000000065 

00000000000000i 2 
0000000000000041 

0000000000000005 
0000000000000063 

oooooooooooooooo 
oooooooooooooooo 

nent word contains 
0 entry contains 

1 entry contains 

2 entry contains 

3 entry contains 

4 entry contains 

5 entry contains 

6 entry contains 

7 entry contains 

8 entry contains 

9 entry contains 

10 entry contains 

11 entry contains 
12 entry contains 

13 entry contains 

14 entry contains 

80 

blank 

blank 

3 

3 

X 

OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO - 79 entry contains X 

Item HOL* after the transfer was made, would look as follows in core 

63056665,’2410563 
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? 
HL 2 HO 

1 * PISPASE 

isirT* otr opcon “»■■<1 In « Pro«r»«Mr defined 1 01 one ch»r«««r per 

2* CALL format 

HL2H0(H0L, fcol, nuhb) 

WHERE: 
HL2HO 

hol 

POOL 

name 

NUMB 

the procedure 

character ‘per word'?8 ^ ^ Unpacked to one 

“n*"''?" 'f"« »recifying „hlch co|llnln j 
fivíl i t0 l?n °n * printed page that the 
first character is to eo inr« } c 
mrter of th« entry In*. Ôser deflÍL*» L’° the 
"" (1"' fhnratter U pU«d ,° C,bU th*t 

“«lnt“.s'cr,:;!^dÄ^h0*cc"^r 

LIMITATIONS AND ACftTBArv 

*' lf«dbL"S ln the “*»■ 

u™rZl:TtLllZTulllT rf“*c"to“ 
Ch'raCte"' th' » c,,atactera 

Ihe procedure does not clear »na/». _ _ , 
described below. The user mi.„r aet the U8er defined table 
bnfore the procedure is rnUed 'tmI thi* t*bU e*ch cimt 
■»..Ibl. errors rh,r Ly r ^U fr^ „ c\i° ,”U" *l,aln*t 
cherseters fro,, . pre„L, c»ver,L! ^ “P 

»«urnry f, „or „ppf,„„„ ln thu 

b. 

c. 

4/6fl 
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m,2H0 (confc) 

PROCEDURE.CHARACTER! 3T’! CS 

*. Mo figures «re available for the ti«e to operate the procedure. 
Unit It; should he essentially the name for each input parameter. 

h. Storage - 23 «achine words are require« , 

C. Thl* la » pure JOVIAL procedure, 

«I. This procedure require« a user defined table, in which, is 
placed the converted output values. This table may be defined 
according to any name that the user may choose, hut must he 
■trial and have one word per entry. The total number of entries 
may be chosen to fit the users need, however 120 is usually 
chosen to correspond to the 120 point columns available on -the 
printer. 

The item declared in this table must have the name CPOSN. It 
also must he defined as Hollerith, containing one byte, and 
■tarting In the zeroth entry of the table. The first bit should 
be 42 to place it In the lowest position of the word, but: this 
mey be changed at the user’s discretion, 

A ample table declaration Is as follows: 

TABLE COLUMN F 120 S 1 $ 
BEGIN 

ITEM CPOSN M 1 0 4 2 $ 
END 

3 • OTHER PROCEDURES CALLED 

a. Mona 

6. PROGRAMMING TECHNIQUE USED 

a. Making use of a POR statement and an assignment statement, the 
Input parameter Is unpacked one byte at a time and placed In 
the table aa specified by the other input parameters. 

11 II ! Il I PII II ¡II I INI II Fl FH ,111111111 III IN N i F UI HU NV II ' I«' »....'ï l ' 1111 II NI INIUI III I «.H H P11.... ' 
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7. EXAMPLE 

IIJ.71(0 (cent) 

Table COLUMN R 120 i I <; 
Begin 

Item CPOSN II ! o /.? <; 
End 

Item HOL H 8 8|‘(CX IK(*L7M) $ 
Item FOOL I 4 7 U P 2 $ 
Item NUMB I. 47 I! p fi <■; 

AND: 

THEN: 

Table COLUMN would look as 

oonnooooooooni;o 
onoooonoononnono 
oonooonooonnooon 
oooooonoooonnoin 
0000000000000035 
0000000000000063 

0000000000000020 
00000000000000b0 
000000O0000O003 I 
000000000000008 7 
00000000000000? 2 

oooooooooooooooo 

HL?1!0(HOL, FCOL, NUMB) $ 

follows in core: 

fient word contains 120 
0 entry contains 7, 

1 entry contains I 

2 entry contains C 

3 entry contains X 

» 4 entry contains 3 

4 entry contains K 
0 entry contains 0 

7 entry contains L 

fl entry contains 7 

0 entry contains M 

120 entry contains % 
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HL2 IN 

1. WWPOSK 

W1LHW 1» a procedura that converta OPCON coded data to a signed 

decimal integer it«» fro» a «aim program defined table containing 

one byte par word. 

2. MU. FORMAT 

M,2XN(FCTL, Mm® - INTEC ) 

WHERE ï 

HX.HN « the procedure name 

FOOL » an Integer value, specifying a column in the range 

of 1 to SO on a card. TMa la also the number of 

the entry In a user defined table that the first 

character of the word ia found in. 

NUMB - an integer value, specifying the maximum number 

of character« of bytea to be considered in the 

conversion; i.e. how many characters of the OPCON 

Item are to he converted Into a signed decimal 

Integer. 

INTEG ■ an item defined as an integer and containing the 

converted output value fron« the routine. 

3* LIMITATIONS AHP ACCURACY 

«. Leading blanke are acceptable, but trailing blanks are not. 

h. The input parameter may be of either the normal or exponential 

format. However, no decimal points may be Included. 

Example $ 

-34 or 51E + 3 

e, Th« procedure does not clear and/or reset the user defined table 

described below. The user must clear this table each time before 

the procedure ia called. This is to insure against possible 
errors that may result from picking up undesired characters from 
a previous conversion,. 

</68 
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HL?IN iront) 

PROCEDURE CHARACTER!STICS 

** No f^Rure» are available for the time required to operate this 

procedure. The time will be a variable factor however, as it 
will depend on the sire of the input required. 

b. Storage - 77 machine words are required, 

c. Thla is a pur* JOVIAL procedure. 

d. Thla procedure requires a user defined table from which is taken 

the unpacked OPCON items for repacking Into an integer declared 

item. This table may he defined according to any name that the 

uaer may choose, but must be serial and have one word per entry. 

The total number of entries may be chosen to fit the users 
requirements, however 80 la usually chosen for an 80 column card. 

The Item declared in this table must have the name COLUM, and 

'‘«elated as a one byte, Hollerith item, starting in the zeroth 
byte in the lowest position of the word. 

A sample table declaration is as follows: 

TABLE «TU R 80 S 1 $ 
BEGIN 

ITEM COLUM H 1 0 42 $ 
END 

OTHER PROCEDURES CALLED 

a. None 

PROGRAMMING TECHNIQUE USED 

a. The OPCON value Is converted, byte by byte, to an octal value 

that is equivalent to the originel decimal value that Is now 
In the OPCON mode. 



HL2IN (cent) 

?. EXAMPLE 

Table CITU R 80 S 1 $ 

Begin 

Item COLUMN H 1 0 42 $ 

End 
Item INTEC I 48 S $ 

Item PCOL I 47 U P 2 $ 

Item NUMB I 47 U P 7 $ 

AND: 

THEN: 

HL2IN(FCOL, NUMB 

INTEC - 10101 

NOTE: 

Table CITU would look as follows In core: 

INTEG) $ 

0000000000000120 
0000000000000000 
0000000000000000 
0000000000000005 

0000000000000005 

0000000000000062 

0000000000000063 

OOOOOOOOOOOOOC6 5 

0000000000000066 

0000000000000065 

0000000000000000 

0000000000000000 

After the conversion INTEG 

■ nent word contains 80 

■ 0 em ry contains 2 
« 1 entry contains I 
» 2 entry contains blank 

- 3 entry contains blank 

® 4 entry contains 2 

- 5 entry contains 3 

■ 6 entry contains 5 

■ 7 entry contains 6 

■ 8 entry contains 5 

11 9 entry contains Z 

« 79 entry contains 1 

11 look as follows in core: 

0000000000010101 

The 23565 Is assumed to octal and is converted into decimal. 



ÜL20C 

"il, i1' 

1. PURPOSE 

HL20C is a procedure that couverts unsigned OPCON coded data to 
an unsigned octal integer Item from a main program defined table 

containing one byte per entry. 

2. CALL FORMAT 

HL20C(FC0L, NUMB - OCTAL) 

WHERE : 

HL20C « the procedure name 

FCOL - an Integer value, specifying a column in a rang« 
1 to 80 on a card. This is also the number of the 
entry in a user defined table that the first 

.naracter of the word Is found in. 

iJUMB =» an integer value, specifying the maximum number 
of characters or bytes to be considered in the 
conversion: l.e. how many characters of the OPCO« 

item are to he converted into a signed decimal 

integer. 

OCTAL « an item declared as an unsigned integer and 

containing the converted output value fro« the 

routine. 

3. LIMITATIONS AND ACCURACY 

a. Leading blanks are acceptable, but trailing blanks are not. 

b. The input parameter may not be signed, consequently the output 

will not be signed. 

c. The procedure does noc clear end/or reset the user defined table 

described below. The user must clear this table each time before 

the procedure is called. This is to insure against possible 
errors that may result frc... kicking up undesired characters from 
a previous conversion. 

A. PROCEDURE CHARACTER!STICS 

a. Mj figures are available for the time reeuired to operate this 
procedure. The time will be a variable factor however, as it: 
will depend on the size of the input parameter. 
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HL20C (cont) 

A. PROCEDURE Oi¿ "ACTf-.qSTICS (cent) 

b. Storage - A7 machine words are required. 

c. This is a pure JOVIAL procedure. 

d. This procedure requires a user defined table fro* which is taken 

the unpacked OPCON item for repacking into an integer declared 

item. This Cable may be defined according to any name that the 

user may choose, but must be serial and have one word per entry. 

The total number of entries may be chosen to fit the users 

requirement, however 80 is usually chosen for an 80 column card. 

The item declared in this table must have the name CÖLUM, and 

be declared as a one byte, holler!th item, starting In the zeroth 

byte in the lowest position of the word. 

A sample table declaration is as follows: 

TABLE CITU R 80 S 1 $ 

BEGIN 

ITEM COLUM H 1 0 42 $ 

END 

5. OTHER PROCEDURES CALLED 

a. None 

6. PROGRAMMING TECHNIQUE USED 

a. FOR statements and the BIT modifier are made use of to convert 

each OPCON byte to its octal Integer equivalent. 

A/68 
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"il litt 
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7. EXAMPLE 

TF ï 

Table CITO R 80 S 1 $ 
Begin 

Item COLUMN H 1 0 42 $ 
End 
Item OCTAL I 48 S $ 
Item FCOL I 47 U P 3 $ 

Item NUMB I 47 U P 6 $ 

AND: 

THEN: 

NOTE: 

HL20C (FCOL, NUMB - OCTAL) $ 

OCTAL - 23565 (base 8) 

Table CITU would look as follows In core: 

0000000000000120 
0000000000000000 
0000000000000000 
0000000000000000 
0000000000000005 
0000000000000062 

0000000000000063 

0000000000000065 
0000000000000066 

0000000000000065 

0000000000000000 

nent word contains 

0 entry contains 

1 entry contains 

2 entry contains 

3 entry contains 
4 entry contains 
5 entry contains 

6 entry contains 

7 entry contains 

8 entry contains 

0 entry contains 

80 

1 

% 
X 
blank 
2 s 
3 

5 

6 
5 

7. 

0000000000000000 79 entry contains 

Item OCTAL, after the conversion is made, would look as follows In core: 

0000000000023565 



HURT 

i|j| 
PURPOSE 

HLIST 1« « procedure that converts up to « bytes off OPCON coded date 

to « standard transmission code item from a main program defined table 
containing one byte per entry. 

2. CALL FORMAT 

WHERE : 

HL2ST 

FOOL 

HUMS 

STCODE 

HL2ST(FCOL, NUMB - STCODE) 

» the procedure name. 

» an Integer value, specifying a column in the 

range of 1 to SO on a card. This is also the 

number of the entry in a user defined table 

that the first character of the word la found in. 

* an Integer value, specifying the maximum number 

of characters or bytes (up to eight) to be 
considered in the conversion. 

■ an item defined as standard transmission code 

and containing the converted output value from 

the routine. 

3. LIMITATIONS AMD ACCURACY 

a. Never more than A characters can be transferred Into one word. 

It la the programmers responsibility to see that NUMB is never 

greater than 8. No test is made to protect the programmer in 

th . regard. 

b. If NUMB-FCOL is less than 8 the leading characters of STCODE 

will be set to blanks. 

c. There will be no errors in packing the characters into a word 

from the table. 

d. The procedure does not clear and/or reset the user defined table 
described below. The user must clear this table each time before 

the procedure is called. This is to Insure against possible 

errors that may result from picking up undesired characters from 

a previous conversion. 

A/68 
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HL2ST (com:) 

rROCKDURC ÇHARAÇTERISTICS 

*' ftRUrCSJare avi,ilable *<'* the time required to operate 
tht« procedure, but It should be essentially the same for 
each Input parameter. 

1». Storage - 34 machine words are required, 

c. This ts a pure JOVIAL procedure. 

*■ îüi'T'““” ,r<T"r"“ * u“r defined table fro™ „hieb 1, 
Item Thtü“î*ÎÏ'd fo,: I’“111»»! into a STC defined 

* ThlB table mav be defined according to any name that 

Lh:j;-rTrV cixo°ne> but m>"t he aerial and have one word per 
entry. The total number of entries mav be chosen to fit the 
users requirements, however 80 l9 usually chosen for an 80 
column card. 

The Item declared In this table must have the name COLUM, and 

be declared as a one byte, hollerlth Item, starting In the 

sercth entry of the table. The first bit should be 42 to 
place the byte In lowest portion of the word. 

A sample table declaration Is as follows: 

TABLE CITU R 80 S 1 $ 
BEGIN 

ITEM COLUM H 1 0 42 $ 
END 

5. OTHER PROCEDURES CALLED 

a. None 

6* PROCRAMMING TECHNIQUE USED 

a. Ror statements and the BYTE modifier is used to move each 

character from Its table entry to the output parameter (STCODE), 



H1.2ST (corn) 

example 

IF: 

Table CITO R 80 S 1 S 
Begin 

Item COLUMN 1» 1 0 42 $ 
End 

Item STCODE T 8 $ 
Item FCOL I 47 U P 5 $ 
Item NUMB I 47 U P 8 $ 

AND: 

THEN: 
HL2ST (FCOL, NUMB - STCODE) $ 

STCODE » 3565E-3 when printed 

NOTE: 

Table CITU would look as follows in core: 

0000000000000120 
0000000000000000 
0000000000000000 
0000000000000005 
0000000000000075 
0000000000000062 
0000000000000063 
0000000000000065 
0000000000000066 
0000000000000065 
0000000000000012 
0000000000000041 
OOOOOOOOQOOOQOOO 
0000000000000063 
oooooooooooooooo 
oooooooooooooooo 

" nent word contains 80 
• 0 entry contains t 
• 1 entry contains Z 
* 2 entry contains blank 
• 3 entry contains . 
* 4 entry contains 2 
* 5 entry contains 3 
» 6 entry contains 5 
■ 7 entry contains 6 
■ 8 entry contains 5 
■ 9 entry contains E 
■ 10 entry contains 
- 11 entry contains blank 
■ 12 entry contains 3 
» 13 entry contains 3 
■ 14 entry contains X 

OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO * 79 entry contains % 

Item STCODE# after the transfer was made, would look as follows in 

6365666512410563 



IN2H0 

1. PURPOSE 

IW2HO la a procedure that converts an Integer item to ,»n OPCOH coded 

decimal value and places It In a wain program defined table, one byte 

per word. 

2. CALL FORMAT 

IN2HO(INTEG, FOIL, NUMB) 

WHERE: 

1N2HO » the procedure name 

INTEG « the Input value defined aa integer that the user 
wishes to have converted. 

FCOL * an integer value specifying which reluirai In the range 
of l to 120 on a printed page that the first character 

is to go into. This is also the number of the entry 

in a user defined tabic that the first character is 
placed in. 

NUMB • an integer value specifying the number of places that 

the converted word is to occupy. One space should be 

allowed for the sign. 

3. LIMITATIONS AND ACCURACY 

a. If NUMB is equal to zero an immediate return la executed before any 

other instructions are executed. If NUMB is greater than the 

number of bytes in the input item, the field will contain one or 

more leading zeros. If NUMB Is less than the number of bytes in 

the input item, the leading bytes will not be transferred. 

b. The first column will be blank or contain a minus sign depending 

on die sign of the input parameter (INTEG). Leading zeros will be 

surpreased. 

c. The accuracy should be complete. 

d. The procedure does not clear and/or reset the user defined table 

described below. The user must decide, to what value he wants the 

table set to before the conversion is made. If he presets the 

table to zeros and then tries to print it, the converted value Is 

going to be surrounded by Z. For such a case it should be preset 

to OPCON blanks. 
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ÏN2H0 (cont) 

* * FtOCEDWE CHARACTERISTICS 

a. No figures are available for the time required to operate this 

procedure. The time will be slightly variable as It will be a 

function of the size of the input parameter. 

b. Storage - SO machine words are required. 

c. This 1« a pure JOVIAL procedure. 

d. Thla procedure requires a user defined table In which to place 

the converted output values. This table may be defined according 

to any name that the user may choose, but must be serial and have 

one word per entry. The total number of entrys may be chosen to 

fit the users need, however 120 Is usually picked to correspond 

to the 120 print columns available on the printer. 

The Item declared In this table must have the name CPOSN. It also 

must be defined as hollertth, containing one byte, and starting In 

the zeroth entry of the table. The first bit should be 42 to 
place It In the lowest position of the word, but this may be changed 

at the user’s discretion. 

A sample table declaration la as follows: 

TABLE COLUMN R 120 S 1 $ 

BEGIN 
ITEM CPOSN H 1 0 42 $ 

END 

5. OTHER PROCEDURES CALLED 

«. REMQUO 

PROGRAMMING TECHNIQUE USED 

a. Integer division Is done by making use of the REMQUO procedure. 

The remainder Is added to f>08 to convert the value from octal to 

decimal 0PC0N one digit at a time. 

4/68 
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TN?HO (coni) 

i 

7. EXAMPLE 

IF: 

Tabic COLUMN R 170 S 1 $ 
Begin 

Item CPOSN 11 1 0 42 $ 
End 

Item INTEC I 4fi S P -35071 $ 
Item FCOL I 47 U P 1 $ 

Item NUMB I 47 U P 7 $ 

AND: 

wm. IN?HO(INTEG, FCOL, NUMB) $ 

Table COLUMN would look as follows in core: 

0000000000000170 
0000000000000000 
0000000000000041 

0000000000000005 
OOOOOOOOOOOOOnf, 3 

0000000000000065 

0000000000000071 

000000000000004 7 

0000000000000061 

0000000000000000 

nent word contains 120 
0 entry contains X 
1 entry contains 

2 entry contains blank 
3 entry contains 3 

4 entry contains 5 

5 entry contains 9 

6 entry contains 7 

7 entry contains 1 

fl entry contains X 

0000000000000000 - 119 entry contains % 

NOTE: 

In core item INTEG would be: 

7777777777671574 which Is the octal equivalent of -35971. 



INTUI 

1. PURPOSE 

INTUI 1* a procedure that convertis an unsigned Integer item into an 
8 byte OPCON item one word at a time. 

2. CALL FORMAT 

INTUI(INTEG - HOL) 

WHERE: 

ÏNTHI - the procedure name. 

INTEG - the input value to he converted, declared as. an 

unaaslgned integer or arithmetic item containing 

no fractional hits. 

HOL - the output parameter declared as an 8 byte 

Hollerith item and containing the converted value. 

3 <■ LIMITATIONS AND ACCURACY 

a. A complete word is converted one at a time. 

b. No checks are made on the input parameter (INTEG). It la assumed 

that the input value is valid and lies between 0 and 99,999,999 
which is the largest value that will fit in an 8 byte word. 

c. The accuracy should be complete. 

4. PROCEDURE CHARACTERISTICS 

a. Operating time is unknown, but will be the same for all input 

parameters. 

b Storage - 27 machine words are required, 

c. Thia is a pure JOVIAL procedure. 

5. OTHER PROCEDURES CALLED 

a. None 

4/68 
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ÏNTHI (. onJ ) 

(> * PKOOMUMINf; TKOINlQUr USED 

** Th* conversion Is milde by doing a successive series of divisions 
by 10. The converted value is added to 60, byte by byte to create 
the WON coded word. 

I. EXAMPLE 

Item INTEC I 47 I! P ?*» <5 
Item IHM. «At 

AND: 

THEN: 
INTH! (INTEC » 1(01,) $ 

HOL ■ ?•> when printed 

NOTE: 

Item MOL will look as follows In core after the conversion taken 
place : 

0505050505056265 

4/r.B 
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NORH360 

l. PURPOSE 

NORM36O la a function that normalizes any angle supplied in degrees, 

to the range of 0 to 360. 

2, CALL FORMAT 

XX - NORM360(ANGLE) 

WHERE: 
a program declared floating point Item of the XX 
user to which is assigned the normalized angle. 

N0RM360 • the function name; declared as a floating point 

Item and containing the normalized output value. 

the input parameter expressed In floating point 

degrees. 

ANGLE 

3. LIMITATIONS AND ACCURACY 

a. The Input parameter (ANGLE) must be expressed In degrees and/or 

fractional degrees. 

b. The normalization will be completely accurate. 

c. Input values equal to 0.0* or 360.0* will be returned unchanged. 

A. PROCEDURE CHARACTERISTICS 

a. The operating time It unknown, but it will be a function of the 

size of the Input parameter. The larger the absolute value of 

the parameter la, the longer the time required to normalize It. 

b. Storage - 12 machine words are required. 

c. This is a pure JOVIAL procedure. 

5. OTHER PROCEDURES CALLED 

a. None 

mi.. 

A/68 
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NORM!fin (cont) R; it 

pw<k;râmminc technique used 

If the iïipuî: anpl« Is greater than 360*, repetitive jebttaction 

la done until the angle i« reduced to a value equal to or less 
than .360*, but equal to or greater than Ü*. If the Input value 

is less than 360*, repetitive addition is done until the angle 

Is increased to a value equal to or greater than 0*, but less 

than or equal to 360*. 

1. EXAMPLE 

IP: 
Item XX F $ 

Item XXA F $ 
Item ANCLE F P 730.(1 $ 

Item AMGLEA F P -330.fi $ 

AMD! 

XX 

XXA 

NORM360(ANCLE) $ 

NORM360(AMGLEA) $ 

THEN: 
XX 

XXA 

10.0 

10.0 

6/6« 
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W 1 • TOMASE 

0Ç2H0 Is « procedure that converts ar. unsigned octal integer item to 

OPCON code and places it in a main program defined, one entry per word 

table. 

f 

CALL FORMAT 

WHERE: 

0C2H0 

OCTAL 

0C2H0(OCTAL, FCOL, NUMB) 

the procedure name. 

the Input parameter declared as an unsigned Integer 
item with no fractional bits and containing the 
octal value to be converted. 

FCOL « an integer value specifying which column in the 

range of 0 to 120 on a printed page that the first 

character is to go into. This is also the number 

of the entry in a user defined table that the 

first character is placed in. 

NUMB *» an integer value specifying the number of places 
that the converted word is to occupy. 

3* LIMITATIONS AND ACCURACY 

a. If NUMB is greater than the number of digits in the input item, 

the field will contain one or more leading zeros. If NUMB is less 

th^n the number of input digits, the leading digits will not he 

transferred. 

b. NUMB can not be greater than 16. However, no check is incorporated 

to restrict NUMB to 16. 

c. The procedure does not clear and/or reset the user defined table 

described below. The user must clear out this table each time 

before the procedure is called. This is to insure against 

possible errors that may result from picking up undesired 
characters from a previous conversion. 

d. There will be no inaccuracy from unpacking the word and placing 

it in the table. 

A/68 
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0C2H0 (cont) 

'*!f| 

4. PROCEDURE CHARACTERISTICS 

II « No figures are available for the time to operate the procedure, 

but it should be essentially the same for each input parameter. 

b. Storage - 24 machine words are required. 

This Is a pure JOVIAL procedure 

This procedure requires a user defined table, in which. Is 

placed the converted output values. This table may be defined 

according to any name that the user may choose, but must be 

serial and have one word per entry. The total number jf entries 
may be chosen to fit the users requirements, however 120 Is 

usually chosen to correspond to the 120 point columns available 
on the printer. 

The item declared in this table must have the name CPOSN. It 

also must be defined as hollerith, containing one byte, and 

starting in the zeroth entry of the table. The first bit should 

be 42 to place it in the lowest position of the word, but this 

may be changed at the user's discretion. 

A sample table declaration is as follows: 

TABLE COLUMN R 120 S 1 $ 

BEGIN 

ITEM CPOSN H 1 0 42 $ 
END 

5. OTHER PROCEDURES CALLED 

None 

6. PROGRAMMING TECHNIQUE USED 

Making use of a FOR statement and an assignment statement, the 

input parameter Is unpacked one byte at a time and placed in 

the table as specified by the other input parameters. 

4/68 
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0C2H0 (cent) 

EXAMPLE 

ÏFï 

Table COLUMN R 120 S 1 $ 
Begin. 

Item CPGSN M 1 0 4? $ 
End 

Item OCTAL I U P 235 

Item FCOL I 47 U F 2 $ 

Item NUMB I 47 U P 8 $ 

AMD: 

THEN: 
0C2H0(0CTAL. FCOL, NUME) $ 

Table COLUMN would look as follows in core: 

0000000000000170 

0000000000000000 
0000000000000000 
0000000000000060 

0000000000000060 
0000000000000060 

0000000000000060 

0000000000000060 
0000000000000060 

0000000000000060 

OOOGOOOOOOOOOO60 

0000000000000060 

0000000000000060 

0000000000000060 

0000000000000060 

0000000000000060 

0000000000000063 

0000000000000065 

0000000000000063 
0000000000000000 

nent word contains 120 

0 entry contains % 

entry contains t 
entry contains 0 

entry contains 0 

entry contains 0 

5 entry contains 0 

6 entry contains 0 

entry contains 0 

entry contains 0 

entry contains 0 

10 entry contains 0 

11 entry contains 0 

12 entry contains 0 

13 entry contains 0 

14 entry contains 0 

15 entry contains 3 

16 entry contains 5 
17 entry contains 3 

18 entry contains Z 

1 

2 
3 
4 

7 

8 
9 

0000000000000000 

NOTE 

119 entry contains 

Since the input value 235 is in decimal,. it is converted to 
octal and will appear as follows In core. 

Or "10000000353 
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OPCTOB 

1. PURPOSE 

equivÂleôtafÎoütiÎrpoïîÎ uZ^ * n%merlc 0VCm coded ** « 

2. CALL FORMAT 

WHERE: 

XX 

OPCTOB 

HOL 

XX » OPCTOB (HOL) 

a program declared Item of the user to which th 
function output Is assigned. 

the function name; declared as a floating point 
item and containing the function output. 

the input parameter of the user declared as a li 
character hoi 1er!th item. 

3* LIMITATIONS AND ACCURACY 

a. Up to 16 OPCON characters may be inputed representing any sl.ne< 
or unsigned integer, fraction, or mixed number followed bv an 
optiona! power of 10 in the form of the letter E oîwX . 
signed or unsigned integer. • 

b. The conversion routine should he completely accur.r* « #■« *t- 
limitations of a floating point word y P t0 the 

4‘ PR0CEDlJ^ CHARACTERISTTCg 

.. It., time of operation .111 vary betören 3 and l6 mllll.econd.. 

b. Storage - 14? machine words are required. 

Ca This is a pure JOVIAL procedure. 

5. OTHER PROCEDURES CALLED 

a. None 

4/6B 
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OPCTOB (cont) 

PROCRAMHINC.TECHNIQUE.USED 

a. The input value has 60 subtracted from it byte by byte. The 

floating point word is then built from these converted digits 

EXAMPLE 

IF: 

Item XX: F $ 

Item XXA F $ 

Item HOL H 16 711(-0.2E35) $ 

Itera HOLA H 16 llH(-0.56978E-6) $ 

AND: 

XX - OPCTOB(HOL) $ 

XXA « OPCTOB(HOLA) $ 

THEN: 

XX - 5615022756406223 

XXA - 6024316064041705 

NOTE : 

XX will now represent the input value in floating point 

5615022754405223 is the floating point representation in the 
machine of -0.2E35 
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PCL 

t» PURPOSE 

Sire1:,: r-,mKu^ - 
floating point rldlonl. rr™ 0rC™ ™'<-' to algned 

2. CALL FORMAT 

WHERE: 

PCL 

LATOP 

LNGOF 

FORMAT 

PCL(LATOP, LNOOP, FRMAT - LATRAD, LNGRAD) 

the procedure name. 

the parameter specifying the latitude in OPCON 

code according to the format indicated below. 

nírm,npUÍ varameteT specifying the longitude in 
OPCON code according to the format indicated below. 

parame,:er dedared as arithmetic, with 

iZZ M ’ r Rned’ and no fractlonal bits 
ani inn ír Î °f the lncomlllR Atitude 
and longitude to be converted. Where: 

0 DDMMYbbb 

DDDMMXbb 

1 =» DDMMSSYb 

DDDMMSSX 

AND: 

DD and DDD 

MM 

SS 

Y 

X 

b 

5 character latitude 

6 character longitude 

7 character latitude 

8 character longitude 

DEGREES 

MINUTES 

SECONDS 

NORTH or SOUTH 

FART or WEST 

BLANK 

LATRAD 

LNGRAD 

the output parameter declared as floating point and 

radians * ^ C°nVerted Atitude in floating point 

the output parameter declared as floating point and 

containing the converted longitude in floating 
point radians. 
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PCL (« ont ) 

LIMITATIONS AMD.ACCURACY 

a. Both latitude and longitude must be of the corresponding formats. 
No checks for the validity of format are made before entérina 
the routine. * 

b. The input parameters must also be left justified in the word. 

c. There are no known inaccuracies in the routine. 

PROCEDURE CHARACTERISTICS 

a* No ^RUYes «re available for the time required to operate this 
procedure, However, the time should be about the s.w for each 
input parameter. 

b. Storage - 212 machine words are required, 

e. This is a pure JOVIAL procedure. 

d. The converted value will be positive for North and East, 
coordinate* and negative for South and West coordinate«. 

OTHER PROCEDURES CALLED 

a. None 

PROCRAMMING TECHNIQUE USED 

a. The latitude and longitude are converted to binary fixed point 
degrees with the sign prefixed according to the quadrant that 
they lie in. Multiplication of the fixed point degrees by the 
floating point constant PI/180 results In floating point radians. 



PCL (coni) 

11111 7. EXAMPLE 

IF J 

It*« LATOP H 8 8H(4954M ) $ 
Ite« LNGÜF li 8 8H( 8930W ) $ 
It*« PRMAT A 3 U P 0 $ 
It«« LATRAD F $ 
Ite« LNGRAD F $ 

ANDi 

THEN. PCL(LATOP, LNGOP, FRMAT « LATRAD, LNCRAB) $ 

LATRAD « 0.865683309 in floating point fonaat in core 

*««. - -i.56206968 1„ «„.ting point ,or»t In cor. 
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RADIANS 

l* PURPOSE 

Soiîi„*.t,™ri”ûtthr*:<1?”rr,‘ m*uUT ¿°«™‘i- «->*«"« 

2* CALL FORMAT 

WHERE 

« 

30t 

RADIANS 

DEG 

- RAMANS (DEG) 

" Î!;® J5°8raa decl«ed item of the u«er to which the 
function output is aatigned. 

d<sclare<1 *s * floating point 
number containing the converted value. 

" fi?*tln* polnt "«s«« M«t win oe converted into radians. 

3* LIMITATIONS and accuracy 

*■ ^^'.‘ïîoir ZTni D*k 
Th. format of 4.gro.., .lout.rood. 1. un.ccptlon.bl.. 

b- z s*::;,:” “d* ^th* ^ »««'«• ^ i. ...^4 

'■ tb* c°”v'"ton ,houid b* 'r'**«th*" «" 

• PROCEDURE CHARACTER!STtrc 

e time of operations is unknowng but will be the aame f«». «n 
input parameters. ® ** for al1 

b. Storage - 3 machine words are required. 

c. Thi* is a pure JOVIAL procedure. 

OTHER PROCEDURES CAIJ.Bn 



RADIANS (cent) 

KATHKHATICAL METHOD «SED 

*. Th* input parameter* DEG, la multiplied by the appropriate 

constant to convert: it: into radians. 

EXAMPLE 

IF: 
Item XX F $ 

Item DEC F F 20.0 $ 

AND: 

THEN: 
XX - AADT.ÂNS (DEG) $ 

XX - G.3A90658503 
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ST 2 HO 

rowposE 

ST2BO ii « procedure that convert« tip to ft characters of « standard 
tranaiaisalon coded item (STC) to OPCON code, placing it in « nain 
progran defined table, one byte per word. 

CALL FORMAT 

ST2HO(STCODE, FCOL, NUMB) 

WHERE I 
ST2H0 

STCODE 

POOL 

NUMB 

■ the procedure nane. 

» the input parameter, declared as a standard 
tranamiaaion code item, that the user wishes to 
have converted to OPCON, 

• an integer value specifying which column in the range 
of 0 to 120 on a printed page that the first character 
is to go into. This la also the number of the entry 
in a uaar defined table that the first character is 
placed in. 

• an Integer value specifying the number of pl.aced that 
tha couvarted word is to occupy,, 

3. LIMITATIONS AND ACCURACY 

a. If NUMB is greater than tlh« number of bytes In the input item, the 
field will contain one or more leading spaces. If NUMB is less 
than tha number of bytes in tha input item, the leading bytes will 
not ha tranaferrad. 

ï. No provision is made to chock the input parameter to see if it is 
greater than 8 characters in length. If greater then 8 characters, 
only the first 8 characters will be transferred, 

c. The procedure does not clear and/or reset the user defined table 
described below. The user must clear out this table each tima 
before the procedure is called,, This Is to Insure against possible 
errors that say result fron picking up undesired characters from 
e previous conversion. 

d. There will be no Inaccuracy from unpacking the word and placing 
it in a table. 

1111 IN... 
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ST2H0 (cent) 

* * HQÇIPURE CHARACTER ISTICS 

** I:“?™™ available for the time to operate the proceder*, 
bue It should he essentially the „.„e for each Input paras»,,'. 

*». Storage - 33 machine words are required. 

e. This la a pure JOVIAL procedure. 

d. 
Ií’ír*5r?¡;edUre «quires a user defined table, In which, la 

«cordl^ toTró™0êíPrt,:*1Ue’' ^15 ^ “V be defined 
«rial -nH haf" îat the U8er mi,y Ch009e* but bt 
aerial and have one word per entry. The total number of entrl.« 
may be choaen to fit the users need, however 120 la usually 

IrZV: COrreSPOnd t0 thC 170 Prlnt Colü™* «vaíÍ.Me lí the 

The Item declared in this table must have the name CTOS». It 
also must be defined as hollerith, containing one byt,, and 

bi ll tl nîflÎpC{rTt!\,er\try 0f the table' The F1«t bit should 
be 42 to place it in the lowest position of the word, but this 
may be changed at the user's discretion. 1 

A sample table declaration Is as follows: 

TABLE COLUMN R 120 S 1 $ 
BEGIN 

ITEM CPOSN H 1 0 42 $ 
END 

5. other procedures CALLED 

a. None 

*>• PROGRAMMING TECHNIQUE USED 

a. Making use of a FOR statement and an assignment statement, the 
Input parameter is unpacked one byte at a time and placed in 
the table as specified by the other input parameters. 
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ST2HÖ (cont) 

7. EXAMPLE 

ÏF: 
Table COLUMN R 120 S 1 $ 

Begin 

Item CPOSN H 1 0 42 $ 

End 

Item STCODE T 8 P 8T(CX3K0L7M) $ 
Item FCOL I 47 U P 2 $ 

Item NUMB I 47 U P 8 $ 

AND: 
ST2H0(STCODE, FCOL, NUMB) $ 

THEN: 
Table COLUMN would look as follows in core: 

0000000000000170 
0000000000000000 
0000000000000000 
0000000000000010 
0000000000000035 

00C0000OOG00006 3 

0000000000000020 
0000000000000060 

0000000000000021 
0000000000000067 

0000000000000022 

nent word contains 120 

0 entry contains I 
1 entry contains X 

2 entry contains C 

3 entry contains X 

4 entry contains 3 

5 entry contains K 
6 entry contains 0 

7 entry contains L 

8 entry contains 7 

9 entry contains M 

0000000000000000 »119 entry centaine X 

1 



TYPE 

1. PURPOSE 

TYPE is a procedure that converts a 50 character Hollerith Item Into 
ïtïTtypewriter TYPE code equivalent to be outputted on the console 

typewriter. 

2. CALL FORMAT 

TYPE(MESSAGE) 

WHERE ï 
TYPE » the procedure name 

MESSAGE ■* an Item declared ar; 50 Hollerith characters that; 

contains the desired message to be outputted. 

3. LIMITATIONS AMP ACCURACY 

a. The Input parameter must be declared as a 50 Hollerith item. If 
the actual message la leas than 50 characters the remainder of 

the field must be blanked out with Hollerith blanks. 

b. The following call format may also be used in addition to the one 

ahoved above: 

TYPE(50H(...THE DESIRED MESSAGE OR BLANKS FOR 50 CHARACTERS...) 

This eliminates the mechanics of declaring an item containing the 

desired message. However the whole field of 50 characters must 
be used, either with the message itself or blanks. 

c. Only lower case characters will be typed. 

d. A carriage return will be made at the end of the type out. 

e. File 18 must be declared for the typewriter. 

f. Accuracy is complete. 

) 

4. PROCEDURE CHARACTERISTICS 

a. No figures are available for the time required to operate this 

procedure. 

b. Stores - 135 machine words are required, including the 50 character 

message. 

Tfila is a oure JOVIAL procedure. 
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TYPE {emit.} 

5. OTHER PROCEDURES CALLED 

a. None 

6. PROGRAMMING TECHNIQUE USED 

a. A table containing the typewriter code equivalent for the GPCON 
characters Is referenced in the conversion and an 10 call is made 

to output the 50 characters to the typewriter. 

7. EXAMPLE 

Item MESSAGE H 50 P 

5OH (TYPEWRITER MESSAGE HERE ) $ 

AND: 
TYPE (MESSAGE) $ 

TYPE (50H (TYPEWRITER MESSAGE HERE )) $ 

THELI 
TYPEWRITER MESSAGE HERE is printed out by the typewriter along 

with trailing blanks and a carriage return. 

A/68 
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TYPE’MSG 

I. PURPOSE 

TYPE * MSG is a procedure that converts 1 to 6 words of OPCON data to 

its typewriter TYPE code equivalent and types the result out on the 
console typewriter. 

2. CALL FORMAT 

TYPE'MSG(FC» COREs WORDS, EFFILE) 

WHERE! 
TYPE'MSG * che procedure name, 

FC * a 15 bit unsigned integer item containing the 

file code to which the typewriter is assigned to. 

CORE «* a table name in which the message is declared. 

WORDS » a 15 bit unsigned integer item containing the 

number of words to be typed out. 

ERFILE * a 15 bit unsigned integer item containing the file 

code of a print or list tape on which error 

messages should be written if data transmission 

errors should occur on the typewriter. 

3. LIMITATIONS AND ACCURACY 

a. Full 1604 words are typed; thus the user must insert blanks as 

needed. 

b. Alphabetic characters will always appear in upper case. 

c. The input parameter WORDS must be in the range of 1 to 6, If a 

value greater than 6 is supplied it will be reset to 6. 

d. The input parameter CORE should be declared as a table name, 

however it may also be declared as an item name. If declared 

as an iter name the user will generate a 664 erre’' in compilation 

that may be ignored in running. 

4/68 
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TYPE'MSG (cont) 

4 * PROCEPG'KE CBARACTERIST1CS 

In, No figures are available for the time required to operate this 
procedure, however It will be a variable depending on the length 

of the output message. 

b. Storage - 130 machine words are required. 

c. This Is a pure JOVIAL procedure. 

d. Legal OPCON characters having no TYPE code equivalent will be 

Interpreted as spaces. 

a. The typewriter carriage is restored to the left margin before 

and after the message is typed. 

5• OTHER PROCEDURES CALLED 

a. CK*STATS 

6. PROGRAMMING TECHNIQUE USED 

a. Conversion is by direct indexing, rather then searching. Typing 
la done in character mode. Both are incorporated to optimize the 

routine. 

I 

7. EXAMPLE 

TABLE CORE R 6 S $ 

BEGIN 
Item MSG H 27 P 27H(TWEEDLE DUM AND TWEEDLE DEE) $ 

END 
Item FC I 15 U P 18 $ 

Item ERFILE ï 15 U P 27 $ 

TYPE'MSG(FC, CORE, NWDSEN(CORE), ERFILE) $ 

The message TWEEDLE DUM AND TWEEDLE DEE will be typed out on 

the console typewriter. 

AND: 

THEN: 

4/68 
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1. PURPOSE 

22 *8 a procedure that converto -> ci 1 , ' ?> ^ ' 
coded item 16 characters long. * P P°int number t:o OPCON 

2. CALL FORMAT 

WHERE : 

ZZ 

FLOAT 

HOL 

ZZ (FLG.tT - HOL) 

the procedure name. 

the input parameter declared 
item as a floating point 

" °s "16 ch>r*ct" 1 e containing the converted value. 

LIMITATIONS and accuracy 

*■ nl!?PUt '■f1'““"- FL0AT. "« cheeked for »alldltv .. floating point number. iloity as a 

•>. The accuracy should only he 11ml red h„ .... 
being rounued off. y the “"'««ed value not 

procedure characteristics 

The time for operating this procedure is about 2,,2 milliseconds. 

b. Storage - 247 machine words are required. 

c. This is a pure JOVIAL procedure. 

d. The 16 character output parameter „111 contain the folloulng foret: 

Contents 

space 

plus or minus sign, 
period 

mantissa 
E 

plus or minus sign 

characteristic 

Byte # 

0 
1 
2 
3-10 

11 
12 
13-15 

4/68 
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5. OTHER PROCEDURES CALLED 

a. None 

6. PROGRAMMING TECHNIQUE USED 

a. Each portion of a floating poitu word is converted to an integer 

value and then repacked as an OPCON item. 

7. EXAMPLE 

Item FLOAT F P 0,55 $ 

Item HOL H 16 $ 

AND: 

THEN: 

ZZ(FLOAT - HOL) $ 

HOL +.55000000E+ 0 when printed 

NOTE: 

In core FLOAT would look like: 200043146314631ft 

In core HOL would look like: 0542756565606060 

6060601242050560 

4/68 
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APPENDIX á 

SUMMARY OF 

JOVIAL PROCEDURE LIBRARY CONTENTS 

I. ARITHMETIC PROCEDURES 

1. FEXP 

2. LOGNAT 

3. RXMQUO 

4. SQRT 

3. STATS 

A function, that raises the constant V 
to a given power. 

A function that calculates the natural 
(Base e) logar It; ha of a number greater 
than zero. 

A procedure that perform» Integer 

division and produce« a separate quotient 
and remainder. 

A function that calculates the square 

root of any floating point number 
greater than zero. 

A multiple input function that i.* capable 

of determining the arithmetic mean, 

geometric mean, harmonic mean, mode, 

median, variance and standard déviation 

for a eet of values assumed normal in 
distribution. 
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TRIGONOMETRIC PROCEDURES 

1. ARCCOS 

2. ARCSIN 

3. ARCTAN 

A. COSI 

3. COSIN 

6. COTAN 

7. SIN 

8. SINH 

. TAN 

• TANK 

A function that computes the arccosine 

of a number between minus one and plus 
one inclusive, 

A function that compute* the arcsine of 

« number between minus one and plus one 
Inclusive. 

of any number. 

A function that computes t'»e hyperllc 
cosine of a number. 

o/tb^e0!1 that COmj,ute# “ approximation 
allí i Rî?0metrlC CO*lne of * «pecifle< 

off™.ctt1™B^rnoX."*ppro*i“ti<” 

íff“"Ctí°" that ««Putes an approximation 
of the trigonometric sine of an angle 
supplied In radians with a maximum error 
of less than 0.5 X lO“™ of any angle. 

ílír«fi0n thwt computes the hyperbolic sine of a number. 

oVrí- th\t «mPutea an approximation 
of the trlgometrlc tangent. 

tane,"^l0ï that ^0raPute* the hyperbolic tangent of a number. 

«75F 
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Ill. CONVERSION PROCEDURES 

1. ALPHCON 

2. DEGREES 

3. fBINKY 

4. FL2HO 

5. FOPCON 

6. FX2HO 

7. HL2FL 

8. HL2FX 

9. HL2HL 

10. HL2H0 

11. HL2IN 

12. HL70C 

13. 1L2ST 

14. IN2H0 

O 

A multiple input function that converta 

IRM 7090 code to OPCON code, or OPCON 

code to T.BM 7090 code. 

A function that converta radians 

expressed In floating point to angular 

degrees and fractions, expressed in 

floating point. 

A function that converts numeric valuer, 

of OPCON code to Its Integer equivalent, 

one word at a time. 

A procedure that converts a floating 

point to OPCON code. 

A function that converts an Integer 

Item Into an 8 byte OPCON Item. 

A procedure that converts an arithmetic 

item to OPCON code. 

A procedure that converta OPCON coded 

data to floating point formatted item. 

A procedure that converts OPCON coded 

data to a fixed point formatted Item. 

A procedure that takes up to 8 bytes 

of OPCON coded from a predefined one 

byte per entry table and reassembles 

them Into one word. 

A procedure that takes up to 8 

characters of an OPCON coded Item 

and places them In a format of one 

character per word In a programmer 

defined table. 

A procedure that converts OPCON coded 

data to a signed decimal Integer Item. 

k procedure that converts unsigned 
OPCON coded data to an unsigned octal 

Integer. 

A procedure that converts OPCON 

symbolic to Standard Transmission Code. 

A procedure that converts an integer 

item to an OPCON coded decimal value. 
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CONVERSION PROCEDURES 

15. INTHÏ 

16. NORM360 

17. OC2HO 

18. OPCTOB 

19. PCL* 

20. RADIANS 

21. ST2HO 

22. TYPE* 

23. TYPE'MSG* 

24. ZZ 

(Continued) 

A procedure that converts an unsigned 

integer item into an 8 byte OPCON item 
one word at: a time. 

A function that converts any angle, 

positive or negative, supplied in 

floating point degrees to its equivalent 

positive value between 0 and 360 degrees. 

A procedure that converts an unsigned 

octal integer to OPCON code. 

A function that converts an OPCON coded 

number to its floating point equivalent. 

A procedure that converts latitude 

and longitude In OPCON code to floating 
point radians. 

A function that converts floating point 

angular degrees to floating point radians 

A procedure that converts up to 8 

characters of a standard transmission 
coded item to OPCON code. 

A procedure that converts the 50 

Hollerith character item designated 

in the call into Its typewriter TYPE 

code equivalent to be outputted at the 

console typewriter. 

A procedure that converts 1 to 6 words 

of OPCON data to Its typewriter TYPE 

code equivalent, and type the result 
on the console typewriter. 

A procedure that converts a floating 
point number to an OPCON coded item 
16 bytes long. 
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IV. FILE PROCESSING SYSTEM PROCEDURES 

1. DELET 

2. ENTER 

3. ENTERE# 

4. ENY 

5. EOF 

6. EOR 

7. EOS 

8. EXIT 

9. FDES'ENT 

io. ro 

U. LADDL 

12. LOST 

A procedure that reallocates core buffer 
area due to the opening of a new file or 

the closing of an existing file in EPS. 

A procedure that opens the file designated 
in the File Description Item and allocates 

an I/O work area in core memory to be used 

for the file being opened in FPS. 

A procedure that opens an IPS master for 

use with FPS library procedures. 

A procedure that determines the current 

entry position of any file in FPS. 

A procedure that tests for End-of-File 
in FPS. 

A procedure that tests for End-of-Record 
in FPS. 

A procedure that tests for End -of-Segment 
in FPS. 

A procedure that closes the processing of 
a file in FPS. 

A procedure that obtians the entry number 
in Table FDES for the file designated in 

the procedure call in FPS. 

A procedure that handles all peripheral 
device manipulations and actual data 

transmissions for the procedures of FPS. 

A procedure that obtains the address plus 

100 of the last memory word loaded by the 
SSEC loader in FPS. 

A procedure that logs the count of 
unrecoverable parity errors from each 

FPS file for which the I/O error parameter 

was specified. 

..........«.I... WIUHI'I " 
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APPENDIX A 

IV. FILE PROCESSING SYSTEM PROCEDURES (Continued) 

13. READF# A procedure that reads a record from an 
IPS format tape, converts it to FPS 

format 4, and transfer a set at-a-time 

to the user program., 

14. REC A procedure that determines the current 

record of any file in FPS. 

15. RELEASE A procedure that is used in coniunction 
with READ to provide a means of skipping 
over any remaining entries in a record 

in FPS. 

16. RWRIT A procedure that writes the contents of 
a file's I/O work area onto tape in FPS. 

17. SEG 

18. SORT* 

19. TYPE* 

20. WRITE 

21. WSEG 

A procedure that determines the current 

segment of any file in FPS. 

A procedure that sorts the records of the 

input file into either ascending or 

descending order with respect to key item 

values in each record in FPS. 

A procedure that converts the 50 Hollerith 

character item designated In the call into 

its typewriter character equivalent to be 

outputted at the console in FPS. 

A procedure that transfers either an entry 

of a print line image from the first entry 

of a serial table to a magnetic tape file 

in FPS. 

A procedure that writes an End~of-Segment 

mark in a file in FPS. 



âWEWüIX A 

V, PROGRAM maintenance and utility type procedures 

1. CK'STATS 

2. CtiEAl 

3. CORE 

4. CSCAN 

5. DUMP 

6. GET1CARD 

A procedure that waits for a "file not 

busy" status. Checks for other non-normal 
statt,, and take appropriate action. 

A procedure that clears an area of core, 

defined by first word address and number 
of words, to 40 or blanks. 

A procedure that dumps a specified memory 
area onto file 27 whenever entered. 

A procedure that locates and classifies 

fields within an unpacked (one character 
per word) image table that generally 

represents card columns. 

A procedure that initiates a dump service 

request to SSEC for that portion of 
memory requested in the call. 

A procedure that reads cards (or card 

images), double buffered, and unpack 

them as required by CSCAN and the 'nn2nn 
routines. 

7. INTERRUPT 

8. REEL 

9. RESTART 

Î0. SECURITY 

11. SNOCTAL 

A procedure that initiates a request to 

interrogate the Interrupt status for 

internal (arithmetic) faults. 

A function that queries the TINF table 

and returns the reel number assigned to 
a given magnetic tape file. 

A procedure that initiates a request to 
SSEC to establish restart points. 

A procedure that initiates an SSEC request 
to determine the security classification 
cf a file. 

A procedure that provides the capability 

of utilizing an unlimited number of octal 

correction. Core dump cards per computer 
run. 

12. STAT'OC A procedure that produces a typewriter 

comment for all data transmissions 

resulting in other than a normal or 

EOF status. 
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V. PROGRAM MAm^AMCR AMD UTILITY nPR PROLLUUK-., (Co„U„MA) 

13. STORE 

ÏA. TIME 

15. TPRELSE 

16. TYPE 

17. TYPE’MSG* 

A procedure that bi„c;.s Une 

Cla'“lfi-=«1»". PPginatlon 

A procedure that I„ltIates . roquet to 
SSht for the real time. 

la.T'tó'ríí“ il'™r8ta- " typewriter 
message to the operator directing him to 

date/ ma8netlC tape reel to given 

A procedure that converts a 50 Hollerith 
character item to its typewriter character 
code equivalent for outputting on tie 
console typewriter. 8 

Liïr/r that convert8 1 to 6 words of 
OPCON data to its TYPE code equivalent 
and type the result on the console 

uSr ^ orlR",al ""“’»R' í» 
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VI, HAVIGATIONAL PROCEDURES 

1. DESVMK 

2. CRCm 

3. PCL* 

A. PCC 

A procedure that calculates a new position 
and course (great circle) when given a 
position, course, time, and SOA, rseunmlng 
constant: speed for the time interval 
specified and a great circle track. 

A procedure that calculates either the 
great circle or rhumb * ice course between 
two given points. 

A procedure that convert« latitude and 
longitude ln OPCON code to f! mating point 
radians. 

A procedure that calculates the great 
circle distance between two points. 

5. PU 

6. FLN 

7. POSITP 

A procedure that checks latitudes In 
OPCON code to Insure that they are between 
90 degrees North and 90 degrees South. 

A procedure that checks to see that East 
and West longitudes are between 0 degrees 
and 180 degrees. 

A procedure that solves for an unknown 
point along a greet circle or rhumb line 
course. 

/4/68 
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. PLOTTER PROCEDURES 

1. ANGLINE 

2. ANGPOSIT 

3. ARC 

4. ASPECIAL 

5. AXIL 

6. BARGRAF 

7. BETTERXT 

A procedure that draws a straight line 
between point A and point B on a given 

vector. The vectc^ is described having 

a base point X, Y, ad angle 0. A and 

B are described as distances from the 
base point. 

A procedure that supplies the X and Y 
coordinates of any point on a given 

vector. The vector is described having 

a base point S, Y and angle 0. The 

point is described as a distance from 
the base point. 

A procedure that draws an arc described 

by a radius; center X, Y; and angles at 

a and b. The arc will be drawn from A 
and B. 

A procedure that draws one of the special 

characters from the special character set 
centered on p point Xf Y, with the 

prescribed height with an inclination 

described by the sine and cosine of the 

angle. The pen may be in either an up 

or down position from the present pen 
position to X, Y. 

A procedure that draws a line from X, 0 
to 0, 0 and from 0, 0 to 0, Y. 

A procedure that draws a hi r with the 

lower left corner at X, Y. A portion of 

the bar may be shaded. The width of the 

bar may vary by increments of 0.2 inches. 

A procedure that takes two sets of S,Y 

coordinates and determines which set is 
closest to the present pen position. The 

closest will be placed in the first set 

of output coordinates, and the farthest 
in the second set. 

A procedure that will give the X or Y 

coordinate to be used as the starting 

point for a label to center it over a 

given X or Y coordinate. 

8. CENTER 



APPENDIX A 

VII. PLOTTER PROCEDURES (Continued) 

a. CIRCLE A procedure that draws a circle around 
point X, Y with a given radius. 

10. CURVE A procedure that draws a smooth curve 
between N equally spaced values of Y 
(where Y - F(X)], using the Gregory- 
Newton Forward and Backward Difference 

Formulae and the Bessel Central 

Difference Formula. 

11, DASH 

T2. DRAW 

13. FIGURES 

14. FRSTGRAF 

15. LABELS 

A procedure that draws a dashed line 

from X0, Y0 to Xi, Yp. The length of 

the dash and the length of the space 

may be varied. 

A procedure that draws a line from the 

present pen coordinates to the designated 

coordinates. 

A procedo that draws from l to 8 
characters from the OPCON character set, 

with the lower corner of the first 

character at X, Y. The height and angle 

of the characters may vary. 

A procedure that must be called before 

any of the other plot library system 
procedures are called. The routine sets 

up the work area for the plot procedures. 

It opens the plot output file. Block 1 

will be a test pattern to Insure that 

the scale adjustment factor is properly 

set. Block two will be the first block 

used for your output. The 0, 0 point 

will be 6 Inches from the test pattern 

along the X axis and the number of inches 

from the right margin will be taken from 

the call parameter. The output can be 

produced for either the 11" or 30" plotter. 

A procedure that draws from 9 to an 
infinite number of characters from the 

OPCON character set, with the lower left 

corner of the first character at X, Y. 

The height and angle of the base line 

of the character may varv. 
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VII. PLOTTER PROCEDURES (Continued) 

16, LASTGRAF 

17. MOVE 

18. NUGRAP 

19. PLOT 

20. POINTER 

21. PRESENT 

22. SPECIAL 

23. TICKS 

A procedure that must he the last 
procedure called when usinp the plot 
library system. Takes care of all final 
housekeeping required and closes output 
files. 

A procedure that positions the pen at. 
the X, Y coordinates designated. A line 
wll! not be drawn. 

A procedure that clears and honsekeeps 
plot routines at end of each block; 
establishes new 0 point for next plot, 
relative to old 0, 0 point. 

The central routine of system, contains 
PCA, PCC, PCD or PCF as described in 
FOCCPAC TR-23 with slight modifications 
to exist in a JOVIAL environment. It 
will not: be called by the user of the 
system. All possible entrances to the 
routine have been incorporated in other 
procedures. 

A procedure that draws a line from Xj, 
'1 tp » Y? wich an arrow-head located 
at X2, Y2 in designated size. 

A procedure that determines the X, Y 
coordinate of the pen. 

A procedure that draws of the special 
characters from the special character 
set centered on X, Y with a prescribed 
height at a prescribed angle. The pen 
may be moved in either an up or down 
position from its present location. 

A procedure that draws any number of 
tick marks along the Y axis, beginning 
at any point on Y, with any interval, 
for any length. 
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vm. SEARCH AND SORT PROCEDURES 

1. BINSRCH 

2. DDSORT 

3. DLOAD 

4, SORT* 

5. SRC 

A procedure that performs a history 
search, making use of a single or 

multiple word key, on a sorted serial 

table containing one or more words per 
entry. 

A procedure that will sort (logically) 

in ascending order, entries of a single 

or multiple word per entry serial table 
via a key field in the entry. 

A procedure that will read unpacked tape 

records from tape or cards. Select those 

meeting preestablished criteria and build 
a predetermined sort key in core. The 

records are packed on disc at maximum 
density. 

Sorts the records of an input file into 

either ascending or descending order with 

respect to key item values in each record 
in EPS. 

Locates an identifier in a compool (PPS-lll) 

directory using the binary search technique. 

i 

,, 

... 
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AÜ HCON - 

CALI 
TYPE 

ALPHCONCARGIW .WHICH) 
(¿uncí 

ANCI.1NE (DIST1,MST2 ,XX, 
YY, ANCLE) 

{procI 

HEfiCPIPTION 
Aerara TIME 
IwSñs MSEC SIC 

Converts IBM 70P0 Code to OPCON C(M» HNKN 3 
code and vice vers*. 43 

AI.PHCON - Converted output value , 
in HOL 8. 

ABCIIM » Input value to be 
converted, in HOL A. 

WHICH - Indicates: 
0 - OPCON to Bat 
1 - BCD to OPCON 

Draws a straight, line between 
point k and point B on a given 
vector. 

N/A UNEN 7 
41 

niSTl » Distance fro« X,Ÿ to A, 
in Fit Pt Inch. 

DIST2 - Distance from X,Y to B, 
in Fit Pt Inch. 

XX • X Coord of base Pt, in 
PU Pt Inch. 

TY - Y Coord of hase Pt, in 
Fit Pt Inch. 

ANC!.F ■ Vector angle, measured 
counter clockwise from 
the X nxls.in Fit Pt Deg. 

ANCPOSIT(PIST,XB,YB,ANCLE - 
XX,YY) 

[proc ) 

ARC ( RAM , XX, YY, ANC 1, ANC 2 ) 
(proc) 

Return* the X and Y coordinates of M/A IWN 7 
a point on a given vector. 31 

DIST » Distance from the base. 
Pt. ,XB: in EU Pt Inch. 

XB X Coord of base,in Fit 
Pt Inch. 

YB - Y Coord of base, in Fit 
Pt Inch. 

ANGLE ■ Angle of vector having * 
hase point of XB, YB¡ In 
Fit Pt Deg. 

XX “X Coord of the defined 
point, In Fit Pt Inch. 

YY » Y Coord of the defined 
point. In Fit Pt Inch. 

Draws an arc defined hy the input 
parameters 

PAD1 » Radius of the arc, in 
Fit Pt Inch. 

XX - X Coord, in Fit Pt Inch. 
YY - Y Coord, in Fit Pt Inch. 
ANC! « Starting angle, In Fit 

Pt Deg. 
ANC2 ■ Tpnninotlng angle, in 

Fit Pt Dee. 

N/A UNKN 7 
15ÏT* 

! 
I 

ii'IIF'».1' Hi.1 

ARC 

OTHERS 
»SED 

REMQUO 

COSIN 
DRAW 
MOVE 
RADIANS 
SIN 

COSIN 
RADIANS 
SIN 

COSIN 

DRAW 

NORM‘ISO 

RADIANS 

SIN 
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CALI 
TYPE 

ARCCOS(XX) 
I fuñe J 

ARCSIN (XX.) 
[fuñe] 

ARCTAN(XX) 

[fuñe] 

ASPECT AL (XX, YY, PEN, HE I.CUT, 
SINC.COINC.SYMB) 

[proc] 

Axis(xErj;YE:cr) 
[proc] 

BARORAF(BGR0,BGR1,BGR2, 
BGR3,BGU) 

[proc] 

ARCCOS - BAR (RAF 

DESCRIPTION 

AÇCIJP. TIME OTBERS 
1mm msec sec »seo 

Computes the arccotine of a numher. 10-5 1-Î 2 ARCSIN 
" 15 

ARCCOS - Output value, in Fit: Pt 
Rad. 

XX “ Input value, in Fit Ft. 

Computes the arcsine of a nwnber. 10-5 1-3 2 

ARCSIN ■* Output value, in Fit PI: 
Rad. 

TX ■■ Input value. In Fit Pt. 

Computes the a ret an pent of a 10-5 l.<* 2 
n limber. 16 

ARCTAN - Output value, in Pit Pt 
Rad. 

XX Input value, in Fit Pt. 

Draws one of the special characters N/A WNRN 7 PLOT 
from the special character set. 17 

XX - X Coord, in Fit Pt Inch. 
YY » Y Coord, in Fit Pt Inch. 

PEN • Pen position, in Int 

according to: 
fi •* up 
! ■■ down 

HEIGHT - Character height, in Fit 
Pt Inch. 

SINC - Sine of the angle of 
inclination, in Fit Pt. 

COINC - Cosine of the angle of 
inclination, in Fit Pt. 

SYMB - An Int value specifying the 

special character desired. 
See end of Index for 

Symbols. 

Drawn a line from Coord point 0,f to N/A HNXN 7 DRAW 
X,0 and from 0,0 to Y,0. 12 MOVE 

XEXT - Length of Xaxia, in Fit 
Pt Inch. 

TEXT ■ Length of Yaxie, in Fit 
Pt. Inch. 

Draws a shaded or unshaded har. N/A »NKN 7 DRAW 
127 MOVE 

BGR0 ■ X Coord of lower left 
comer of the bar In 
Fit Pt Inch. 

... i ¡i" :¡ i'ii ... 
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better:;? 

CALL 
TWE DESCBXPTION 

■’■CCTJl; TIMfc 
ffWRDS MSEC SEC 

BCRl » Y Coord of lower left 
corner of the bar, In 
Pit Pt. Inch, 

BGR2 •» Height of basic bar, in 
Fit Pt inch. 

BGR3 « Height of the shaded 
portion. In Fit Pt Inch. 

2GU - Nusher of Int units the 
bar la wide; 1 unit » 
0.2 Inch. 

BETTE 1XY(XI,Y1 ,X2,Y2 » Determines which of the two X,Y N/A yfflCN 7 
Coord (supplied is closest to the 60 
present pen position. 

XI *• X Coord of 1st set, In 
Fit Pt Inch. 

Yl « Y Coord of Is»: set In 
Fit Pt Inch 

X2 ■ X Coord of 2nd set, In 
Fit Pt Inch. 

Y2 ™ Y Coord of 2nd act, in 
Fit Pt Inch. 

XB1 - X Coord of closest act, 
in Fit Pt Inch. 

YB1 - Y Coord of closest set, 
in Fit Pt Inch. 

XB2 * X Coord of farthest set, 
In Fit Pt Inch. 

YB2 - Y Coord of farthest set, 
in Fit Pt Inch. 

BIMSRCH(SRTBL,SRWDS,ETRY, 
ARTBL.ARWDS - 
SRENT,SRALÎ) 

[proc] 

Performs a binary search, using a N/A UNKN 8 
single or multiple word key, on a 132 
sorted serial table. 

SRTBL " Marne of the table to be 
searched. 

SRWDS " Number of words per entry 
of table SRTBL. 

ETRY - Number of the word in the 
entry against which the 
sort will be carried out 
against, in integer. 

ARTP1. » Table name that contains 
the argument. 

ARWDS » Number of wori_, per entry 
of table ARTBL. 

SRENT » Entry at which the match 
was found or point where the 
argument should ue inserted 
if no match was found. 

SRALT *> Statement label to which 
a transfer is made if a 
match is not found. 

BINSFCH 

OTHERS 
USED 

SQRT 
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CENTFR - CK*STATS 

ÇAU 

'fŸH 

CENTER ( CENI), CENC, CENH ) 

[£ une] 

DESCKIPTITN 

ACCUR TIME OTHERS 
MSEC SEC USED 

Supplies the X cr Y Coord it which 

a label is to begin if it is to te 

centered on given X or Y point. 

UNKH 7 

CENTER - X or Y Coord that the 

label should begin .it, 

in Fit Ft. 

CENI) * Point over which the 

label is to be centered, 

in Fit Ft Inch. 

CENC " Number of characters in 

the label, In Fit Pt. 

CENH » Height of characters, in 

Fit Pt Inch. 

CIRCLE (RAM, XX,TY) 

[proel 

Draws a circle around Coord X,Y N/A 

with the given radius. I2 

RADI ■ Radius of the circle In, 

Fit Pt Inch. 

XX » X Coord of center, in Fit 
Pt Inch. 

YY - Y Coord of center, in Fit 
Pt Inch. 

UNEN 7 ARC 

CK ' STATS (FC,RESULT,KIST - 

ALT.) 

[proel 

Waits for a non-busy status to be UNKH 5 INTHl 

returned by an I/O device, checks f^ 

for other non-normal statt and 

takes appropriate action. 

PC ■* File code of file being 

checked Ir Int. 

RESULT " 0; then if the »tatus of 

FC is other than 0, 1, 7., 

3, of 13 the task will be 

terminated with TERM 

REAS 37>:’. where "XX" is 

the status found. 

« 1; then, if illegal statt 

are iounc, an abnormal 

termination will occur 

only If total errors 

previously detected by 

CR'STATS is 99. 

HIST - File code of list tape 

for every message, In Int. 

If equal to 0 no logging 
will be done. 

ALT. - Statement label to which 
CK'STATS will return If 
a segment mark or end-of- 
file ts found. 
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Ci F.AR - COTAM 

CAtL 
TOE DESCRIPTION 

TIKI OTHERS 
§¡FC Hg USED 

CLEAR C-fflERE, NREf.S .TYPE) 
[proc] 

Clears an srea of core to 4-0 or N/A UlflíN 5 

blanks. íO 

WHERE » The first word of core 
to be cleared, in Int. 

NRBGS - The number of words to 
clear, in Int. 

TYPE » Statu# 1 tens, if equal tos 
1; clear to +0. 
2; clear to blank«. If 
not equal, to l or 2 will 
return without clearing. 

CORE (FWA,NWD,NAME,m>WPE, 
FORM) 

[proc] 

Dumps a specified, memory are«, on N/A UNXN 5 
file 04. 250 

FWA ■ First word address in Int. 
NW1) ■ Number of words to be 

dumped in Int. 
NAME « Up to 8 OPCON character* 

that may be printed a* an 
Ident in the control line 

in Hol R. 
NDWPE - Number of word* per sub¬ 

section, or entry, in Int. 
FORM « Format of data to be 

printed. 
0 «» octal 
1 OPCON 

COSH(XX) 
f fane] 

Compute* the hyperbolic coa in of a 12lH. 
number. *2 

COSH - Outout value, in Fit Pt. 
XX ** Input value, in Fit Pt. 

•“5 
COSIN(XX; Compute* the cosine of « number. • 5XLQ  2.0 

ifune) 46 
COSIN - Output value, in Fit Pt. 
XX - Input value, in Fit Pt 

Rad. 

COTAN (XX) 
[func] 

Computes the cotangent of a number. 10~*0 3*5 

77 
COTAN - Output value, in Fit Pt. 
XX » Input value, in Fit Pt Rad. 

2 TAN 
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CBDSTF - CSCAN 

CALL 

TYPE 

CRDSTR(FC, Fl'A , HUMS) 
I prod 

PFSCTIPTIOM SEC 
OTHERS 
ÏÏSEÔ 

Prestores card images from the N/A VNEN 5 
1604 computer to an open ended' 35 

file, 

FC - File code for file to 

which cards will be 

prestored, 1rs Int. 

FWA - First word address of 

the cards to be prestored, 

in Int. 

NUMB » Number of cards to be 

prestored, in Int. 

Senses for a carriage return (typed N/A UMKN 5 

by operator) on the 1604 console ~7 

typewriter. 

CRF'F ■' Boolean indicatlrgr 

1 ** auto job 

termination 

2 ■* auto job 
termination 

not retiueeted 

CSCAN(MOI) FTYP,FC0L,NC0L) Locates and classifies fields N/£ TWKH 5 

fproc] within an unpacked (one character 543 

per word) image that generally 

represent card columns. 

MOD » Int, indicating when 

CSCAN is to return to 

the calling program, 

0 » locate next field 

and return. 

1 « return where a $ 

has been encoun¬ 

tered or ail 

columns have been 

examined, 

FTYP “ Int specifying the 

type of field located 

by the scan. 

0-15 Indicates a 

separator. 

22-30 indicates data. 

See procedure 

writeup for indi¬ 

vidual codes. 

CRFFQ 

[func] 
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CÄLt 
TYPE 

ACCUS TIME 
.DESCTTPTIOM IwRA!) MSEC SEC 

POOL “ int, specifying the 
first column cf a 
field containing 

a character that is 
not separator, space, 
or part of a field 
definition. 

RCOL » Int, specifying the 
number < f columns com¬ 
prising the field, 
Will be 0 for 
separators .. 

'I1 

CURVE (PTAB, PSPAC, PSTRT, 
PCMR.PCHT) 

fproc] 

Draws a smooth curve between N N/A UNKM 7 
equally spaced values of Y, 27 

PTAB » Table name of value 
tc be plotted. Ment: 
must be equal the 
number of point». 

PSPAC *> X spacing between 
values of Y, in Fit Pt 
Inch. 

PSTRT - Position of the first 
point from the X axis, 
in Fit Pt Inch, 

PCHK - Number of the special 
character set to mark 
the points within Artt. 
See end of Index for 
symbols. 

PONT « Height of character, 
In Fit Pt Inch. If * 0, 
no characters will be 
printed. 

DASH(XASH,YASH,XASH1,YASH1, Draws a dashed line flora X(1,Y0 to N/A UMKN 7 

DASLFit ,D0TLEN) X,,!.. 75 
Iprocj 

XASîl “• X Coord of the 
initial Pt, in Fit 
Pt Inch. 

YASH » Y Coord of the 
initial Pt, in Fit 
Pt Inch. 

XASH1 - X Coord of the 
final Pt, in Fit 
Pt Inch. 

OTHERS 
usrF“ 

PLOT 

DRAW 
FiX 
MOVE 
SQKY 
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m,)SOHT - MrtSTÍfK 

CALI 
•mi i>ESCP.IPTIOW 

VASHl « y Coord of the final 
Pt, In Fit Ft Inch. 

DASLEN - Oanh length. In Fit Ft 
Inch. 

BOILEN ■ Length of «pnce, In 
Fit Ft Inch. 

accdi ms 
mm 

wnxRS 

DDSORT{ADDR,NUMB,EMUS, 
SMDS.FVSK) 

[prec’ 

DECREES(RAD) 
t fune ) 

Sortit logically in .«it.ending order, S/â 
entries of a single or Multiple word 113 
per entry serial table via a key 
field in the entry. 

ADDR ■■ Location of the tuple, 1« 
Int. 

NUMB • Kent of the table, in Int. 
EWDS *■ Nuisber of words par entry 

in the table (NWDSKN or 
some calculated value), in 
Int. 

SWDS * Number of full «oída in 
the sort key, in Int. 

FWSK - Starting word of the sort 
key, In Int. 

Converts radians to degrees. 

DEGREES - The output value, in 
Fit Ft Deg. 

RAD - The Input value, in Fit 
Ft Rad. 

iq-9 wntM 5 
4 

DELET (INl)X, OPER) 
I. proel 

DESUNK(LATA,LONGA,CRSA„ 
DTIME.SOA - LATB, 
LONGB,CRSB) 

[proc] 

Reallocates core buffer area due N/A 
to opening or closing a file ln FPS. 551 

INDX - Index to flic entry in 
tableo FDES and CBUF, in 
Int. 

OPER “ Entrance point to DELET, 
in Int. 

1 » Entered from 
procedure EXIT. 

? - Entered from 
procedure ENTER. 

Calculates a new position and course SSS 
(great circle) when given position, 1A7 
course, time, and SOA, assuming 
constant apeed for the time interval 
specified end great circle track. 

LATA * Original Let, in Pit Pt 
Rad. 

LONGA • Original Long, In Fit 
Pt Rad. 

7 ARCCOS 
ARCS« 
COSIN 
SIN 
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DLOAD - DUMP 

'CALL 
TOE 

CTtSA 

ÏYTTMW’ iLi 11, rw, 

SOA 
LATE 

LONGB 
GHSB 

DESCRIPTION 

■ Original course, in Fit 
Pt Rad. 

■» Number of hour« *hip la 
to travel, in Fit Pt. 

• Speed, In Fit Pt Et. 
« New Lnt, In Fit Pt Rad 

(negative If south). 
» New Long, in Fit Pt Rad. 
>■ Great circle course, In 

Pt Rad. 

ACOm TIME OTHERS 
ÏWRÔS MSEC SEC OSEP 

DLOAD(TP, DR,HIST,FMS'SW, 
TRK! I, KIT, DPR r U ,iï ■ 

t proel 

Reada unpicked records from t“pe M^A MM 8 CK * STATS 

a®i' place- he., on dlic. 1130 

TP - Input file code, In lnt. 
DR * Random disc output file 

code, In lnt. 
HIST * Output tape file code for 

listing error measagea, 
in lnt. 

FMS'SH • A Bool Item Indicating 
input tape format: 

0 - Not in FMS format. 
1 - In FMS format. 

RDBUF - Table name for nil word: 
per entry where ‘a" • 
number of words in a key. 

TPK1 * Beginning track number, 
in lnt. 

EFT * Name of the Key table 
to be built. 

WPE » Number of words per entry 
(u+1) in KEY, in lnt. 

LAST - 'LOG (statement label) 
where the procedure la to 
return to. 

NUMT * Number of tracks used, in 
lnt. 

NUMR ■ Number of records packed, 
in lnt. 

DRAH(XX,TY) 
[proel 

Draws a line from the present pen M/A OMEN 7 PLOT 
Coord to the designated Coord. Iff 

XX ■ X Coord, in Fit Pt Inch. 
YY - Y Coord, in Fit Pt Inch. 

DUMP(FADDR.LADDR,ID, FORM) 
[procj 

Initiates a dump service request to M/A BMKK 5 
SSEC for that portion of memory 1' 
requested. 

FADDR - Address of the first word 
to be dumped, in Arlt. 

LA DDR ■ Address of the last word to 
be dumped, in Arlt. 

ID ■ User identification of the 
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ENTER - EOR 

ACÇDP TOffi OTHERS 

DESCRIPTION #WRDS MSEC SEC WSEP 

dump, ln Hol 2. 

FORM Format of the outp .e.. In 

Arlt. 

0 - Octal 

l = OPCON 

ENTER(FDI) Opens the file designated and olio- M/A ÜNKN 5 

[proc] cates an I/O work area In core to be 2024 

used for the file being opened, In EPS. 

FDI - File description Item, In 

Hoi 50. See procedure 

writeup for details. 

DELIT 

I'O 
IADDL 

TTPE 

CALL 

TYPE 

ENTERF(FDI) 

[proc] 

Opens an IPS master tape for use K/A UNKN 3 ENTER 

with FPS library procedures by 11 

bypassing the first two records. 

FDI - File description Item, 

in Hoi 50. See 

procedure writeup for 

details. 

ENY(DUM’FILE) Determine the current entry position N/A UNRN 5 FDES'DENT 

[func] of any file in FPS. 17 

ENY “ Entry position, In Int. 

DUM'FILE - File description Item, In 

Hoi 50. See procedure 

writeup for details. 

EOF (DOM1 FILE) Tests for an end-of-file an FPS N/A WNKH 5 FDES'DRHT 

[func] tape. 1/ 

EOF - 1; for end-of-file 

present. 

d; for end-of-flle not 

present. 

In Bool format. 

DUM'FILE - File description Item, in 

Hoi 50. See procedure 

writeup for details. 

EOR (DUM'FILE) Tests for an end-of-record on an FPS N/A ÜNKN 5 FDES'DENT 

[func] pate. 22 

EOR ■ 1; for end-of-record 
present. 

0; for end-of-record not 

present. 

In Bool format. 

DUM'FILE - File description Item, in 

aol 50. See procedure 

writeup for details. 

! 

. ...I Hill II I mil.(1111111,111111111111:1111111 
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CALL 

TYPE 

EOS{DOM’FILE) 

(funcl 

EXIT(DUM'PILE) 

tproc] 

FBINRT(FOPCOÎ)' 

[func] 

IDES * ENT(DUM1PILE) 
[func] 

FEXKFUU) 
[func] 

PICORES(XX,YT «COUNT, 
HEIGHT,ANCLE, 

CARACTOR) 

[proc] 

EOS - FICHEES 

DESCRIPTION 

ACCOR 

líSBs 
TIME OTHERS 

MSEC SEC USED 

Testa for an end-of-segment on an 

PPS tape. 

M/A ONKN S IDES'ENT 

% 
ROS ■ 1; for segment mark 

present. 

(I; for segment mark not 

present. 

In Bool format. 

DOM*PILE « File description Item, In 

Hoi 50. See procedure 

writeup for detalla. 

Closes the processing of an FPS file. N/A 
76 

DWPILE * File description Item, 

in Hoi 50. See procedure 

writeup for detalla. 

UNKN 5 DELBT 
FDES’ENT 

I'O 

RtlRIT 

Converts numeric values of OPCON 12?i 3 

code to Its integer equivalent. 51 

FBINRY - Integer equivalent, In 

Arit. 

FOPCOD - Input parameter, ln Hoi 8. 

Obtain the entry number In table 

FDES for the file designated In the 

call In FPS. 

N/A 

11 
UNEN 5 TYPE 

FDES'ENT - Entry number, In Int. 

OHM'FILE - File description Item, 

ln Hoi 50. See procedure 

writeup for details. 

Ral «es the constant F. t o a given 

power. 

FFXP - Output results, in Fit 

Pt. 

TOO • Input parameter, In Fit 

Pt. 

10-1° 
TT” 

.85 1 

Draw* up to 8 character* from the 

OPCON character set. 

OWN 7 PLOT 

XX » X Coord of 1st character, 

in Fit Pt Inch. 

FT - Y Coord of 1st character, 

In Fit Pt Inch. 

Court - Number of character* to be 
printed, (1 to 8), In Arlt. 

HEIGHT - Character height, In Fit 

Pt Inch. 



FL2H0 - FX2H0 

CAIX 
TOE 

Fl, 2 HO ( FLOTE, FI R ST, NUMB ) 
(ptoc] 

FOPCIW(FBININ) 
[fune] 

FRSTGRAF(FLOTTER,OUTFILE, 
WORK.STRT'PT) 

[proc] 

FX2HO ( FIN, FRA, FI R.ST, NUMB, 
NUMPL) 

[ptoe] 

AOCUR TIME OTHERS 
DESCRIPTION #WM)S MSEC SEC USED 

.ANGLE •« Angle of the characters 
from the + X axis, In Fit 
PI: Deg. 

CARACTOR ■ ’racters to be plotted, 
in Hoi 8. 

Converts « Fit Ft item to OFCÜN code. 100T UNKN 3 IN2HO 
120 OC2HO 

FLOTE • Input parameter, in Fit Ft. 
FIRST » First entry of a table that 

the OPCON conversion will 
go into, in lot. 

NUMB ■ Number of table entries 
the converted value i# to 
occupy, 1« lilt. 

Converts an integer Item to an 0 byte 10"^ UNKN 3 
OPCON Item. 3b 

FOPCON * Output parameter, io Hoi B. 
FBIN1N ■ Input parameter, in Arit. 

Plotter housekeeping routine. Must 
be called before any other plotter 
procedure. 

PLOTTER - 0; for 30 Inch Plotter. 
1; for 11 Inch Plotter. 
In Fit Pt. 

OUTFILE - Output file code for the 
generated plotter tape, in 
Arl t. 

WORK ■ Table name allocating • 
work area for the system. 
Kent should be a# large 
as possible and at least 
8. If Kent - 1, locations 

AOOOOg to 77776b wili 
used. 

STRT'PT * Starting point from the 
right margin, in Fit Pt 
Inch. 

UNKN 7 DRAW 
MUGMF 
PLOT 
TICKS 

Converta an Arithmetic item to 100Z UNKN 3 1N2H0 
OPCON cod*. 

FIN ** lot portion of the input 
parameter to be converted, 
in lot. 

FRA * fractional portion of the 
Input parameter to be 
converted, in lot. 

FIRST » First entry of a table 
that the OPCON conversion 

will to Into, in Int. 



(ÆT'CARI) - GRCRRI, 

;:S 

CALL 
TYPE DESCRIPTION 

ACCTR TIME 

IWRLS MSEC SEC 

NUMB '* Number of table entries 
that the converted value 
is to occupy, In Int. 

NUMPL » Number of table entries 
Allocated for the frac¬ 
tional portion of the 
converted value, In Int. 

GET'CARD(CD1FL,ER'FL - EDFL.) Reads cards, double buffered, and N/A 
[proc] unpacks them as required by CSCAN 135 

and the "XX.2XX" conversion procedures. 

WNKN 5 

CD’IX - Card reader input file 
code , In Int. 

ER'FL « Liât tape file code for 
error, in Int. 

EDFL. •• Statement label speci¬ 
fying where the procedure 
is to return control to 
If a segment mark or KOFL 
Is encountered. 

GRCRBL(LATA, LONGA,LATH, 
LONGB.IND - DIST, 
CRSE) 

[proc] 

Calculates either the Great Circle JWI* UNKN 6 
or Rhumb Line course and distance 327 
between two given Pts. 

LATA » Lat of departure Ft. in 
Fit Ft Rad. 

LONGA - Long of departure Pt, in 
Fit Pt Rad. 

LATB “ Lat. of destination, in 
Fit Pt Rad. 

LONGB ^ Long of destination, In 
Fit Pt Rad. 

ÏND * 0; for Great Circle 
coraputatiou 
1; for Rhumb Line 
computation. 
In Boolean Format. 

DIST - Distance from departure 
point to destination, in 
Fit Pt Rad. 

CRSE » Initial course to sail. 
In Fit Pt RAD. 

OTHERS 

wSED 

CK’STATS 

ARCCOS 

ARCSIN 
ARCTAN 

COSIN 
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HL2FL - 1112110 

CALL 
TYPE DESCRIPTION 

Accra Tim OTHBRS 
Mbs MSffc sic 

HL2FL(FIRST,NUMB. 
[proel 

FLT) Converti! OP CON 'Coded data to a 
Fit Pt Item. 

UNKN mr- OMKN HL?ii‘ 

FIRST 

NUMB 

FLT 

First entry of 11 table 
that the OPCON coded byte 
is In, In lot. 
Number of table entrie* to 
be converted. In Int. 
Converted output Item, In 
Fit Pt. 

KLm(FIRST,NUMB - SIGN, 
INT, FRAC) 

[proel 

Converti 
Item. 

OPCON coded data to an Arlt UNKN 
12? 

FIRST 

NUMB 

SIGN 

First entry of a table 
that the OPCON coded byte 
la In, In Int 
Number of table entries 

INT 

FRAC 

to be converted, In Int. 
1; for negative. 
0; for positive. 

In Int. 
Int portion of the con¬ 
verted value, in Int. 
Fractional portion of 
the converted value, In 
Int. 

HL2HI.(FIRST,NUMB * 
[proel 

HOL) Packs 8 bytes of OPCON coded data 
from a table to an 8 byte OPCON ties 

FIRST 

NUMB 

HOL 

First entry of a table 
that the OPCON coded byte 
1b In, In Int. 
Number of table entriea 
to be converted (1 to ft), 
in Int. 
Packed OPCON Item, In Hot 
B. 

HL2H0(HOL,FIRST,NUMB) 
[proel 

Unpack* an B byte OPCON coded lie* 
and place* it in a one byte per 
entry table. 

HOL 

FIRST 

NUMB 

UNIM ï HLCON 

100¾ 
51 

UNKN 

UNKN 

OPCON ltom to be unpacked, 
1c Hoi ft. 
Finit tabla entry that 
the first byte 1.» to be 
placed In, In Int. 
Number of table entrie* 
to be 1.1 sed in the 
unpacking, In Int. 

■... !ti 
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HL2IN 

CALL 
TYPE DESCRIPTION 

ACÇUR TIME 
iWRDS MSEC SEC 

HL2IN(FIR,NO - INT) 
(proc] 

HL20C(FIRST,NUMB - OCT) 
[proc] 

HOST {FIRST, NUMB - TRC) 
[proc] 

IM2H0(INT,FIRST,NUMB) 
[proc] 

Converts OPCON coded data to a 100¾ UNKN 3 
signed decimal Integer item. 111 

FIR » First table entry that 
the first byte Is to be 
placed f.ti, in Int. 

NO - Number of table entries 
to be used in the 
unpacking, in Int. 

INT « Converted output value, 
In Int. 

Converts OPCON coded data to an 1001 IINK.N 3 
unsigned Octal integer. ~57~ 

FIRST - First table entry that 
the first byte is to be 
placed in, In Int. 

NUMB • Number of table entries 
to be used in the 
unpacking, in Int. 

OCT » Converted output item, 
in Int. 

Converts OPCON coded data to a 100X JNXN 3 
simple STC coded item. 4() 

FIRST • First table entry that 
the first byte is to be 
placed In, In Int. 

NUMB - Number of table entries 
to be used in the 
unpacking, in Int. 

TRC » Converted output: item, 
in STC 8. 

Converts a simple Int Item to OPCON 100¾ UNKIi 3 
code. *>4 

INT *• Input value to be .onverted, 
in Int, 

FIRST • First entry of a table 
that the OPCON coded item 
Is placed in, in Int. 

NUMB * Number of table entries the 
converted value is to 
occupy, In Int. 

lOTHHINT - HOI.) 
[proc] 

Converts an unsigned integer item 100¾ UNKN 3 
to *o ft byte OPCON item. 3*4 

INT « Input value to be converted, 
in Int. 

ni Ir 

- INTH 

OTHERS 
USED 

REMQUO 



description 
CALL 
TYPE 

ACCUR 
tfWRDS 

TIME 
MSEC SEC 

HOL « Converted output value, in 

Hoi 8. 

INTERRUPT(-FAULT,INSTRCTN, 
ADDRESS) 

Iproc] 

I ' O (ENTNR, DF.SOP ) 
Iproc] 

Interrogates the interrupt statua for N/A 
Internal (arithmetic faults). 

FAULT - Fault type, in Arit. 
1 « Divide 
2 - Shift 
3 « Overflow 
A - Exponent (overflow) 
5 ■■ Exponent (underflow) 
6 - all others 

INSTRCTN - Upper or lower address 
Indicator, in Bool 
0 - upper address 
I - lower address 

ADDRESS - Address where the fault 
occurred, In Arit. 

Handle» all pertphal device 
manipulation and actual data 
transmission for the procedures 

of the FPS system. 

BNTNR - File description entry 
number in table FDES, In 
Int. 

DESOP - I/O operation desired, 
In Int. 
1 ■ Open File 
2 - Read 
] - Write 
4 «> Position 
5 - Close File 
6 - Write Segment Mark 

UNRiC 5 

UNKN * 

OTHERS 
USED 

LOST 
TYPE 
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CALI, 

TYPE 

LADDL 
I fuñe] 

DESCRIPTION 

ACCtm TIME 
IWRPS MSEC 

Obtain the atldreiiB plwB 100 of th« 

last raomory word loaded by the SSEC 

loader In EPS. 

N/â IWKN 
12 

LADDL “ Addresa + 100 of the 
last address Waded. 

LASTGRAF 

Iproc] 

The last procedura called In making N/A 

use of the plotter procedures. 10 

Performa housekeeping chores. 

LOCNAT(ITC) 

Ifune] 

Computes the natural logarithm of a 100X 

number. ^ 

LOGEAT - Output value, In Fit Pt. 

OTJ m Input value, In Fit Pt. 

MOVEOCX.YY) 
fproc] 

Positions the plotter pen at the N/A 

Indicated X,Y Coord without drawing R 

a line. 

XX "X Coord, In Fit Pt Inch. 

YY - Y Coord, In Fit Pt Inch. 

NORM,160 (ANGLE) 
lfunc] 

Normalizes any angle supplied in 

degrees to the range of 0 to 360. 

N0RM360 * Normalized value, In 

Fit Pt Deg. 

ANGLE - Input value, In Fit Pt 

Deg. 

100X ÜNKN 

14 

Nb'GRAF(XX,YY) Clears and housekeeps plotter £/A 
tproc] routines at the end of each block. 12 

XX “ New X Coord, in Fit Pt 

inch fro* the previous 

X,Y Coord. 

'YY *• New Y Coord, In Fit Pt 

Inch from the previous 

X,Y Coord. 

0C2M(OCT,FIRST,NUMB) Converts an unsigned octal integer 1221 «NE» 

(proc] to 0PC0N code. 

OCT «* Octal Input parameter, 

In lot. 
- First entry of a table 

that the OPCON conversion 
will go Into, tn Int. 

Ml 

ADDL - OC2HO 

OTHERS 

SEC DSHD 

A 

7 PLOT 
PRESENT 

1 

7 FLOT 

.3 

7 PLOT 

FIRST 
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OPCTOB - PI,A 

AÇCUR TIME OTHERS 

DESeiUmg^ Bsss. ÜSfi- 11— SUssar 

NIMB •* Number of table ertrle» 

the converted value la to 

occupy, In lot. 

OPCTOB (ML) 

[fune] 

PCL ( WTOP, IÍJGOP, FRMAT - 
utrn.lngrn) 

[proc] 

Convert» an OPCON coded number to 

Its floating point equivalent. 

OPCTOB “ Converted output value, 

In Fit Pt. 

HOI. ■ Input value, in Hoi 8. 

Convert# OPCON coded latitude and 

longitude to signed floating point 

radian#. 

100¾ 
TST 

3-16 3 

UUKM HNKM 6 
nr 

LATOP - Lat, ln Hoi fl. 

LNGOP - larng, in Hoi 8. 

FRMAT " Format Indication, In 

Arlt. 
0-1 character Lat 

- 6 character Long 

1 «• 7 character Lat 

■ 8 character Long. 
LATRN » Converted Lat, in Fit Pt 

Rad . 

LNG1W ■ Converted Long, in Fit 
Pt Rad. 

PGC(LATI,LON1.LAT2,L0N2, 
FORMT - CCDEC.GCNMI) 

[proc) 

Calculate# the great circle distance W®» 

between two point». 

I .ATI * Lat of the first point, 

in Hoi 8. 
LON1 " Long of the first point, 

in Hoi 8. 
LAT2 ■ Lat of the second point, 

ln Hoi 8. 

LOM2 - Long of the second point, 

in Hoi 8. 

FORMT " Format indicator, In Arlt 

0-5 character Lat 

6 character tong 

1 - 7 character Lat 

8 character Long 

GCDF.G * Great Circle distance, In 

Fit Pt Rad. 

CCNM1 - Great Circle distance, in 

Fit Pt Naut Ml. 

UNEN 6 ARCOS 
ARCSIN 
COSIN 
PCL 
SIN 

PU LTOa.FRMTl - LATIN) 

Iproc] 

Check# magnitude mid format validity N/A 

of Latitude In OPCON code, 

I.TCK1 * Lat. to be checked, in 

Hoi 8. 
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PLN - POSITION 

i 

CALL 

"type DESCRIPTION 

ACCUR TIME OTHERS 

ÏMRDS MSEC SEC USED 

FRMTi * Format Indicator, in Arit. 

0 « 5 character Lat 

1-7 character Lat 

LATIN - Validity check indicator, 

In Arit. 

0 “ Invalid 

1 - Valid 

2 » blank 

PLN(LUCK? FRMT2 ■ LNG1N) Checks magnitude and format validity N/A 
fproc] of Longitude in OPCON code. 55 

LNCK.2 - l.ong to he checked, In 

Hoi 8. 

FRMT2 - Format indicator, in Long 

0-7 character Long 

1-8 character Long 

LNC1N - Validity check indicator, 

in Arit. 

0 - Invalid 

1 - Valid 

2 «« Blank 

PLOT(PP) 

tproc] 

Never called by the user. This i* N¿A 

a central routine used by the 1063 

plotter procedures. 

N/n 7 COSTO 
RADIANS 
SIN 

P0in‘TER<Xl ,T1,X2 ,Y2, SIZE) 

{proel 

Draws a line from XI,Yl, to X2.Y2 N/A N/A 7 ASPECIAL 
with an arrow-head located at X2,Y2 A3 SQRT 
In designated Size. 

XI - X Pt at which to start 

the line, in Fit Pt Inch. 

Yl « Y Pt at which to start the 

line, In Fit Pt Inch. 

X2 - X Pt to start the arrow¬ 

head, In Fit Pt Inch. 

SIZE - Length size of the arrow 

head, in Fit Pt Inch. 

POSITION (miM* FILE .DSEGD, 

DCRED.DEMTD) 

Positions an input file to a N/A N/A A FOES'ENT 
particular entry in the file in FPS. 283 -jypij 

DUM1 FILE - File description item, in 

Hoi 50. See procedure 

write up for details. 

TlSEGD - Desired segment number, 

in Int. 

ERE CD - Desired record number, 

in Int. 

DENTD - Desired entry number, 

in Int. 

! 
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POSITP - PRESENT 

CALL 
TYPE 

ACCOR TIME oran» 
DESCRIPTION Üggâ Sffi S SEâ- 

POSITP (UTA» LONGA, LATE, 
LONCB, SOA,TAB,TAP, 
XttlJ - LATP.LONGP) 

tproc] 

Solves the Lilt and Long of an 
unknown point along a Gt Circle 
or Rhumb Ling Course. 

UNKN 
315* 

LATA “ Lai of Dep ?t, in Fit 
Pt Rad. 

LONGA - Long of Dep Pt, in Fit 
Pt Rad. 

LATE - Lat of Dest Pt, in Fit 

Pt Rad. 
LONGE - Long of Dest Pt, in 

Fit Pt Rad, 
SOA ■» Speed of advance fro* 

Pep Pt to the unknown 
point in Naut Mi and 
tenths of Naut Mi, in 

Arit. 
TAB “ Time in Hr and tenth«, 

required to sail fry» 
Dep Pt to Pert, in Arit, 

TAP - Time in Hr end tenth«, 
required to sail fro* 
Dep Ft to Unkn poait, P, 

in Arit. 
INI) “ Boolean indicator as 

follows: 
(I » Grcrt Circle 

Computation 
1 - Rhumb Line 

Computation 

LATP - Lat of Unkn posit, F, in 
Fit Pt. 

LONGP “ Long of Unkn posit, F, 
In Fit Pt. 

UNKN ï A10C0* 
ARCSIN 
ARCTAN 
OOS IN 
•Il 
ÍMJKT 

PRESENT(- XX,YY) 
[proc] 

Supplies the present X and Y Coord 

of the pen. 

XX - X Coord, in Fit Pt Inch. 
YY - Y Coord, in Fit Pt Inch. 

N/A 
3 

UNKN 7 PLOT 
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CAU 
TYTE 

RADIANS(DEG) 
[func] 

READ (DOM1 FILE.tWM* TABL) 
(proc] 

READ?(DUM“FILE,DUM*TABL) 
(proc) 

REC (DUM* FILE) 
(fune ) 

REEL(PC) 
(fune ) 

RELEASE(DUM’FILE) 
(proc) 

RADIANS 

ACCUR TIME 
DESCRIPTION iWKOS MSEC || 

Convert« angular degree« and IP-ill 3 
fractions to Radian®. 5 

RADIANS - Output value, in Fit Ft. 
DEG ■* Input value, in Fit Ft 

degree®. 

Transfer an entry of an input file 
to the first entry of a «erial table 
in FPS. 

N/A 
341+ 

UNKN 4 

DUM'FILE - File Description Item, in 
Hoi 50. See procedure 
write up for details. 

DUM'TABL - Table na<r.e of the serial 
table that the entry will 
be placed in. 

Reads a record fro* an IPS format 
tape, converts it to FPS format 4 
supplying it to the user one set at 
a time. 

DUM'FILE "« Pile Description item, in 
Hoi 50. See procedure 
write up for detalla. 

DM*TABL - Table name of the serial 
table that the entry will 
be placed in. 

UMKN 

Determines the current record of any N/A 
file in FPS. ^ 

REC - Current record in the 
given file, in Int. 

DM'FILE - File Description item, in 
Hoi 50. See procedure 
write up for details. 

UNEN 

Queries the TINE table and returns 
the reel number assigned to a given 
magnetic tape file. 

UNEN 

REEL 

FC 

»■ Reel number, rieht 
justified, in Hoi 8. 

- File code, in Int. 

Skips over existing records in an 
entry, in FPS. 

DM'FILE - tile Description Item, in 
Hoi 50. See procedure 
write up for details. 

UNKN 

RELEASE 

OTHERS 
USED 

FDES’ENT 
I'O 
TYPE 

FDES’ENT 
I'O 
TYPE 

FDES*ENT 
TYPE 

FOPCON 

FDES*KMT 
RWRIT 
I'O 
TYPE 
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REMQUO - SIN 

CALL 

TYPE DESCRIPTION 

ACCim TIME OTHERS 

IWRDS MSEC SEC USED 

REMQUO(DND,SOR - QUO,REM) 

[proc] 

Performa Int division and produces ÇgMP 

a separate quotient and remainder. 12 

DND - Dividend, in Int. 

SOR - Divisor, in Int. 

QUO *• Quotient, in Int. 

REM ■ Remainder, in Int. 

RESTART(LVP,PVP] 

[proc] 

Initiates a request to SSEC to 

establish restart points, 

LVP - Last valid restart point, 

in Arit. 

PVP ■> Penultimate valid restart 
peint, in Arit 

M/A UNKN 5 

7 

RVJRIT(DUMI) 

[proc] 

SECURITY (FIIL - CUSS) 

[proc] 

SEG(DUM’FTLE) 

[func] 

Writes the contents of a file's I/O 

work area onto tape, in EPS. 

UNKN A I'O 
TYPE 

DUMI * Entry number in Table TOES 

for the file to be pro¬ 

cessed, in lot. 

Initiates a request to SSEC to 

determine the security 

classification of a file. 

N/A UNKN 5 

FIIL - File code of the desired 

file, in Arit. 

CLASS - A status item indicating 
the file classification. 

0 - Unclassified 

1 - Confidential 

2 - Secret 

3 - Top Secret 

Determines the current segment of H/A UNKN A FOES'ENT 

any file in FPS. *7 TWE 

SEG - A counter containing the 

segment number, in Arit. 

DUM'FILE - File Description item, in 

Hoi 50. See procedure 

write up for details. 

SIN(XX) 

[func] 

Computes the Sine of any angle 

supplied in radians. 

SIN - Output value, in Fit Pt. 

XX - Input value, in Fit Pt 

Radians. 

10-10 1.25 1 

105 
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Si*'1' 
TYPE DESCRIPTION 

Accra 
IwSdI 

TIME 

SINH(WJ) 
ffunc] 

Computan the hyperbolic • In* of li IO“11 I.« 
number. 12 

SIKH - Output vulu« in. Fit Pt. 
UU •> Input value In, Fit Pt. 

SNOCTAL 
fproc] 

Provide* for an unlimited number of M/A WfKM 
octal correction and core dump card* 5.32 
per run. 

SORT(DUM * FILE,DUMBF1LE) 
tproc] 

Sorts the records of an input file M/A WKH 
according to the key Item value In 272+ 
each file In TPS. 

DUM'FILE » Input or Output File 
Description Item, In 
Hoi 50. See procedure 
write up for details. 

DUMBFILE - Output or Input File 
Description Item, In 
Hoi 50. See procedure 
write up for details. 

SPECIAL(XX,YY,PEN,HEIGHT, 
ANGLE,SYMBOL) 

Draw* a character from the special N/A 
character set centered on Pt X,Y. 15 

UNKM 

[proc] 
XX 
YY 
PEN 

HEIGHT 

ANGLE 

SYMBOL 

X Coord, In Fit Pt Inch. 
Y Coord, In Fit Pt Inch. 
Position of the pen. In 
Arlt. 

0 - up 
l » down 

Character height, In Fit 
Pt Inch. 
Slope of the symbol, in 
Fit Pt Deg. 
Number of the special 
character, in Arlt. See 
end of Index for symbol* 

SQRT(XX) 
[funcl 

SRC (IAMB - XREF.XENT) 
tproc] 

Calculates the square root of a IWKN .75 
ÏTX 

number. 

SORT - Output value, in Fit Pt. 
XX - Input value. In Fit Pt. 

Locates an identifier in the PPS III N/A UMKN 
Compool directory. 55 

NAME - Identifier to be located, 
in 1 to 8 characters, in 
Hoi 8. 

XREF • Value from the cross 

.till!* 11111111 Nllll ll;l!|IUII:|;|||inii|:||llllllllilil| |li| I ill'll.i.ti |i 

SINK - SRC 

OTHERS 

m M'iD=i 

2 FEXP 

5 

A FDES’ENT 

7 PLOT 

l 

8 



S'MT’ílK ST 2 HO 

CAU 
TTPE 

STAT* CK (DITEMF,DITKMT,XX) 
tproc) 

STATS{CORE,SKIP,WOKT,TTPE) 
[func] 

ST2H0(TEC.FIRST,NUMB) 
tproc] 

ACCOT Til* OTHERS 
DESCRIPTION IWRDS ÜM gg jg.»-,.- 

rcfercncc Item io, th« 
directory entry contnining 
the Identifier equal to 
NAME, in Int, 

KENT « Number of the directory 
entry containing the 
identifier equal to NAME, 
in Int. 

Generates a typewriter comment for 
all data transmission resulting lr> 
other than a normal or EOF statua. 

K/A UNKN 5 
106 

DITEMF - UNKNOWN 
DITEMT - UNKNOWN 
XX - UNKNOWN 

Computes the Arit mean, Geometric 
mean, harmonic mean, mode, medium, 
variance, and standard deviation 
of a set of value . assumed normal 
In distribution. 

UKKH UNÜH 1 
2 AT 

STATS - Output of routine, in 
Fit PC. 

CORE “ Table name, containing 
the values to be 
operated on. 

SKIP - Wards per entry In 
table CORE, In Int. 

WDMT ■ Relative word-ln-entry 
of values to be 
operated on In table 
CORE, in Int. 

TYPE - Status item specifying 
the operation desired. 

0 » Mean 
1 » Mode 
2 “ Median 
3 >* Standard Deviation 
A » Variance 
5 ” Geometric Mean 
6 » Harmonic Mean 

Converta a simple STC coded Item to 
OPCON code. 

COMP UNKN 5 

TRC ■ Input value to be converted 
In' STC B. 

FIRST - First entry a table that 
the OPCON coded item is 
placed in, In Int. 

NUMB - Number of table entries 
that the converted value la 
to occupy, in Int. 
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ITORE 

CALL 
ffPE 

STOBE {'WHEN, BLANK ’ « » EXCESS, 
FILE'0.1), CORE, 
DEGREE,LIMIT,ERROR) 

[proel 

DESCRIPTION 

Block "print*" lints, 23 Hi«* per 
block end write* tbem doubl« 
buffered. 

ACCTO 
jwR5l 

N/A 
iRT 

TIME 
wsg 

UNKN 

|§C 
OTHERS 

5 CE'STATS 
INTUI 

UH'EN ■ Statu* Item where 
0 - Normal call, neither 

the fir*t nor l»*t. 
1 •« FI rat cell to write 

the file. 
2 - Force end-of-report. 

BLAMK'CK - Bool Item, where: 
I « Ignore blank linea 
0 « Proce** blank linea 

a* good data 
EXCESS - Space needed for a logical 

data unit, in Int. 
FILE*CD - File code of output: file, 

in Int. 
CORE - Table name containing date 

to be atored. 
DEGREE - Classification, in Int. 

0 ■ unclassified 
1 » confidential 
2 - secret 
3 « top secret 

LIMIT « Liner, per page. Including 
header, but not claaalflce- 
tlon and page-no lines, 
In Int. 

ERROR ■ File code of the file for 
listing I/O error nesaagea, 
In Int. 

I 
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TáN'(WI> 
( íwic} 

tañí (mi) 
I fuñe 1 

TICKS (TTST.TCNO.TCT» „«IT) 
Ipto«! 

rTNKCCLOCT) 

Tntfi*«(FC,ufrn,tmn, 
DATEI - 1ELDT) 

(prncj 
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TAN - 

pygfiMgog 

Commt«* tí» of m en*l# 
ln R*di«n». 

TAN » Out nu t v*!u«, In Elt Pt. 
IUI » Input value, In Fit: Ft 

End. 

Coapute* the hvperhollc tfuigont: 

of * lumber. 

TAM * Output value, In Fit: Ft. 
TO •• Input value. In Tit Ft. 

Draw» any number of tick mark* of 
any length, at eny interval, 
beelnnlnn at any f»lnt along T. 

TCST » T value of firat Tick In 
Fit Ft Inch. 

TOW Number of ticke, In Aïtt. 
TCDS * Mat between tick*, in 

Pit Ft Inch. 
TCLT • Tick length, In Fit Ft 

Inch. 

Initiate# a re«iue#t to SSEC for a 
query of the real time clock. 

ACCT1 H® 
fmm wfis. 

16 

H'/A bNKN 
26 

5/A WKN 
12 

CiOOt « Seal time by: 
TKMODAHWWSC 
light juetifled, in Hoi 

16. 

Generate« a release data end reel 
number for a given tape if 11« code 
to be need by the operator. 

PC - File code o! the tape to 
be eaved, in Int., 

um • Number of daya, weeks, or 
mtwitha, in ï tit. 

IWlT ■ On it« for LMTHt 
DA “ day* 
WT - week,« 
MO * wentha 

DAtF1 * Real time clock aubatltute. 
In Hoi 6. 

■pi.,nr * laleaae date a# printed for 
the operator, in Hol S. 

TRXMONXDA 
T« • year 
* • •pace 

MON * month 
Be - day 

N/A. ORKM 
ITT 

TI» REISE 

ÎïfflSffl 

Il 

2 00«IN 
UN 

2 FEW 

I MAH 
MOTE 

5 

5 1EE1 
TIKI 
TTFI 



.. 

TYPE - 7,7. 

CjM.4 
TYPE 

TYPE (DUN E'ESB) 
1 proel 

DKÍiCW ÍPTINfl 
1..111¾ 11)( T "rti:. "r-*----- 

Output» n 5D Hollerith item onto the 

typewriter, in FTB. 

ACCU It IM QTlgll. 
"fÖTH DS MSEC SEC OSE» 
ms&MB, samn âibor tiiiMWiililiiMMicg 

N/A OWN 4 

H# 

DWM'F'FSS * An item rontninlnß the 
ou tout me*? tm rp, ln Hol SO. 

TYP f ' »tsc. ( rc .CORE, WORDS, 

FR'ft) 

Iproc1 

Output« up to AT cInrncter™ on the 

tvpewrlter. 

N/A OTTO 5 CK'STATS 

252 

FT ■ Typewriter file code, In 

I n t. 
COO F « Tnhle nnme rontnlninc the 

mesaiife to he outputted. 

HOPPS • f'uml .T of word« in the 
mesence of Tnt. 

pp• pi. « Pile Code of n file to 

place I/O trau«min*ion 

error« on, in Tnt. 

WRITE(DUM'PILF,DUM ’ TABL) 
Iproc1 

Transfer» nn entrp from a serial 

table to an output file, In FRR. 

N/A UNKN 
494+ 

DUH'Fll.E » File description Item, 
In Pol 5». See procedure 

write up for details. 

0111' TAIil. - Table name of the serial 
table that the entry will 

be read from. 

TOES * ENT 

VO 
TYPE 

wsEG(mm'ni.K) 
[proel 

Write« an end of segment mark on a N/A 

file, ln FPS. 35 

mPl’FTlF » File description Item, in 
Hot SO. See procedure 

write up for details. 

FOES'ENT 

I'O 
PWPIT 

TYPE 

XBCO ’ OPC(CONVAL“CONVAi1 ) 

[proel 

Converta TUM juOXJUfll ECO code to 

open*!. 
N/A UNEN 3 ALPWCON 

"'73 

rorVAb « To nut value to he 
converted, in Hol B. 

CONVAU " Converted output value, 

ln Hol R. 

ZZ(XX >* BCDF) 
[proel 

Converts a r!t Pt Numb to an OPCON 

coded Item If characters lonp. 

I INK i I UNKN 
TTY 

XX « Input value, In Fit Pt. 

BCDF - Output value, in Hoi Ifi. 



vp,cp * ppp 

1 . fl i p POST 

Xfirn'OPC In n prorediire that converts TPM external BCD to OP TON codo. 

? . f ALL._FOry:tAT 

xfirn'orcimivAL - rovvAi.i) 

l-HERF : 

XnCD'OPC ” the procedure name 

CONVA!, - the Input value to he converted, defined 
a« an R character hollertth Item 

CON VALI » an R c*iaracter Hollerith Item to which 
the output Is assipned 

1, LIMITATIONS AND ACC!IRACY 

a. One fl-byte word (item) Is converted at a time. 

b. All characters are converted, recard 1 ess of legality. If 
illegal characters are present, blanks are generated. 

c. Tills routine is svstem denendont and Is not transferable. 

4. pporrmntp c^actfrtsttcs 

a. Operating time* Is unknm-m, but vi 11. be the same for all Input 
parameters. 

b. Storage - 71 machine words are repul red. 

c. This is a pure TfWTAL procedure. 

5. OTPfR.PPC^bD'mFS J ALIjn 

a. ALPHCON 

errt' ' 4 /¿a 



XW';î)'n?c.Jcontj. 

ft* .J'lFn. 

a. A for loop 1.8 used to check euch hvte, 

b. Bit cooHdurations are changed to «puni IBM lé^é rode. 

7. FXAMPLF 

IF: 
Item CONVAL 1’ R ^ 
I tew CON’! AU N « 45 

CONVAI. • 0(202223A]5123h020) $ 

XP-CD ' OPC (COWAL - CONVAL 1) $ 

WEN: 
CONVALI = 0^1011062731420¾ 

N0TF'characters other than alphn-numerlc are not guaranteed. If « 
character is not found in the A UNICOM tables (see procedure ALPHCON)» 

0PC0K blanks are generated. 

Input and output parameters can be defined as the same value. 

Ex: XRCD’opC (word - word) f 

4 fM 
SECT 3 
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i. ptmposK 

irt a procedure for preatoríng card Imagen from « 1604 computer 
to an open ended file. 

2 • CALL FORMAT 

CRPSTP (IT, FWAt NÎJMB) 

t/FFPE : 

rrn.STP - the procedure name 

PC • the file code for the file to which card« will he 
prestorod, declared an a 4« hit unsigned Integer 

WA - the first word address of the cardo (or table con¬ 
taining the cards) to he prestored, declared aa a 
4W hit unsigned Integer 

HWB - the number of cards to prestored, declared as a 48 
bit unsigned Integer 

3. LWIXAHONS 

a. User must Include, In his Job Cards, a file card for each file 
that will he prestored to. Term Peason /4(11 will occur on an 
attempt to prestore to an undeclared file. 

b. The number of cards to he prestored in a »ingle procedure call 
is not tested for a maximum value, 

c. The procedure does not chech for valid CPCON characters in the 
card images being prestored. 

4. PEOCFffl IPP.CPAPACTf”ISTICS 

a. The time repuired to one rate this procedure depends on the 
cccesslhilltv of the Control 1*6 computer and the number of card 
images to he prestored. 

h. fit orage - 3S octal locations 

c. This procedure is JOVIAL and Machine Code. 

%. oTdF.rt.ppocrnnpps cat.lf_o 

None 

SECT 5 
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CRDSTR.(cont) 

6. PROGRAMMING TKCUNIQUF. USED 

Sends card images to Control 160 computer for prestore on the system 
card disk. 

?. nwfms 

IF: 
TaMe Image 

Begin 
Item Record 
Fnd 

Item FC 
Item FWA 
Item NITMR 
File JORA 

AIM»; 

? 120 S I 

H B0 

I 4R U 
T AB II 
I 4P V P 
V(n) R^4 

FWA • ’LOG(IMAGE) 
FC - JOBA 

$ 

S 

$ 

$ 

1 $ 
$ 

$ 
$ 

CRDSTR(FC, FWA, NUMB) $ 

OR 

CRDSTR (JOBA, ’ I.OC(RECORD) , 1) $ 

W? 

CRDSTR(4, 0(21000), 1) S 

Tl’Et! : 
All three of these procedure calls will cause one card image 
(RECORD) to be read from Table IMAGE to the open ended file, 04. 

SECT *> 4/69 
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CP F F 

: 

1. PUPTOSE 
I 

<s a function for 1604 johs that are interruptible- (i .e., 

auto John), It senses for a corriapa return {typed by operator) 
on the 1604 console typewriter and sets or clears a Boolean- item 
accordinply. 

2, CATX TOPMAT 

CPFF() 

WERE: 

CREE * the function name, defined as a Boolean item Indicating: 

1 » the operator has requested termination of the 
auto job 

0 « the operator has not requested termination of the 
auto job 

3. LIMITATION 

None 

4• PROCEDURE CHARACTERISTICS 

a. The time required to operate this procedure varies from a minimum 

of 38 MSEC to a time dependent on the number of 1/0 operations 
In progress within the user program. 

b. Storage - 7 words 

c. This procedure 1« JOVIAL and machine code, 

d. This procedure requires the user to define a Boolean Item which 
is tested after the procedure has been called. 

5. other ppocEmmEs calleo 

None 

SECT 5 
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CPFF_ _(_cont). 

6. mxyw ft'iLNG. jjci iNim je josed 

Wait until channels 1 and 2 are inactive then test the carriage 

return status ami set or clear the Boolean output parameter accord¬ 

ingly. If status is no. return. If status is yes, wait until all 
I/O operations in progress are completed, then return. 

7. 'EXAMPLE 

IF: 

Item CRS R $ 

AND : 

CPfFO R 

If CRS 
RFC IN 
"User will termínate his auto job and 

return control to the operator" 

END 
"User may continue with his own program, control 
has not been requested by the operator" 

*rHF'N : 
The action described above will ha taken. 

SECT 5 A/69 
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INT0RDUCT10N TO TU ti SEARCH AND SORT PROCEDURE 

1. Tiw procedure grouped in this category are: 

a. BINSRCH 

b. DDSÜRT 

c. DLOAD 

d. SORT 

a. SRC 

2. Of this set of procedures only SORT has an external sort cap¬ 

ability. This procedure basically supplies the linkage for oper¬ 

ating the SORT/MERGE utility. Documentation on this utility will 

b® found in NAVCOSSACT Report No. 88M903A FM-Ol, 1604A Generalised 

SORT/MERGE Programs. 

3. DLOAD. while not really a sort procedure, is included here be¬ 

cause it does build a key t-ble in core which may be readily sorted 

SECT 8 4/69 
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BINSPCH 

I II II:.':,r : , ::t, mü i. 

1. PURPOSE 

BINSRCH Ir n procedure that: performs a binary search on a single or 

multiple word per entry serial (or one word per entry parallel) 

sorted table. 

2. CALL FORMAT 

BINSRCH (TBLNAME, WTtSENT, ETRYWRD, ARGTAB, ARGWDENT - 

SRCHENT, ALTADO.) $ 

WHERE : 
BINSRCH ■" the procedure name. 

TBLNAME ■ the name of the sorted serial table to be searched 
(or a sorted one word per entry parallel table.) 

WDSENT " number of words per entry of the table to be 

searched, declared as a 15 bit unsigned integer. 
The form NUDSEN(TBLNAME) may be used. 

ETPYWRD » the number of the word in the entry against which 
the search is desired to he carried out against, 

declared as a signed AS hit integer. (0 would be 

used for the 0th word, 1 for the 1st word, etc.) 

ARGTAB * name of the table that contains the argument. For 

simple items the form 'LOG (simple item) may be 

used. 

ARGWDENT - number of words per entry of the argument table. 

The form NWDSEN(ARGTAB) may be used. 

SRCHENT » the entry at which a successful match was found or 

the entry at which the argument should be inserted 

if no valid match was found, declared as a signed 

A8 bit integer. In the latter case the alternate 
(ALTADD) exit must be used. 

ALTADD » statement label to which control is transferred 
if a valid match is not found. 

sect r A/60 
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BINSRCH (cont) 

3* -UMITATIONS AND ACCURACY (cont) 

** Th* content« of the table to be searched must be sorted In 

ascending sequence so that numerics are high and the alohas 
are low. 

b. The HEirr of the table to be searched mist be a tme WENT, l.e,, 
total number of words. 

c. Accuracy should be complete. 

*• IHQCEPURI CHARACTERISTICS 

a. Ho figures are available on the tlaia required to perform a 
given search. 

t>. Storage - 145 machine words are required. 

e. This Is a pure JOVIAL procedure. 

d. Procedure DDSORT may be used to sort the procedure In the appro¬ 
priate sequence. PF 

5. OTHER PROCEDURES CALLED 

a. None 

Ä* PROGRAMING TECHNIQUES USED 

a. The values to be searched are divided In half repeatedly while 
looking for a match. 

SECT A 4/69 



BIH8RCH (cont) 

». r.xAMP».»: 

tf: 
Talile tf'R * Hfl R 13 S $ 
HleRitt 

OJMHtMO I n {1 $ 
t**in 

^ »44 141« 21«# 2«fl# ,1424 4344 
31332 «532 724« «01« »740 

End 
It«* MO I 24 II P 3400 $ 
Hen Emv*T> I 4B S P 0 $ 
It«* ETEV I 40 S $ 

mu 
bimshohoutmo, MM0SEN(MR'M0) , RTRYWOD, ’LOC(MO), 
1 - ETET» ALT.) 

nom roinrw $ 
ALT. COTO EXIT $ 

THEM: 
Em • « end an exit will he made to statement label ALT where 
centro! is transferred to EXIT. 

NOTE: 
The value 340# lies between 3624 and 4344, entries 3 and 6, 
If the value 3400 ««re Inserted In the table. It would be in 
entry 4. Had WO been enual to 3«24, then ETRT would equal 5 
and normal control would be returned to the first statement 
after the procedure call, In tbls case the COTO COHTNU $. 

SECT ft 4/64 
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1. PURPOSE 
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nnsowT 

UDSORT is a procedure that sorts (logically) in asconding order, 

««tries *f a single or Multiple word per entry serial table. 

2. CALL FORMAT 

DDRORT (ADDR, NIRfR, lîi'OS, SWT1S, FWSK) 

WHERE: 

ODSORT » the procedure name. 

ÂBDR - address of the table to be searched, declared as 

a 4R bit Integer. The function *LOC(taMe name) 

may be used. 

NUMB « number of entries in the table to be sorted, 

declared as a 4H bit integer item. Tbn function 
NENT(table name) may be used. 

ENDS - number of words per entry In the table being sorted, 

declared as a 48 bit integer Item, The function 

NlfOR EN (table name) way be used. 

SWT)R » the number of full words in the sort key, 

declared as a 48 bit integer Item. 

FWSK - starting word of the table that the sort key Is In, 

declared as a 48 bit integer ttew. 

'}. LIMITATIONS AND ACCURACY 

a. The sort key may begin in any word, but must he a full word. 

If the key consists of multiple words, they must be in conse¬ 

cutive words. 

b. Accuracy is complete. 

*• EPCCFOURF CHARACTERIST]CS 

a. Operating time is unknown. 

b. Storage - 111 machine words are required. 

c. This Is a pure JOVIAL procedure. 

SECT 8 Vf»*» 
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DfifiOKT (cont) 

it. pRocEmmr characteftstics (cont) 

d. In sorting, tb« comparison 1« done only against the Indicated 

key word or words of an entry. However, the whole entry is 

sorted, not lust the key word. 

5 * OTHER PROCEDURES CALLED 

a. none 

6. PROGRAMMING TECHNIQUES USED 

a. The SHELL sort technique is used to perform the sort. 

7. EXAMPLE 

Table SORTAB R 1500 

Regln 
Item DUMMY 1 I 

Item KEYl H R 

Item KEY2 H R 

Item SORTKEY H IS 

Item DUMMY2 I AH 

End 

S 

Ö 

1! 

A $ 

$ V $ 

1 0 $ 

2 ? S 
1 9! $ 

5 0$ 

AND ï 
DMSORTC LOO (SORTAB), KENT (SORTAB) , NWDSEN(SORTAB), 1,, D $ 

THEN: 

The table, SORTAB, wtxi he sorted on the Item KEYl. 

A/M 
SECT 8 
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i. pimpos F. 

DtOAf) 1« a procedure that rends tinparl ed records from tape or cards, 

selecttng those meeting previously eatahllshed criteria, It bulida a 

sort 'key In core while pnckltip, the records on disc at maximum density. 

2• CALI FORMAT 

"A" f»LOAP(TP, RDI,SO, PT ST, PMS, RDWIF, TRK1, KEY, WE, 

LAST » NDMT, NÜKR) 

"ll" If tbla ami/or that and/or... some thing else 

COTO STATEFfEPTLABEL (a negative conditional transfer statement.) 

”C" ENCODE * (Parameter List) 

"D" STATEMF.NTT,AREL. 

WHERE; 

’A' 

DLOAT) ■» the procedure name. 

TP » file code of the input file, declared as a 15 bit 

unsigned integer. 

PDIRC » file code of the random disc output filCj declared 

as a 15 bit, unsigned Integer. 

HIST ■* file code of the output history tape which lists all 
error message that might have been generated, 

declared ns a 15 hit unsigned integer. 

FMS ■ a boolean item indicating if the input tape is in 
EMC format or not according to: 

0 ■ tape is not EMS formatted 
1 - tape is EMS formatted 

RDP.DE » the name of the table Into which the input data will 

he read. There will he n + 1 words per entry, where 

"n" = the number of words in n key. sufficient 

entries must he nresent to satisfy the selection 

criteria for all input records. 

TPK1 * beginning track number to he used of the random dine 

output file, declared as a 15 hit unsigned integer. 

SECT n 
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DLOAD (Cont) 

2• CALL FORMAT C cont) 

KEY - name of the table that will hold the generated keys. 

The first word, (Oth), of an entry for this table of 

keys will take the following form: 

/1 TRACK !WORD NO. ¡ NUMBER OF 
I NUMBER I ON THE ! RECORDS 

i___I TRACK ¡_ 

0 3 IB' 33 48 

(15 hits) (15 hits) (15 bits) 

All three values (Track Number, Word Number, and 

Number of Records) and declared as 15 bit, unsigned 
integer items. 

WPE « words per entry in table KEY, declared as a 15 bit 

unsigned integer. 

LAST * the address of the statement label that is given in 

"D" part of the call, declared as a 15 bit 

unsigned integer. The form 'LOG (statement label) 

may be used. 

NUMT » number of tracks used, declared as a 15 bit unsigned 

integer. 

"B" 
A negative conditional transfer consisting of two statements, 

an "IF" and a "GOTO" of the type: 

If a and not b or c $ 

GOTO statementlabel $ 

where starementlahel is the "D" part of the call. The IF 

statement established the criteria _pon which a record will 

he rejected. 

"C" 
An ENCODE’ (parameters) that will contain the statements 

required to set up one key entry in the first n-1 words of 

the 0 entry of key table. This creates the sort key. 

"D" 

The STATEMENTLABEL is applied to the first statement that 

continues the main programs. 

sect a 4/69 
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DUMP (Cmt) 

3* ilMITATIQNÜ AND AtXtllkAÜÏ 

•* ^ co*lc generated by Um negative conditional transfer statenent 
atMl the ßhCbUb* aUtement ■ay not exceed M>jo »«reí«. 

b, Inf-wt record slae my not exceed 350j_o 

c. Subscripting In the negative conditional transfer and ENCOPE* 
statement is restricted to integer conetante„ eimple items! IteiM 
within the records being processed and combinations of them. 

4. PftOCKDORb CHAkACTKK JüTlÇ3 

*• Operating time is unknown. 

b. Storage 260 machine words arc required. 

e. This ia not a pure JOVIAL procedure. It is highly system 
dependent and thus non-transferahle. 

d* Table HDËUF may be any table of appropriate size, the contents 
of whi h need not be paved during the operation of DLOAD. 

e. There are four possible causes of abnort.ial termination* Tho 
tens reason will be of the Tt*M hfcaS 37IX form, «here *XXn 
may be: 

26 * 6sNT(key) exceeded 
25 • Conditional ami ENGODS* code exceeds 50jo words 
26 - An input record was found containing more than 

350 words 
2? - User - defined disc area was exceeded 

5* OWE» 1IC/CEDUREC CàLLEü 

a. CK* ÜÏATG 
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‘MAJO (Corit) 

mijCKAWH«« T^HWIijUK UofeJ) 

a. Code generate« for Hie uoer** negativ« conditional transfer 
»S-atewent KBW and rÂCOORs «Utennnt *CB ie moved to a DIDáD 
CUSB and overlaid to a table. There, It la modified as necessary* 
Input and output file« are opened. Recorda are read, and 
discarded if the selection criteria is not set. These which 
"pass* are packed on disc at maximum density. Pop these latter 
records, keys are built in core, containing sort data (if 
provided for) and disc location infomatlon for later retrieval. 

a. None. 
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SORT 

1. PURPOSE 

SORT is a procedure in the File Processing System (FFS) that sorts 

records in either ascending or descending order from an input file 

on tape to an output file on tape. 

2. CALL FORMAT 

SORT (FUTA, FUIIV) 

WHERE: 
SORT « the procedure name. 

EDIA » the item name of the file description item that 

describes the input format to SORT or the file 
description item that describes the output format 

from SORT, declared as a 50 Hollerith item 

according to the format given below. 

FD1B ■ the item name of the file description item Chet 

describes the output format from SORT or the file 

description item that describes the input formnl 

to SORT, declared as a 50 Hollerith item according 

to the format given below. 

Of the several formats available to the user in the EPS System, 

Format 3 must be used with this procedure. Detailed Information 
describing this format may be found in Section 2, 3.3, 3.9 and 3»10 

of the File Processing System Command Manual, NAVCOS5ACT Document 

No. B8M902A CM-01A. Appendix R of this manual provide* space for 

that manual. 

Format 3 requires that each record he one entry, which can vary in 

length throughout the file. 

FDIA Is a File Description Item declared by the programmer as a 50 
hollerith item in the following form. Though it may represent either 

the input or output file, the input file is assumed here. 

ITEM itemname 5JH'( T R $ 

WHERE: 1 = an indicator to show that this item declaration 

is for an input file. 

n « the SSFC file code (1-30) that is assigned to the 

^ input file. 

R = an indicator that indicates that the next field will 

contain the record length. 

SECT a 
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SORT (Oont) 

2, CALL FORMAT (coat) 

n5 
the maximum number of words in any one record of the 

file. 

POIB similarly is a File Description Item declared by the programmer. 

In this case it is assumed to represent the output file. T ere are 
two different types of items for describing the output file format. 
One provides for sorting the file in ascending order, the other for 

sorting it in descending order. 

The FT)I for sorting entries in ascending order is: 

ITEM ttemname r^H{0 R n,, A f^, !j 

The FDT for sorting entries in descending order ist 

) $ 

ITEM itemname r>0!'(° ^ R ns r' f 1 * 1 ) $ 

WHERE : 
0 an indicator to show that this item declaration ia 

for an output file. 

« the SSF.C File Code (1-30} that is assigned to the 

output file. 

- an indicator that indicates that the next field 

will contain the record length. 

the maximum number of words in any one record of 

the file. 

an indicator indicating that the output file will be 

built in ascending order. 

,nn indicator indicating that the output file will be 

built in descending order. 

f i . the location in each entry of the key item on which 
1 Í tpe entries of the file are to he ordered in either 

ascending or descending order, f is the numher of 

an items first character, relative to character 0 
of the entry. 1. is the length of the item given 

in characters. As manv as six f^, 1 may he present 

in the 17m declaration. The order in whcih they are 

listed determines the relative order - major to minor- 

0f the hev items. 
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SOFT (Cont) 

3. LIMITATIONS AND ACCURACY 

a. The key items being sorted must be OPCON coded or unsigned 
integers that arc alone within bytes of a word. 

b. The SORT/MERGE progra» (1604A Generalized Sort/Merge Programs, 

NAVC0SSACT Report No. 88K903A PM~01) must be available through 
Pile. Code 2A. 

c. Four scratch files, tape or serial disc, are required on files 
21, 22, 23 and 24, File 24 is used for saving and restoring 

core memory immediately before and after the execution of the 

SORT/MERGE program. The other three are used for Intermediate 
storage during the sorting operation. 

d. Only tape files may be used with this sort. 

e. Accuracy is complete. 

4* procedure characteristics 

a. Operating time is unknown, hut it will he a function of the number 
of entries to be sorted. 

h. Storage - 362 machine words arc required. 

c. This is a pure JOVIAL procedure. 

c*. "fcRM RRAS 1734 along with the typewritten message "NO SORT KEYS OR 

NO SORT OUTPUT FILE GIVEN", is given when the sort keys are not 

specified it. the file description item for the output file. 

e. Reference may be made to Section 3.3, 3.9, 3.10, 7.6, 16.2 and 

18 of the File Processing System Command Manual, NAVCOSSACT 

Document No. 88M902A CM-01A for information on the use of this 
procedure. 

5• OTHER PROCEDURES CALLED 

a. FOES’ENT 

b. SORT/ffERCE program 
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SORT (Cont) 

6 * procrammihg TECHNIQUE »SEP 

*• Sort provides the necessary linkage to utilise the SORT/MERGE 

progran to do a tape to tape sort. 

7. EXAMPLE 

a. See Section 16.2 of the File Processing System Command Manual. 
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SRC 

1. PURPOSE 

SRC 1« a procedure that locates an Identifier In a PPS-111 compool 
directory, 

2. CALL FORMAT 

SRC (NAME - AftEF, XENT) 

WHERE: 

SRC - the procedure name. 

NAME - an 8 character Identifier to be located and declared 
as Hollerith 8. The identifier muet be left justified 
with trailing blanks if leas than 8 characters. 

XREF » the value from item CXREF (definition cross reference) 
in the directory entry containing the identifier equal 
to NAME, declared as a 16 bit signed integer item. 

XENT - number of the directory entry containing the identifier 
equal to NAME, declared as a 16 bit signed integer 
item. 

3. LIMITATIONS AND ACCURACY 

a. This search may be used against a Phase III compocl only. 

b. If the identifier is not found, both XREF and XENT will be 
set to cero. 

c. The compool table (CMPL) and items CNAME, CXREF, and CNENT 
contained therein must be centrally defined. 

d. Accuracy should be complete. 

A. PROCEDURE CHARACTERISTICS 

a. Operating time is unknown. 

b. Storage - 46 machine words are required. 

e. This is a pure JOVIAL procedure. 
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5. OTHER PROCEDURES CALLED 

a. none 

6. PROGRAMMING TECHNIQUE USED 

a. Binary search technique is used. 

7. EXAMPLE 

a. none 
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HI. CONVERSION PROCEDURES (Continued) 

15. INTUÍ 

16. NOPM360 

17. 0C2ÎÎ0 

18. OPCTOB 

19. PCL* 

20. RAMANS 

21. ST2H0 

22. TYPE* 

23. TVPE'MSC* 

26. XBCn'OPC 

25. ZZ 

A procedure that converts an unsigned 

integer item into an 8 byte OPCON item 
one word at a time. 

A function that converts any angle, 

positive or negative, supplied in 

floating point degrees to its equivalent 

positive value between 0 and 360 degrees. 

A procedure that converts an unsigned 

octal integer to OPCON code. 

A function that converts an OPCON coded 

number to its floating point equivalent. 

A procedure that converts latitude and 

longitude in OPCON code to floating 
point radians. 

A function that converts floating point 

angular degrees to floating point radians. 

A procedure that converts up to 8 

characters of a standard transmission 
coded item to OPCON code. 

A procedure that converts the 50 

Hollerith character item designated 
in the call into its typewriter TYPE 

code eouivalent to he outputted at the 
console typewriter. 

A procedure that converts 1 to 6 words 

of OPCON data to its typewriter TYPE 
code eouivalent, and type the result 
on the console typewriter, 

A procedure that converts IBM external 
BCD code to OPCON code. 

A procedure that converts a floating 

point number to an OPCON coded item 
16 bytes long. 
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APPENDIX A 

I?. PILE PROCESSING SYSTEM PROCEDURES 

1. DELET 

2. ENTER 

A procedure that reallocates core huffer 

area due to the opening of a new file or 

the cl os ini» of an existing file in EPS. 

A procedure that opens the file designated 

in the File Description Item and allocates 

an I/O worE area in core memory to be used 

for the file being opened in EPS. 

3, ENTERE A procedure that opens an IPS «aster for 

use with EPS library procedures. 

4. ENY 

5. EOF 

6. EOR 

7. EOS 

8. EXIT 

A procedure that determines the current 

entry position of any file in EPS. 

A procedure that tests for End-of-File 

in EPS. 

A procedure that tests for End-of-Record 

in EPS. 

A procedure that tests for End-of-Segment 

in EPS. 

A procedure that closes the processing of 

a file in EPS. 

9. FDES’ENT 

10. I’O 

1?. LABDL 

12. LOST 

A procedure that obtains the entry number 
in Table FOES for the file designated in 

the procedure call in EPS. 

A procedure that handles nil peripheral 

device manipulations and actual data 

transmissions for the procedures of FPS. 

A procedure that obtains the address plus 

100 of the last memory word loaded by the 

SSEC loader in EPS. 

A procedure that logs the count of un- 

recoverable* parity errors from each EPS 

file for which the I/O error parameter was 

specified. 
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IV, FILE PROCESSING SYSTEM PROCEDURES (cent) 

1*1. READ A procedure that transfers the next: entry 

of an input file to the first entry of a 
special table in EPS. 

14, READF A proceudre that reads a record from an 

TPS format tape, converts it to 'EPS 
format 4, and transfer a set at-a-tiwe* 

to the user program. 

15. REC A procedure that determines the current 
record of any file in FPS. 

16. RELEASE A procedure that is used in conjunction 

with READ to provide a means of skipping 

over any remaining entries in a record in 
FPS. 

17. «WRIT 

18. SEG 

19. SORT* 

20. TYPE* 

21. WRITE 

A procedure that writes the contents of 

a file's I/O work area onto tape in FPS. 

A procedure that determines the current 
segment of any file in FPS. 

A procedure that sorts the records of the 
input file into either ascending or 

descending order with respect to key item 

values in each record in FPS. 

A procedure that converts the 50 Hollerith 

character item designated in the call into 

its typewriter character equivalent to be 
outputted at the console in FPS. 

A procedure that transfers either an entry 
or a print line image from the first entry 

of a serial table to a magnetic tape file 
in FPS. 

22. WSEG A procedure that writes an End-of-Segment 

mark in a file in FPS. 
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V. PROGRAM MAINTENANCE 

1. CK'STATS 

2. Cl .EAR 

3. coax 

A, CRDSTR 

5. CRFF 

6. CSCAN 

7. DUMP 

B. GET’CARD 

9„ INTERRUPT 

10. PEEL 

U. RESTART 

AND UTILITY TYPE PROCEDURES 

A procedure that waits for a "file not 

busy" status. Checks for other non-normal 

statt » and tät e appropriate action. 

A procedure that clears an area of core, 

defined hy first word address and number 

of words, to +0 or blanks. 

A procedure that dumps a specified memory 

area onto file 27 whenever entered. 

A procedure that prestores card images from 

a lADA computer to an open ended file. 

A procedure used with 1604 interruptable 

(auto) jobs. It senses for a carriage 

return (typed by the. operator) on the 
1604 console typewriter and advises the 

user of an auto job whether his program is 
to he terminated and control returned to 

the operator. 

A procedure that locates and classifies 

fields within an unpacked (one character 

per word) image table that generally 

represents card columns. 

A procedure that initiates a dump service, 

reouest to SREC for that portion of 

memory requested in the call. 

A procedure that reads cards (or card 

images), double buffered, and unpack 

them an renuired by CSCAN and the 'nn2nn 

routines. 

A procedure that initiates a request to 

interrogate the interrupt status for 

internal (arithmetic) faults. 

A function that queries the TINE table 

and returns the reel number assigned to 

a given magnetic tape file. 

A procedure that initiates a request to 

SSEC to establish restart points. 
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AFPENMX A 

V. PROGRAM MAINTENANCE ANO UTILITY TYPE PROCEDURES (cent) 

12. SECURITY A procedure that initiates an SSEC request 

to determine the security classification of 

a file. 

....wifi 
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13. SNOCTAL A procedure that provides the capability 

of utilizing an unlimited number of octal 
correction. Core dump cards per computer 

run. 

14. STAT'CK. A procedure that produces a typewriter 
comment for all data transmissions 

resulting in other than a normal or EOF 

status. 

15. STORE A procedure that blocks '‘print" lines, 
23 lines per block, and write the lines 

double buffered. Automatically Insert 

page headings, class!Mentions pagination 

as needed. 

16. TIME A procedure that Initiates a request to 

SSEC for the real time. 

1?. TpRELSE A procedure that generates a typewriter 
message to the operator directing him to 

save a magnetic tape reel to some given 

date. 

18. TYPE A procedure that converts a 50 Hollerith 

character item to its typewriter character 

code equivalent for outputting on the 

console typewriter. 

A procedure that converts 1 to 6 words of 

OPCON data to its TYPE code equivalent, 

and type the result on the console type¬ 

writer. The original message is untouched. 

19. TYPE*MSG* 
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APPENDIX A 

vm. seasch and sort procedures 

1. BINSRCH 

2. DDSORT 

3. DLOAD 

4. SORT* 

5. SRC 

A procedure that performs a binary 
search, making use of a «ingle or 

multiple word key, on a sorted serial 

table containing one or more word» per 
entry. 

A procedure thaï will sort (logically) 

in ascending or 1er, entries of a single 

or multiple word per entry serial t¿ble 

via a key field in the entry. 

A procedure that will read unpacked tape 

records from tape or cards. Select those 

meeting preestablished criteria and build 
a predetermined sort key in core. The 

records are packed on disc at maximum 
density. 

Sorts the records of an input file into 

either ascending or descending order with 

respect to key item values in each record 
in FPS. 

Locates an identifier in a compool (EPS-Ill) 
directory using the binary search technique. 
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APPENDIX A 

* Indicates that this procedure has been crossed referenced under 
another subject category. For example procedure PCL will be found 

described tt'der the heading of CONVERSION PROCEDURES and NAVIGATIONAL 
PROCEDURE}], 
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